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Monday 3 April
09:00

Registration and refreshments

Exhibition Centre

Correlated Electrons 1
Thin Film and Nanomagnetics I
Chair: Lesley Cohen, Imperial College London Chair: Rowan Temple, University of Leeds

Lecture room: P/X/001

Lecture room: P/L/001

10:00

(INVITED) Exotic magnetism in thin-films:
strain-engineered frustrated magnets
L Bovo, University College London, UK

Probing thermal transport and layering in disk media
using scanning thermal microscopy
S Thompson, University of York, UK

10:15

In situ TEM investigation of the magnetostructural
transition in nano-scale FeRh-based thin films
T Almeida, University of Glasgow, UK
Muon measurements of Tb2Ti2O7 as a function Magnetic proximity-enhanced Curie temperature of
of oxygen stoichiometry
Cr-doped Sb2Te3 thin films
P Baker, ISIS, STFC Rutherford Appleton
L Duffy, University of Oxford/ISIS, UK
Laboratory, UK
Temperature evolution of the magnetism of Investigation of the exchange bias in
charge-stripe ordered La2NiO4.11
NiO(111)/EuO(001) heterostructures
P Freeman, University of Central Lancashire, R Aboljadayel, University of Cambridge, UK
UK

10:30

10:45

11:00

11:15

Heusler alloys with Tungsten seed layers for CPPGMR junctions
W Frost, University of York, UK
Refreshments and exhibition

Exhibition centre

Magnetic Microscopy and Advanced
Characterisation Techniques
Chair: Tom Hayward, University of Sheffield

Biomagnetism and Carbon-based Materials
Chair: Nicola Morley, University of Sheffield

(Invited) Ultrafast and very small: Discover
nanoscale magnetism with picosecond time
resolution using x-rays
H Ohldag, SLAC National Accelerator
Laboratory, USA

Strong paramagnetism in Bacillus spores:
Opportunities for novel biotechnological
applications
A Ionescu, University of Cambridge, UK
Experimental demonstration of swimming magnetoelastic micro-robots
M Bryan, University of Exeter, UK
Determining the induced magnetic moment in
Graphene by polarised neutron reflectivity and x-ray
magnetic circular dichroism
R Aboljadayel, University of Cambridge, UK

(Invited) Imaging magnetism with high
spatial and high temporal resolution
D McGrouther, University of Glasgow, UK

Spin relaxation 1/f noise in graphene
I J Vera-Marun, The University of Manchester, UK

Lecture room: P/X/001
11:45

12:00

12:15

12:30
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Lecture room: P/L/001

12:45

13:00

Spin polarised charge trapping at a
conventional/molecular semiconductor interface
T Moorsom, University of Leeds, UK
Lunch, posters and exhibition

Exhibition Centre

High Frequency Spin Dynamics
Chair: Del Atkinson, University of Durham

Computational and Theoretical Magnetism I
Chair: Julie Staunton, University of Warwick

14:30

Resolving the spatial character of the nonlinear spin wave ‘bullet’
T Spicer, University of Exeter, UK

(Invited) Quantitative effect of cell size on precision
in micromagnetics
N Donahue, NIST, USA

14:45

Broadband source of propagating spin waves
for magnonic applications
F Mushenok, University of Exeter, UK
Effect of ferromagnetic interlayer coupling on
magnetisation dynamics in [Co/Pd]8-NiFe
thin films using Vector Network Analyser
Ferromagnetic Resonance (VNA-FMR)
A Johansson, The University of Manchester,
UK
Correlating damping effects with
microstructure in Fe3O4(111)/YZO thin films
C Love, University of York, UK
Probing the spin-wave dynamics of
honeycomb artificial spin ice in different
microstates
D Arroo, Imperial College London, UK
Isolated skyrmion dynamics in confined
helimagnetic nanostructures
M Beg, University of Southampton, UK
Refreshments and exhibition

Computational micromagnetics with JOOMMF
H Fangohr, University of Southampton, UK

Lecture room: P/X/001

15:00

15:15

15:30

15:45

16:00

Lecture room: P/L/001

Micromagnetic simulations of the role of
intergranular phases in the demagnetization process
of sintered Nd-Fe-B magnets
G A Fadhil, University of Sheffield, UK
Calculating the magneto-elastic anisotropy across
grain boundary interfaces
S Westmoreland, University of York, UK

Exhibition Centre

Chair: Tom Thomson, The University of Manchester

Lecture Room P/X/001
16:30

17:30

(Plenary) Emerging applications of nanomagnetism and spintronics from microelectronics to
biomedical
B Dieny, SPINTEC, University Grenoble Alpes, France
Poster Session, Exhibition and Bierstube

18:45

Coaches depart from outside the Exhibition Centre to Principal Hotel, York

19:00

Conference Dinner at the Principal Hotel, York
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Exhibition Centre

Tuesday 4 April
08:30

Registration

Exhibition Centre
Chair: Bob Stamps, University of Glasgow

Lecture room P/X/001
09:00

10:00

Wohlfarth Lecture
New magnetic materials exploiting chiral interactions
A Thiaville, University Paris-Sud, France
Refreshments and exhibition

Exhibition Centre

Spintronics
Computational and Theoretical Magnetism II
Chair: Katharina Zeissler, University of Leeds Chair: Thomas Ostler, Sheffield Hallam University

10:30
10:45

11:00

11:15

11:30

11:45

12:00

12:15
12:45
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Lecture room P/X/001

Lecture room: P/L/001

Towards standardisation of the Spin Seebeck
effect for thin films: Fe3O4:Pt
L Morrison, Loughborough University, UK
Magnetic proximity in the Kondo effect: Fe
impurities at the YIG/Pt interface and in
Pt(δFe) systems
A Westerman, University of Leeds
Investigation of interfacial spin dependent
transport and magnetic proximity effect in
CoFeTaB/Pt bilayers
O-O A Inyang, Durham University, UK
Anti-damping torque in spin valves
incorporating a topological insulator
L Gladczuk, University of Oxford, UK
Thermal activated spin transfer torque
switching dynamics in CoFeB/MgO/CoFeB
magnetic tunnel junctions
A Meo, University of York, UK
Controlled generation of odd-frequency
superconductivity by spin-orbit coupling
N Banerjee, Loughborough University, UK
EPSRC Presentation
Chair: Rob Hicken, University of Exeter

(INVITED) Injection of sub-picosecond spin current
pulses in semiconductors: the path to the future THz
spintronics
M Battiato, Technische Universität Wien, Vienna

Lecture room P/X/001
AGM - Lecture room P/X/001
Lunch, Posters and Exhibition

Exhibition Centre

Modern theory for the orbital magnetisation in a
superconductor
J Robbins, University of Bristol, UK
Temperature dependence of magnetism in doped
RCo5 compounds - an atomistic view
C Patrick, University of Warwick, UK
Scaled relaxation curves in magnetic recording
media
M Strungaru, University of York, UK

Electric Field and Strain Control of Magnetism Correlated Electrons II
Chair: Andrew Rushforth, University of
Chair: Christy Kinane, RAL
Nottingham
Lecture room: P/L/001

Lecture room P/X/001
14:00
14:15

14:30

14:45

15:00

15:15

(INVITED) Neutron scattering as a probe of
interfacial order in magnetoelectric
heterostructures
B Kirby, NIST, USA

X-ray magnetic resonant scattering on XMaS
L Bouchenoire, University of Liverpool, UK
Observation of a Griffiths-like Phase in layered
canted antiferromagnet Sr2IrO4
A Rathi, National Physical Laboratory, India
Electric field-driven magnetic domain-wall
Characterisation of powdered low-dimensional spinmotion in perpendicularly magnetised Cu/Ni 1 antiferromagnets with single-ion anisotropy
multilayers
W Blackmore, University of Warwick, UK
K Franke, Durham University, UK
Probing magnetic heterogeneities in
Structural and magnetic properties of the doped
magnetostrictive Fe1-xGax alloys
magnetocaloric compounds (La1-𝝌𝝌A𝝌𝝌)0.85Ag0.15MnO3,
S Samothrakitis, University of Birmingham, A = Pr, Dy
UK
C Buhl Larsen, University of Birmngham, UK
A polarised soft X-ray study of Co-Ti
Controlling the magnetocaloric properties of
substituted M-type Magnetoelectric
La(Fe,Mn,Si)13 and its hydrides with pressure
Hexaferrites
E Lovell, Imperial College London, UK
J Beevers, University of York, UK
Refreshments and exhibition

Location: Exhibition Centre

Thin Films and Nanomagnets II
Chair: Aidan Hindmarch, Durham University

Nanoparticles
Chair: Gonzalo Vallejo Fernandez, University of York

Skyrmion detection using electrical transport
in Pt/Co/Ir multilayer disc
K Zeissler, University of Leeds, UK
Topological lithography: Realisation of the
kagome artificial spin ice ground state and
'monopoles on demand'
J C Gartside, Imperial College London, UK
Effect of the composition of an FePd alloy on
the dynamics of artificial spin ice
S A Morley, University of Leeds
Investigation of dissipative magnetic solitons
using x-ray holography with extended
references
E Burgos Parra, University of Exeter, UK

(Invited) Functionalized hybrid nanomagnets: New
materials for innovations in energy storage and
medical theranostics
M Farle, University of Duisburg-Essen, Germany

Lecture room P/X/001
15:45

16:00

16:15

16:30

16:45

17:00
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Lecture room: P/L/001

How to estimate local heat dissipation of interacting
magnetic nanoparticles subjected to an applied
magnetic field?
C Munoz, Universidade de Santiago de Compostela,
Spain
X-ray detected current-driven magnetisation Ferromagnetic resonance and dielectric relaxation
reversal in CoFeTaB/Pt
properties of core shell particles
D Burn, Diamond Light Source, UK
S Hussain, QinetiQ, UK
End of Conference

Poster Programme
Computational and Theoretical
P.1

Atomistic modelling of laser induced ultrafast reversal of inhomogeneous ferrimagnetic GdFeCo
Z Fu, Tongji University, China

P.2

Atomistic simulations of magnetic vortex structure in permalloy
D Meilak, University of York, UK

P.3

Demagnetisation energy and magnetisation variation effects on the isolated skyrmion dynamics
M Beg, University of Southampton, UK

P.4

First order reversal curves and intrinsic parameter determination for magnetic materials: limitations
of hysteron-based approaches in correlated systems
S Ruta, University of York, UK

P.5

Frustrated magnetism and caloric effects in Mn-antiperovskite Nitrides: Ab initio theory
E Mendive Tapia, University of Warwick, UK

P.6

Influence of defects on the thermal stability of solitonic spin textures under chiral couplings in
magnetic thin films with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy
L Desplat, University of Glasgow, UK

P.7

Investigation on electronic and magnetic structures of the NdCo5 and Nd2Co17 systems by first
principle calculations
K Bakkari, Université de Tunis El Manar, Tunisia

P.8

Magnetic properties of Ferrihydrite, a nanocrystalline material
C Rana, Thapar University, India

P.9

Parallel performance optimisation of the VAMPIRE code for billion atom simulations of magnetic
materials
R Pond, University of York, UK

P.10

Spin dynamics of magnetic nanoparticles bound in a fluid medium for applications in magnetic
hyperthermia
E Rannala, University of York, UK

P.11

Study of higher-order exchange interactions in magnetic systems
M Strungaru, University of York, UK

P.12

The impacts of magnetic strength on a variable - Viscosity channel flow with non-uniform wall
temperature
A Hassan, University of South Africa, South Africa
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Correlated Electron
P.13

Evolution of structure and magnetic behaviour by Pr doping in SrRuO3
A Pramanik, Jawaharlal Nehru University, India

P.14

X-ray magnetic resonant scattering on XMaS
L Bouchenoire, University of Liverpool, UK

Magnetic Materials: Thin Films and Nanoscale Structure
P.15

Application of AFM nanomachining for magnetic domain wall pinning
J Jones, Cardiff University, UK

P.16

Changing the metamagnetic transition in NiAl-buffered FeRh(Pd,Ir) heterostructures using
thickness dependent dopant profiles
J Massey, University of Leeds, UK

P.17

Effect of growth parameters on magnetostrictive amorphous FeGaSiB thin films
Q Aldulaim, University of Sheffield, UK

P.18

Effect of varying dimensions of thin film gadolinium elements: proposing a new artificial spin ice
material
S Felton, Queen's University Belfast, UK

P.19

Exchange bias effects in BFO/Fe type heterostructures
S-G Greculeasa, National Institute for Materials Physics, Romania

P.20

Influence of surface coating (CoO, Cr2O3, ZrO2, SiO2) on magnetic properties of MnFe2O4
nanoparticles
K Nadeem, International Islamic University, Pakistan

P.21

Investigation of the phase transition in FeRh on the local scale
C Barton, The University of Manchester, UK

P.22

Magnetic and Magneto-optical properties of films of multiferroic GdMnO3 grown on LSAT (100) and
(111)
H Albargi, University of Sheffield, UK

P.23

Magnetic circular dichroism study of point defects in ZnO
F Gerriu, University of Sheffield, UK

P.24

Magnetic properties of substitutional Fe-doped In2O3
M Alshammari, KACST, Saudi Arabia

P.25

Magnetism in polar ZnO due to crystalline damage caused by the implantation of Kr and Ar
A M Saeedi, University of Sheffield, UK

P.26

Magneto-Thermal properties of Zn-doped Cobalt-Ferrite nanoparticles for hyperthermia
applications
A Ahmad, Kyungpook National University, Republic of South Korea
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P.27

Magnetoresistance and anomalous Hall effect measurements in B20 Fe1-xCoxGe epilayers with
changing Helix wavelength
C Spencer, University of Leeds, UK

P.28

Manipulating the magnetic properties of 3d transition metals (TM) with amorphous carbon thin
films
S Alghamdi, University of Leeds, UK

P.29

Manipulation of magnetic vortex cores in planar magnetic materials using a voltage induced strain
I Azaceta, University of York, UK

P.30

Preparation of YIG and Ca:YIG thin films by PLD
A M Zaki, University of Sheffield, UK

P.31

Resistive heating induced switching field modification imaged in FeRh
R Temple, University of Leeds, UK

P.32

Room temperature magnetoelectric coupling in multiferroic ErFeO3 nanoparticles
M Alam, S. N. Bose National Centre for Basic Sciences, India

P.33

Shift of the blocking temperature in ferrimagnetic and antiferromagnetic materials
M Testa Anta, Universidade de Vigo, Spain

P.34

Solvothermally driven Mn doping and clustering of Iron Oxide nanoparticles for heat delivery
applications
V Salgueiriño, Universidade de Vigo, Spain

P.35

Structural and magnetic properties of MnAl thin films on MgO substrates
D Huskisson, The University of Manchester, UK

P.36

Structural and Magnetostriction properties of FeCo films with different thicknesses
S Baco, University of Sheffield, UK

P.37

Studies of MgO thin films for seedlayers and tunnel barriers
C Bull, The University of Manchester, UK

P.38

The investigation of the coercive field and saturation magnetisation of microscopic CoNiP elements
produced by electrodeposition
E Martin, University of Exeter, UK

P.39

The role of the NM/FM interface in poly-crystalline FeOx/Pt spin Seebeck devices
A Caruana, STFC, UK

P.40

Thermal magnetic relaxation in sub-100nm square artificial spin ice systems measured by SQUID
magnetometry
J M Porro, ISIS, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, STFC, UK

P.41

Towards chirality-encoded domain wall logic devices
T J Hayward, University of Sheffield, UK
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P.42

Voltage control of magnetisation in magnetostrictive Galfenol bilayer thin films
D B Pattnaik, University of Nottingham, UK

Soft Matter and Bio-magnetism
P.43

Ferromagnetic swimmer: A microfluidic pump prototype
J Hamilton, University of Exeter, UK

P.44

Nonmagnetic interlayer in core/shell magnetic nanoparticles to tune the magnetic and
hyperthermia properties
D Serantes, University of York, UK

P.45

The magnetism of Lanthanide single-Ion magnets studied by µSR
Z Yang, Queen Mary University of London, UK

Spintronics
P.46

A cryogenic polar Kerr effect microscope for imaging spin polarisation at 1.7 Kelvin
J Liu, University of Cambridge, UK

P.47

Adatom-decorated graphene for spintronic applications
P Bentley, University of York, UK

P.48

Anomalous behaviour of the Peltier effect in lateral spin valves
G Stefanou, University of Leeds, UK

P.49

Control of superconductivity with a single ferromagnetic layer in niobium/erbium bilayers
N Satchell, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, UK

P.50

Electrical and optical characterisation of Fe/n-GaAs non-local spin valve
J-Y Kim, University of York, UK

P.51

Electrical manipulation of magnetism at fullerene MnOx interfaces as measured by LE-µSR
M Rogers, University of Leeds, UK

P.52

Exciton dynamics in organic materials probed by muon spin relaxation
J Miao, Queen Mary University of London, UK

P.53

Highly efficient spin-current operation in a Cu nano-ring
M Samiepour, University of York, UK

P.54

Imaging magnetization dynamics in nano-contact spin-torque vortex oscillators that exhibit
gyrotropic mode splitting
P Keatley, University of Exeter, UK

P.55

Injection of highly polarized pure spin current
K Moran, University of Leeds, UK

P.56

Manipulating magnetic textures with ultra-low energy
A Rushforth, University of Nottingham, UK
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P.57

Novel spin injection into graphene
J Warren, The University of Manchester, UK

P.58

Observation of hybrid interfaces states at organic/ferromagnetic interfaces
J Zhang, University of York, UK

P.59

Optimisation of Heusler alloy (Co2MnSi) thin films and multilayers for spin Seebeck devices
C Cox, Loughborough University, UK

P.60

Towards the integration of topological insulators with spintronic devices
D Backes, Loughborough University, UK
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P.61

Structural health monitoring using magnetostrictive sensors
N Morley, University of Sheffield, UK

P.62

Search for magnetic polarons in europium hexaboride, using neutrons
R Arnold, University of Birmingham, UK

P.63

Investigation of the magnetic properties of some rare earth-transition metal permanent magnets
S Kumar, University of Warwick, UK

P.64

Influence of structural disorder on incommensurate magnetic structure of Cr1/3NbS2 helical magnet
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Correlated Electrons I
(Invited) Exotic magnetism in thin films: strain-engineered frustrated magnets
L Bovo
University College London, UK
Model magnets complement superfluids and superconductors as paradigms of quantum matter. The spin ice
Dy2Ti2O7 (DTO) [1-4] and spin liquids such as Tb2Ti2O7 (TTO) [5-8], illustrate emergent electromagnetism, including
a Coulomb phase [3] from which emerge magnetic monopole quasiparticles [2] and (possibly) emergent photons
[5]. DTO is the (classical) benchmark of that physics [1] while TTO remains mysterious [6-8], with its apparent spin
liquid state “crystallizing” under applied pressure [6].
Epitaxial oxide films can have high purity, abrupt interfaces and high structural uniformity. Of particular interest to
frustrated magnetism is the possibility of using epitaxial strain to tailor the properties of existing materials. In recent
work collaborators and I reported the growth of high quality epitaxial pyrochlore thin films of spin ice Dy2Ti2O7, where
we show how the strain induced by the substrate can alter its magnetic behaviour [9]. This result and that of Ref.
[10], have opened up new and extremely rich laboratory for studying and perturbing the properties of pyrochlore
materials, which is an hitherto unexplored research direction.
In this talk I will focus on the fabrication and characterization of the first epitaxially grown thin layers of DTO [9] and
TTO [11], and show how it is possible to “tune” the interesting magnetic properties of these systems through
epitaxial strain.
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]
[8]
[9]
[10]
[11]
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ST Bramwell & MJP Gingras, Science 294, 1495 (2001).
C Castelnovo, R Moessner & SL Sondhi, Nature 451, 42 (2008).
T Fennell et al., Science 326, 415-417 (2009).
O Benton et al., PRB 86, 075154 (2012).
JS Gardner et al., PRL 82, 1012 (1999).
I Mirebeau et al., Nature 420, 54 (2002).
HR Molavian et al., PRL 98, 157204 (2007).
P Bonville et al., PRB 89, 085115 (2014).
L Bovo et al., Nature Comms. 5, 3439 (2014).
D.P. Leusink et al, APL Mat. 2, 032101 (2014).
L Bovo et al., Nanotechnology 28, 055708 (2017).

Muon measurements of Tb2Ti2O7 as a function of oxygen stoichiometry
P Baker1, F Pratt1, P McClarty1, D Prabhakaran2 and A Boothroyd2
1

ISIS, STFC Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, UK, 2Oxford University, UK

The pyrochlore magnet Tb2Ti2O7 has long been studied as a potential spin liquid or quantum spin ice [1,2]. Like
other pyrochlores, such as Y2Ti2O7 and Dy2Ti2O7 [3], the issue of oxygen non-stoichiometry has been investigated
but in Tb2Ti2O7 its effects are poorly understood. Following the observation of a large thermal Hall conductivity for
transparent, therefore oxygen-deficient, samples of Tb2Ti2O7 [4] we sought to examine the microscopic effects of
non-stoichiometry using muon spin relaxation.
Here we report muon measurements on three samples of Tb2Ti2O7±δ as a function of temperature and magnetic
field. Both the temperature and magnetic field dependences of the muon spin relaxation rate are altered by the
oxygen content suggesting microscopic changes in the magnetic behaviour of the sample. We compare these
changes to expectations of crystal field level changes and disordering, and changes observed using other
techniques.

Figure 1: Tb2Ti2O7±δ samples studied: (Left) Oxygen-excess, (Middle) Stoichiometric, and (Right) Oxygen-deficient.
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
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JS Gardner et al., Phys. Rev. Lett., 1999, 82, 1012-1015
HR Molavian et al., Phys. Rev. Lett., 2007, 98, 157204
G Sala et al., Nature Materials, 2014, 13, 488
M Hirschberger et al., Science, 2015, 348, 106

Temperature evolution of the magnetism of charge-stripe ordered La2NiO4.11
P G Freeman1, M Skoulatos2, R A Mole3, and D Prabhakaran4
1

University of Central Lancashire, UK, 2Technical University of Munich, Germany, 3Bragg Institute, ANSTO, Australia,
Oxford University, UK

4

The debate on the universality of charge-stripes and their importance in cuprate high temperature superconductivity
continues, two decades after the discovery of charge-stripes in a La-based cuprate [1]. La-based cuprates have a
relatively low superconducting temperature of less than 40 K. The low temperature superconducting transition of Labased cuprates leads to partial gapping of the magnetic excitation spectrum with an incommensurate magnetic
resonant excitation, that allows for the magnetic excitations to be studied to lower energies than in other cuprate
materials [2,3]. These low energy excitations have often been compared to the magnetism of charge-stripe order of
La2-xSrxNiO4+δ [1,4].
With the development of experimental techniques, and advances in crystal growth of cuprates, universal behaviour
such as the hourglass shaped magnetic excitation spectrum have been determined [5]. Recent findings include two
striking observations at base temperatures, a low energy kink in the magnetic excitation spectrum of La-based
cuprates [6], and an offset between the centring of low energy magnetic excitations and the position of magnetic
Bragg peaks [7]. In this presentation we present data on the temperature dependence of the magnetism in chargestripe ordered La2NiO4.11, and show how similar effects to the La-based cuprates are observed [6,7].
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]
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J, M. Tranquada et. al.m Nature 375, 561 (1995).
M. Kofu, S.-H. Lee, M. Fujita, H.-J. Kang, H. Eisaki, and K. Yamada, Phys. Rev. Lett. 102, 047001 (2009).
N. B. Christensen, et. al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 93, 147002 (2004).
Yoshizawa et. al., Phys. Rev. B 61, R854 (2000).
S. M. Hayden et al., Nature 429, 531 (2004); J. M. Tranquada, et al., Nature 429, 534 (2004).
Zhijun Xu, et. al, Phys. Rev. Lett. 113, 177002 (2014).
H. Jacobsen, et. al., Phys. Rev. B 92, 174525 (2015).

Thin Film and Nanomagnets I
Probing thermal transport and layering in disk media using scanning thermal microscopy
S-W Poon1, J Spièce2, A J Robson2, O V Kolosov2, S M Thompson1
1

University of York, UK, 2Lancaster University, UK

In heat-assisted magnetic recording [1] the thermal transport properties of the media are a key performance
characteristic. A technique for measuring nanoscale thermal transport is needed. In scanning thermal microscopy
(SThM) [2] the probe in an atomic force microscope is replaced by a thermally sensitive one e.g. a thermally
resistive Pd film [3]. The temperature-dependant voltage of the probe is monitored allowing simultaneous collection
of topographic and temperature data. As the tip approaches the surface, its temperature drops due to thermal
transport through the sample and hence is sensitive to the thermal transport properties of the sample. The layers of
the sample were accessed by polishing the surface at a shallow angle with an Argon ion beam using the beam-exit
cross-sectional polishing (BEXP) technique [4,5].
The recording layer [6] was a sputtered CoCrPt alloy segregated in a matrix of silica. Three samples were studied
with different silica concentrations. Figure 1 shows the topography and thermal images for one of these. The thermal
image enhances the topographic information hence the layers are clearly resolved in the thermal image compared
to the conventional topographic image. Comparing the results for the three samples indicates that the silica content
affects the thermal transport.
Acknowledgement
The CoCrPt media was provided by Professor Kevin O’Grady, University of York
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]

M. H. Kryder et al., Proc. IEEE 96, 1810 (2008).
S. Gomès et al., Phys. Stat. Solid. (a) 212, 477 (2015) and references therein.
Yuan Zhang et al., J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B30, 010601 (2012)
O.V. Kolosov et al., Nanotechnology 22, 185702, (2011)
O. V. Kolosov & I. Grishin, Patent No. WO/2011/101613 (2011)
J. Chureemart et al., J. Appl. Phys. 114, 083907 (2013)

Figure 1: Topography and thermal images of the cross-section of the sample with the lowest oxide concentration.
Also shown are a cartoon of the sample structure, the gradient of the sample after polishing and multiple line scans
across the thermal image. The thick line is the average of the line scans which is used for fitting the data.
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In situ TEM investigation of the magnetostructural transition in nano-scale FeRh-based thin films
T P Almeida1, R Temple2, J Massey2, K Fallon1, D McGrouther1, T Moore2, C H Marrows2 and S McVitie1
1

University of Glasgow, UK, 2University of Leeds, UK

The ordered 𝛼𝛼’ alloy of iron-rhodium (Fe48Rh52 to Fe56Rh44) has attracted considerable attention due to its
magnetostructural transition from its antiferromagnetic (AF) to ferromagnetic (FM) phase [1]. 𝛼𝛼′-FeRh undergoes a
first-order phase transition from its room-temperature AF state to FM between ~ 350 to 380 K, and can hence
present phase AF / FM co-existence, separated by phase-boundary domain walls (DWs). Controlled nucleation and
movement of these DWs is considered very desirable for potential use in magnetic data storage applications [2].
Previous studies have shown that the DWs can be created and driven in FeRh films by combining heating with
differential gradients of chemical doping [3,4]. However, our knowledge of the dynamic behaviour of DWs in FeRh is
often limited to bulk magnetic measurements or low magnification imaging, i.e. Kerr microscopy. In this study, we
perform several transmission electron microscopy (TEM) techniques to examine the localised chemical, structural
and magnetic properties of a range of FeRh films grown epitaxially on MgO or NiAl (Fig. 1a). Cross-sectional and
planar FeRh samples have been prepared from bulk substrates by focused ion beam methods. Electron-energy loss
spectroscopy and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) provides chemical analysis of the FeRh films and
substrates (Fig. 1b-f), whilst high resolution scanning TEM imaging shows the well-matched interface between the
single crystal FeRh and MgO or NiAl (Fig 1g). The magnetic structure of the films is imaged in Lorentz mode using
Fresnel imaging and differential phase contrast (DPC) imaging, performed under low-magnetic field conditions. In
addition, in situ heating provides direct access to the magnetostructural transition and the associated
thermomagnetic behaviour of the DWs within the FeRh films (Fig. 2a-c)

Figure 1 (a) Scanning TEM image of a cross-section of FeRh and NiAl thin films grown on a GaAs substrate. (b) EDX
spectrum image acquired from the boxed region in (a), and chemical maps showing the (c) Fe; (d) Rh; (e) Al; (f) Ni
content. (g) High resolution scanning TEM image showing the localised structure at the epitaxial interface between
the FeRh and NiAl thin films.
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Figure 2 DPC imaging of a planar FeRh thin film at (a) room temperature; and showing well-resolved DWs after
heating to (b) 150ºC; with weaker contrast at (c) 375 ºC. DPC images are sensitive to the component of magnetic
induction indicated by the double-headed white arrows.
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
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Magnetic proximity-enhanced Curie temperature of Cr-dopedSb2Te3 thin films
L B Duffy1,2, A I Figueroa3, L Gladczuk1,3, N J Steinke2, G van der Laan3 and T Hesjedal1
1

University of Oxford, UK, 2ISIS, STFC, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, UK, 3Diamond Light Source, UK

Three-dimensional topological insulators (TIs), although insulating in the bulk, have gapless electronic surface
states which form counter-propagating channels of oppositely spinpolarised electrons with the dispersion relation of
massless Dirac fermions. With controlled breaking of the time-reversal symmetry, e.g., through applying a magnetic
field, ferromagnetic doping or magnetic proximity coupling, a band gap can be opened which has been predicted to
lead to a variety of intriguing physical phenomena, such as the recently observed quantum anomalous Hall effect.
Such a band gap is also essential for the integration of TIs into spintronic or quantum computational devices.
We have previously demonstrated that by in-situ evaporation of a ferromagnetic thin film of Co onto the cleaved
surface of Cr-doped Bi2Se3 at low temperatures, the 𝛵𝛵C of the TI can be increased from 𝛵𝛵C ≈ 7 K to 19 K at the
surface of the TI [1]. Here we use Arrott plots measured by surface-sensitive x-ray magnetic circular dichroism
(XMCD) at the Cr L2,3 edge from an in-situ cleaved Cr:Sb2Te3 sample as a function of field at various low
temperatures in order to observe accurately its Curie temperature 𝛵𝛵C ≈ 87 K. A thin ferromagnetic layer of Co is then
evaporated on top of the cleaved surface of the ΤI in-situ and a clean interface with no alloying or distortion of the
XMCD data is found. Arrott plots from this sample show that the TC ≈ 93 K demonstrating that such interface effects
can be used to boost the magnetic performance of magnetically doped TI thin films.
[1]
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Investigation of the exchange bias in NiO(111)/EuO(001) heterostructures
R O Aboljadayel1, A Ionescu1, P M S Monteiro1, G Cheglakov1, N J Steinke2, C Kinane2, T Saerbeck3,
C H W Barnes1, and S Langridge2
1
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Multi-layer oxide heterostructures are expected to exhibit modified properties at the interface while leaving the bulk
properties unchanged. Changes in the electrical conductivity [1], magnetism [2], superconductivity [3], the
detection of the exchange bias (EB) effect and the formation of a two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) [1] were
reported at the interfaces of different systems. EB is known to occur at the interface of ferromagnetic
(FM)/antiferromagnetic (AFM) structures, e.g. when they are field cooled (FC) from above the Néel temperature (TN)
of the AFM film [4]. This phenomenon has attracted great attention in the last decade due to its applications in
magnetic recording, spintronic devices, such as spin valves and other magnetoresistance devices. The EB effect
results in a shift of the magnetic hysteresis curve with respect to the origin and/or increase in the coercivity. These
effects arise from the exchange coupling between the FM and AFM layers across the interface [5]. Although
conventional EB systems are obtained when the Curie temperature (Tc) of the FM layer is much higher than the TN of
the AFM, this effect was also detected in systems where TN is higher or close to the Tc [6,7]. However, a full
understanding of the mechanism driving EB is still missing.
We report an investigation of the EB in NiO(111)/EuO(001) heterostructure using polarised neutron reflectivity
(PNR). PNR was used as it has the advantage of probing magnetic multilayer systems while distinguishing the
magnetic properties of each layer. EuO(001)-based systems are promising candidates for spintronics applications
such as spin filters [8]. This is due to the desirable properties of EuO: a ferromagnetic semiconductor with a high
magnetic moment of 7 μB per Eu atom, a TC of 69 K and a spin splitting of 0.6 eV in the 5d conduction band with a
band gap of 1.2 eV at room temperature [9,10]. To date, no study of the EB at the NiO/EuO interface has been
reported, and deeper understanding of the spin distribution at this interface is required to test for a 2DEG formation.
We investigated the EB and the magnetisation depth profile across the polar interface of antiferromagnetic
NiO(111) and EuO(001) and compared it with the properties of uncoupled EuO film, grown on a non-polar oxide,
MgO(001). The NiO(111) layer is known to be essential for obtaining EB [6,11], and that the EB and charge transfer
were expected to create an unbalanced (uncompensated) net magnetisation at the binary polar interface between
NiO(111)/EuO(001), which should have enhanced the total magnetic moment. The SQUID proves this proposition
as a small double shifted behaviour of the hysteresis loop with enhanced coercivity is measured for the sample with
the polar interface (Fig. 1). However, surprisingly, a larger spin splitting in the reflectivity curve was observed in the
MgO(001)/EuO(001) structure in contrast to the NiO(111)/EuO(001) (Fig. 2). We believe that the small spin
splitting in the latter is due to the pinning of the EuO magnetisation by the randomised AFM domains which prevents
it from aligning fully with the applied magnetic field. To verify this assumption, a further study was performed to
examine the roles of the ordered and randomised AFM domains in the EB. The PNR measurements were taken on a
FC NiO(111)/EuO(001) structure with the sample aligned parallel and perpendicular to the FC direction, to estimate
the spin flip and non-spin flip contributions to the magnetisation. We will highlight the growth procedures, discuss
the PNR results and the possible interpretation supported by complementary magnetic and structural
measurements.
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Figure 1: The hysteresis loops of the as-deposited MgO(001)/EuO(001)/Au and gO(111)/NiO(111)/EuO(001)/Au
samples measured at 5K. An enhanced coercivity with a small double shifted loop is observed for the
NiO(111)/EuO(001) interface.

Figure 2: PNR data and the fitting for as-deposited samples: MgO(001)/EuO(001) and NiO(111)/EuO(001),
measured at 67 K with an applied field of 0.5T. The PNR curves show a greater spin splitting in the MgO(001)/EuO
structure.
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Heusler alloys with Tungsten seed layers for CPP-GMR junctions
W Frost, M Samiepour and A Hirohata
University of York, UK
Perpendicular anisotropy in Heusler Alloys without the MgO interfaces is of great interest for low power giant
magnetoresistance (GMR) devices with a high ΔR/R [1], [2]. Previous work has shown that a vanadium seed layer
produces crystallised Co2FeSi with a {110} texture with full crystallisation after annealing at 300oC. There was also
a weak perpendicular anisotropy at low thicknesses [3]. In his work tungsten seed layers have been utilised. A
W/WOx seed layer 10 nm thick induced a perpendicular anisotropy in 5 nm of Co2FeSi. Growth at ~400oC removed
the oxide from the seed layer and produced Co2FeSi with a much stronger perpendicular anisotropy which increased
with thickness up to 12.5 nm, as shown in fig. 1.
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Figure 1: Out-of-plane M-H loops for increasing thicknesses of Co2FeSi.
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Magnetic Microscopy and Advanced Characterisation Techniques
(Invited) Ultrafast and very small: Discover nanoscale magnetism with picosecond time resolution using x-rays
H Ohldag
SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, USA
Today’s magnetic device technology is based on complex magnetic alloys or multilayers that are patterned at the
nanoscale and operate at gigahertz frequencies. To better understand the behavior of such devices one needs an
experimental approach that is capable of detecting magnetization with nanometer and picosecond sensitivity. In
addition, since devices contain different magnetic elements, a technique is needed that provides element-specific
information about not only ferromagnetic but antiferromagnetic materials as well. Synchrotron based X-ray
microscopy provides exactly these capabilities because a synchrotron produces tunable and fully polarized X-rays
with energies between several tens of electron volts up to tens of kiloelectron volts. The interaction of tunable X-rays
with matter is element-specific, allowing us to separately address different elements in a device. The polarization
dependence or dichroism of the X-ray interaction provides a path to measure a ferromagnetic moment and its
orientation or determine the orientation of the spin axis in an antiferromagnet. The wavelength of X-rays is on the
order of nanometers, which enables microscopy with nanometer spatial resolution. And finally, a synchrotron is a
pulsed X-ray source, with a pulse length of tens of picoseconds, which enables us to study magnetization dynamics
with a time resolution given by the X-ray pulse length in a pump-probe fashion.
The goal of this talk is to present an introduction to the field and explain the capabilities of synchrotron based X-ray
microscopy, which is becoming a tool available at every synchrotron, to a diverse audience. The general introduction
will be followed by a set of examples, depending on the audience, that may include properties of magnetic
materials in rocks and meteorites, magnetic inclusions in magnetic oxides, interfacial magnetism in magnetic
multilayers, and dynamics of nanostructured devices due to field and current pulses and microwave excitations.
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(Invited) Imaging magnetism with high spatial and high temporal resolution
D McGrouther1, R J Lamb1, M Krajnak1, S McVitie1, Y Togawa2, and R L Stamps1
1
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Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) has long provided insightful imaging of magnetic materials. In addition to
atomically resolved imaging of physical material structure, the “Lorentz modes” of imaging have allowed direct
visualisation of magnetic domains and domain wall structures. In recent years, at Glasgow, we have developed the
capabilities of an aberration corrected scanning transmission microscope (STEM) to achieve differential phase
contrast (DPC) imaging with among best in world 1 nm spatial resolution. We have applied these capabilities to
gain insight into the internal structures of skyrmions occurring in B20 structured helimagnets [1]. For lattice
skyrmions in FeGe at T=250K we measured the variation in skyrmion diameter as applied field strength was varied
and we confirmed that the skyrmions possessed an internal hexagonal symmetry. In related work we have observed
that skyrmion dynamic processes can be complex and occur across a range of timescales. We have investigated
aspects of skyrmion lattice formation and defect structures. So far these studies have been restricted to a fastest
timescale of 1 ms. With development work currently underway, I will show as a near future prospect the aim to
implement time-resolved Lorentz imaging with combined nanometre, 10 nanosecond resolution.
[1]
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Biomagnetism and Carbon-based Materials
Strong paramagnetism in Bacillus spores: Opportunities for novel biotechnological applications
K X Zhou, A Ionescu, E Wan, Y N Ho, C H W Barnes, G Christie and D I Wilson,
University of Cambridge, UK
Spores of three Bacillus species were found to exhibit intrinsic paramagnetic properties as a result of the
accumulation of manganese ions. All three Bacillus species displayed strong yet distinctive magnetic properties
arising from differences in manganese quantity and valency. Manganese ions were found to accumulate both within
the spore as well as on its surface. However, whereas the former location showed specificity towards manganese,
the latter did not. B. megaterium QM B1551 spores accumulated up to 1 wt.% manganese (II) within and a further
0.6 wt.% adsorbed onto its surface. At room temperature, Bacillus spores possess average magnetic susceptibilities
in the range of 10-6 to 10-5. In light of this novel finding, three spore-related biotechnological applications,
magnetic sensing, magnetic separation and metal ion adsorption, were assessed with the latter two showing the
most promising outlook.

Figure 1: (a) Mn coated spores; (b) Fe coated spores; (c) Field dependent measurement for Mn coated spores at 5
K (inset: spores align along the field lines between two circular permanent magnets;
(d) Temperature dependent measurement for Mn coated spores with H = 0.1 T. In (a) and (b) the images show:
(left) colour of the spore suspension; (top right) phase contrast image of the spores and bottom right – SEM image
of the spore.
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Experimental demonstration of swimming magneto-elastic micro-robots
M T Bryan, J K Hamilton, P G Petrov, C P Winlove, A D Gilbert, F Y Ogrin
University of Exeter, UK
Self-propelling magnetic micro-robots have potential to transport biomolecules, yielding applications in targeted
drug delivery and microfluidic devices. However, microscale hydrodynamics prevents propagation if swimming
strokes are time-reversible, requiring novel strategies to produce net motion. Here, we demonstrate swimming in
lithographically-defined micro-robots composed of ferromagnetic particles connected by an elastic link. Differences
in anisotropy enable the particles to switch independently, resulting in alternating attractive/repulsive dipolar
interactions that facilitate breaking of time-reversal symmetry.
Figure 1a shows a 63 µm long, 6 µm thick micro-robot with two Co-based magnetic particles connected by a
circular link, fabricated using multi-stage photolithography. Placing the devices on an air-water interface, motion
was imaged under a uniaxial oscillating field. Two frequency-dependent propagation modes were observed:
spinning, where the micro-robot performed circular rotations; and rocking, where the orientation oscillated about an
average direction. Swimming performance was characterised by the propagation direction and velocity (fig. 1b),
which were determined by the field frequency and amplitude. The maximum velocity (31.5 µm/s) was comparable
with similarly-sized rival microswimmers, but propagation direction could be defined over 360°. By demonstrating
a lithographically-defined swimmer driven by a uniaxial field, we establish a versatile system capable of satisfying
real-world requirements of biomedical applications

Figure 1: (a) The magneto-elastic micro-robot. (b) The frequency-dependence of the micro-robot velocity at
different field amplitudes. Lines are a guide to the eye.
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Determining the induced magnetic moment in graphene by polarised neutron reflectivity and X-ray magnetic circular
dichroism
R O Aboljadayel1, D Love1, T Charlton2, C Kinane2, C A F Vaz3, A Ionescu1, J Llandro1, M B Martin1,
R Weatherup1, C H W Barnes1, S Hofmann1 and S Langridge2
1
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Scherrer Institute, Switzerland,

Graphene has electronic properties which make it the material of choice for next generation electronics. It has a high
electron mobility at room temperature and a long spin-diffusion length. The latter is due to its weak intrinsic
hyperfine interactions and small spin-orbit coupling. Therefore manipulating spins directly in a layer of pristine
graphene is not easy. This can be overcome by an induced proximity effect such as using an exchange-coupled
interface between the graphene and a ferromagnetic layer. Several studies predicted that the conduction band of
graphene will spin split at the interface with a ferromagnetic substrate [1-4].
We report the magnitude of induced magnetic moment in a graphene monolayer as a result of the proximity effect in
the vicinity of different ferromagnetic materials (Co and Ni) using polarised neutron reflectivity (PNR) and x-ray
magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) techniques. The ferromagnetic layers were grown by sputtering upon which the
graphene was grown by chemical vapour deposition. The growth parameters were tuned to produce epitaxial and
rotated graphene domains, where stronger electronic coupling was achieved in the former. The PNR measurements
indicate an induced magnetic moment of 0.18 and 0.4 μB/C atom on rotated and epitaxial graphene on Ni(111),
respectively (Fig. 1). Two possible mechanisms were elaborated for the observed induced moment [4-6]. To clarify
the origin of the measured magnetic moment, further PNR measurements were carried out on rotated graphene
grown on a non-magnetic substrate (Ni9Mo1).
We will also present XMCD results obtained on both; rotated and epitaxial graphene at the Carbon K-edge, similar to
[4]. In addition, we will discuss the results of techniques used to characterize the structural and magnetic properties
of the structures, including XMCD-PEEM.
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Figure 1: PNR measurement of Ni(111)/graphene with an applied field of 0.5 T on a) rotated and b) epitaxial
graphene at 10 K. c) A SEM image of 100% graphene coverage grown by CVD on Ni(111) film. d) The obtained
scattering length density (SLD) plot of the sapphire/Ni(111)/epitaxial graphene sample showing a “bump” from the
graphene’s contribution to the magnetic component of the SLD.
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Spin relaxation 1/f noise in graphene
S Omar1, M H D Guimarães2, A Kaverzin1, B J van Wees1 and I J Vera-Marun3
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Noise is not only a nuisance, as its measurement can yield a sensitive probe of the kinetics of electrons [1]. Noise
spectroscopy acts as a valuable tool to study non-equilibrium spin accumulation in spintronics [2]. Here, we report
the first measurement of 1/f noise associated with electronic spin transport [3], using single layer graphene as a
prototypical material with a large and tunable Hooge parameter. We identify the presence of two contributions to
the measured spin-dependent noise: contact polarization noise from the ferromagnetic electrodes, which can be
filtered out using the cross-correlation method, and the noise originated from the spin relaxation processes. The
noise magnitude for spin and charge transport differs by three orders of magnitude, implying different scattering
mechanisms for the 1/f fluctuations in the charge and spin transport processes. This result unravels the role of
impurities on spin transport, where the fluctuating scattering cross section of the intrinsically present impurities in
graphene [4] leads to the spin-dependent 1/f fluctuations. A modulation of the spin-dependent noise magnitude,
by changing the spin relaxation length and time, indicates that the spin-flip processes dominate the spin-dependent
noise.

Figure 1. Spatial cross correlation (SXC) scheme for measuring spin-dependent noise in non-local geometry.
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
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Spin polarized charge trapping at a conventional/molecular semiconductor interface
T Moorsom1, M Rogers1, F Al Ma’Mari1, P Gargiani2, M Valvidares2, G Burnell1, and O Cespedes1
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Interfacial physics has emerged as the key factor in determining the spin transport properties of molecular
spintronic devices. [1] Over the past decade, this has generally focused on the interfaces between molecular films
and magnetic electrodes, particularly the ‘spinterface’ which can reverse the sign of MR in Organic Spin Valves
(OSVs) due to spin dependent hybridization at molecular-metal interfaces. [2] However, in many applications,
including photovoltaics and OLEDs, it is the interface between a molecular semiconductor and a conventional
semiconductor of different species which is of vital importance. [3][4] The role of spin in these heterostructures has,
thus far, not been much considered but its impact on molecular devices has been known since the first days of
molecular spintronics. [5] Here, we discuss a repeatable and reversible trapping of charge at a C60 and manganese
oxide interface observed via XAS. X-ray Magnetic Circular Dichroism reveals that this interfacial charge has a small
but detectable polarisation and is stabilised by the stray field of a magnetic electrode. This effect is due to the
formation of hybrid interface states which create shallow traps. We believe this represents a novel path toward
manipulation and storage of spin in semiconducting heterostructures and a molecular route to the ‘spin capacitor’
wherein shallow traps within the conducting film take the place of localised moments in a separate insulating
matrix. [6]

Figure 1 a. The change to XAS which occurs after applying a 100 mV bias to ‘charge’ the device. The Lowest
Unoccupied Molecular Orbital (LUMO) is supressed to zero due to hybridization in the final state while the Highest
Occupied Molecular Orbital (HOMO) vacancy peak becomes dominant. [7] The original state can be recovered by
draining charge to ground. The inset shows the dichroism at the HOMO vacancy peak. b. Simple schematic of the
device and band structure. Interfacial band bending leads to a contact barrier while vacuum level alignment and
charge transfer at the interface lead to a change in the HOMO-LUMO gap in the molecular layer. [8] Together, these
phenomena create interfacial traps.
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High Frequency Spin Dynamics
Resolving the spatial character of the non-linear spin wave ‘bullet’
T M Spicer1, P S Keatley1, M Dvornik2, P Dürrenfeld2, A Houshang2, M Ranjbar2, A A Awad2, R K Dumas2,
J Åkerman2,3,4, V V Kruglyak1 and R J Hicken1
1
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Spin Hall nano-oscillators (SHNOs) exhibit magnetization precession driven by pure spin currents generated by the
spin Hall effect[1,2]. The local injection of spin current can excite an auto-oscillation that takes the form of a nonpropagating spin-wave ‘bullet’ mode[3]. In the present study a SHNO was formed by fabricating two Au (150nm)
triangular nano-contacts on top of a 4 micron diameter bi-layer disk of Py (5nm)/Pt (6nm). Using electrical
microwave measurements and time-resolved scanning Kerr microscopy (TRSKM) we show the contrasting dynamics
excited by both AC and DC currents. For the AC case, the spin transfer torque and Oersted field both contribute to
induce ferromagnetic resonance (FMR). For the DC case a localized spin wave bullet can be excited between the
nano-contacts, with frequency that lies close to but below that of the FMR. In TRSKM this mode must be
synchronised with the laser by injection of an AC current. When observing the injection-locked mode a superposition
of two modes can be seen (see Figure below), the FMR excited by the AC current and the bullet mode. We show how
the two excitations can be separated and the dynamic magnetization of the bullet mode isolated.

Figure: TRSKM images of SHNO dynamics for different injected currents. The 4 columns show scanning images of
the polar, horizontal and vertical components of the magnetization, and the reflected intensity. The top row shows
the dynamics observed with injected AC and DC currents. The strong contrast in the centre is due to the injection
locked ‘bullet’ mode. In the middle row the DC current has been set to zero. The bottom row shows images obtained
by subtracting the images in the second row from those in the first, which reveals the spatial character of the ‘bullet’
mode. The measurements were performed with a static magnetic field of 650 Oe orientated at 120° to the vertical,
a DC current of 16 mA passing from the lower to the upper nanocontact, and an AC current with frequency of 6 GHz
corresponding to a power of -13.3 dBm.
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Broadband source of propagating spin waves for magnonic applications
F B Mushenok1, R Dost2, C S Davies1, D A Allwood2, B J Inkson2 and V V Kruglyak1
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Magnonics is attracting a remarkable amount of research attention due to the prospects of using magnonic devices
for high-speed data and analogue signal processing. The operational principles of many magnonic (and more
generally, wave-based) logic devices are based on the interference of multiple spin waves. The ability to excite
multiple coherent spin waves is therefore crucial for the perceived magnonic technology. Here, we use time resolved
scanning Kerr microscopy (TRSKM) to demonstrate that magnetisation aligned along the edges of patterned
magnetic samples can serve as a source of propagating magnetostatic spin waves.
Specifically, we consider a transversely-magnetised Permalloy stripe excited by a spatially-uniform microwave
magnetic field at frequencies above that of the uniform ferromagnetic resonance (FMR). We demonstrate
experimentally and numerically that the magnetisation at the edges of a patterned ferromagnetic stripe serves as a
source of propagating spin waves when driven by a uniform microwave magnetic field h at frequencies above that of
the bulk quasi-uniform mode (Fig. 1). The excitation mechanism arises from the spatial variation of the dynamic
demagnetising field intrinsic to the magnetic structure, rather than by spatial inhomogeneity of the excitation field.
The dynamic demagnetising field increases locally the frequency of FMR, thereby enabling the global microwave
magnetic field h to efficiently couple to specific regions of magnetisation. Our findings demonstrate an alternative
approach devoid of the restrictions associated with nanoscale electrical circuitry by which magnonic technology
could be realised.

Figure 1. Kerr images are shown for the magnetic stripe driven at a frequency of 4 GHz, 5.04 GHz, 5.76 GHz, 6.72
GHz, 7.20 GHz, and 7.52 GHz, respectively. Bias magnetic field H is 200 Oe.
The research leading to these results has received funding from the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research
Council (EPSRC) of the United Kingdom (Project Nos. EP/L019876/1, EP/L020696 and EP/P505526/1).
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Effect of ferromagnetic interlayer coupling on magnetisation dynamics in [Co/Pd]8-NiFe thin films using VNA-FMR
A Johansson and T Thomson
The University of Manchester, UK
[Co/Pd]-NiFe films have been shown to have complex magnetisation dynamics due to interlayer coupling between
perpendicular anisotropy Co/Pd multilayers and in-plane NiFe layers [1]. Morrison et al. [2] studied their quasistatic reversal properties using vector-VSM. Here we consider the dynamic properties of the hybrid thin films
measured using ferromagnetic resonance.
A flip-chip Vector Network Analyser FMR instrument is used to study the effects of interlayer coupling on dynamics
as a function of spacer thickness. VSM was used for static measurements. The films were sputtered in the structure
shown in figure 1c. The system can be configured for either in-plane or out-of-plane external field and sweeps up to
43.5 GHz and 1.5T. Both the acoustic and optical modes of resonance were seen. The results showed that with
increased spacer, the resonances approached that of the individual films, but up to 100nm there is still significant
interaction. Several regimes of dependence on spacer thickness were seen for thinner spacers, similar to the model
presented by Devolder [3]. To separate the contributions of exchange and dipolar interactions we will compare the
values obtained from modelling the quasi-static magnetisation as reported in [2].

Figure 1. The FMR response for hybrid films with (a) 0.3nm Pd spaces and (b) 6nm spacer. The resonance
frequencies of separate NiFe and CoPd film measurements are superimposed for reference. These measurements
agreed well with the expected Kittel equation [4]. (c) The structure of the films.
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Correlating damping effects with microstructure in Fe3O4(111)/YZO Thin Films
C J Love1,2, J E Beevers1, S S Dhesi2, V K Lazarov1, G van der Laan2 and S A Cavill1,2
1

University of York, UK, 2Diamond Light Source, UK

Minimising current density is a key requirement for future spintronic devices, requiring a highly spin polarising
magnetic layer with low Gilbert damping (α). One material which has been studied heavily for potential spintronic
applications due to its theoretical 100% spin polarisation is Fe3O4. However, structural defects in thin films of
magnetite, such as Antiphase Boundaries (APB) [1], results in saturation fields too large to be practical in device
applications and contributes strongly to spin damping.
In this work we show that annealing thin films of Fe3O4(111)/YZO in a CO/CO2 atmosphere reduces the APB density,
resulting in a large reduction in the ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) linewidth, Fig.1. Analysis of the FMR shows that
the change in linewidth is predominantly from a reduction in extrinsic damping. Although annealing reduces the APB
density, X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) and FMR spectroscopies show that the process also modifies the
site specific stoichiometry leading to an enhanced orbital moment compared to the as-grown films, opening up a
further source of damping.

Figure 1. FMR measurements from the annealed (black) and non-annealed (blue) Fe3O4(111)/YZO samples. in the
non-annealed sample, ΔH = 0.108T +/- 1.5x10-3. In the annealed sample, ΔH = 2.77x10-2T +/- 9x10-5.
[1]
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Probing the spin-wave dynamics of honeycomb artificial spin ice in different microstates
D M Arroo and W R Branford
Imperial College London, UK
Artificial Spin Ices (ASI) are frustrated magnetic metamaterials consisting of nanopatterned 2D arrays of
geometrically frustrated magnets with an exponentially large space of microstates. Though initially fashioned as
model systems for the naturally-occurring pyrochlore spin ices [1], the systems have since been recognised as
physically interesting in their own right, with potential applications in spintronics and domain-wall based devices[2–
4].
Research up to the present has broadly focused on the properties of ASI in the static and quasistatic regimes.
Recent studies, however, have suggested that the dynamic properties of ASI systems depend sensitively on which
microstate they are in [5,6], opening up the possibility of applications as reconfigurable magnonic crystals [7].
Controlling the microstate of ASI systems has recently become possible due to new advances in local state-writing
techniques [8], bringing this type of application within reach.
In this work, the spin-wave dynamics of honeycomb ASI were probed via micromagnetic simulations of the uniform
precession mode (FMR) for different microstates. It was found that altering the microstate of honeycomb ASI leads
to significant shifts in the resonant frequencies and the opening up of a magnonic bandgap, offering good prospects
for ASI systems as devices with a tunable magnonic bandgap.
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Isolated skyrmion dynamics in confined helimagnetic nanostructures
M Beg1, M Albert1, M A Bisotti1, D I Cortés-Ortuño1, W Wang1,2, R Carey1, M Vousden1, O Hovorka1,
and H Fangohr1
1

University of Southampton, UK, 2Ningbo University, China

Understanding the dynamic response of skyrmionic states is of importance both from the aspect of fundamental
physics as well as for their manipulation. We explore the isolated skyrmion ground state dynamics in a 150 nm
diameter FeGe disk sample at zero external magnetic field using a full three dimensional model, which includes the
demagnetisation energy and does not make any assumptions about the translational invariance of magnetisation in
the out-of-film direction. We compute all existing eigenmodes employing the eigenvalue method, and then, using
the ringdown method we determine which eigenmodes can be excited using two different experimentally feasible
excitations (in-plane and out-of-plane). Finally, we investigate how the resonant frequencies change when the
external magnetic bias field and the disk sample diameter are varied. We observe the existence of only one
gyrotropic and one breathing low-frequency eigenmode, and the field-dependent power spectral density maps
suggest that the gyrotropic eigenmode is the reversal mode of an isolated skyrmion state. This work was supported
by the EPSRC’s EP/G03690X/1 and EP/N032128/1 grants and the Horizon 2020 European Research
Infrastructure project (676541).

Figure 1. The power spectral densities of an isolated Skyrmion (Sk )ground state in a 150 nm diameter FeGe disk
sample with 10 nm thickness at zero external magnetic bias field. (a) Spatially averaged and (b) spatially resolved
PSDs for an in-plane excitation, together with overlaid resonance frequencies computed using the eigenvalue
method. (c) Spatially averaged and (d) spatially resolved PSDs computed when the Sk state is perturbed from its
equilibrium with an out-of-plane excitation. (e) Schematic representations of magnetisation dynamics associated
with the identified eigenmodes.
[1]
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Computational and Theoretical Magnetism 1
(Invited) Quantitative effect of cell size on precision in micromagnetics
M J Donahue
National Institute of Standards and Technology, USA
Micromagnetic simulations present a trade-off between precision and resources devoted to the task. Data on the
size and origins of errors is critical to efficient production of micromagnetic results. This talk presents work on
quantitative determination of errors in numerical simulations as compared to the mathematically smooth solutions
arising from the canonical micromagnetic model. To this end, three dimensional finite difference simulations
(OOMMF[1]) consisting of several hundred million 0.1 nm cubic cells are run on three magnetization configurations
(stripe domains, vortex, and pseudo-singledomain). Each cell spans one fiftieth of the material exchange length.
Each equilibrium state is lifted to coarser resolutions and the component energies (anisotropy, exchange,
demagnetization, Zeeman) are re-computed on the coarser meshes. These are seen to converge as the mesh cell
size is reduced, and the limit value can be used to discern the magnitude of the error at coarser resolutions that are
more representative of practical micromagnetic simulations (Fig. 1). At cell sizes near the exchange length (5 nm)
error is seen to be about 1%. As an example application, an accelerated demagnetization computation based on a
coarse grid with local corrections will be evaluated.

Fig. 1: Magnitude of energy calculation errors for different cell sizes in an equilibrium stripe domain state for a 126
nm x 94.5 nm x31.6 nm cobalt prism. Errors in total energy exhibit cancellation of errors in exchange and
demagnetization energies.
[1]
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Computational micromagnetics with JOOMMF
M Beg, R A Pepper and H Fangohr
University of Southampton, UK
Computational micromagnetic studies complement experimental and theoretical studies, and are at times the only
feasible way to address research challenges, effective industrial design and engineering of various products and
systems. In this talk, we will introduce computational micromagnetics by using our Python interface [1] to drive
OOMMF [2], which is likely the most widely used micromagnetic simulation package. A major advantage of this
interface is that OOMMF simulation runs are embedded in a general purpose programming language which enables
the full use of the ecosystem of scientific libraries available for Python. For example, design optimisation,
specialised post-processing, and visualisation can all be carried out in a single script, which significantly contributes
to the reproducibility of micromagnetic research. This project is a part of the Jupyter-OOMMF (JOOMMF) activity in
the OpenDreamKit project [3] and we acknowledge financial support from Horizon 2020 European Research
Infrastructures project (676541). The work is also supported by the EPSRC CDT in Next Generation Computational
Modelling EP/L015382/1, and the EPSRC grants EP/M022668/1 and EP/N032128/1.
[1]
[2]
[3]
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Micromagnetic simulations of the role of intergranular phases in the demagnetization process of sintered Nd-Fe-B
magnets
G A Fadhil1, A Thomas2, A Urda3, W M Rainforth1, D A Allwood1 and J Dean1
1

University of Sheffield, UK, 2Siemens plc, UK, 3Siemens Wind Power, Denmark

We have developed a finite element modelling approach using Voronoi tessellations and variable mesh sizes that
allows the micromagnetic simulation of large and multiple grains of rare earth permanent magnets. In particular, the
variable mesh approach allows grain boundary phases to be included with high (<4 nm) resolution, with the core
regions of main phase Nd2Fe14B at lower (>10 nm) resolution. It was found that soft ferromagnetic (e.g. Fe-rich)
grain boundary phases act as nucleation sources and reduce the coercivity of adjacent grains, e.g. about 30%
reduction in the coercivity was observed in grains when they are surrounded by a 2 nm grain boundary phase with
magnetization and exchange stiffness energy similar to α-Fe phase. Non-magnetic (e.g. Nd-rich) grain boundary
phases result in a reduction in nucleation of reversed domains, which increase the observed coercivity to about
50% of the values with soft boundary phases. The modelling also shows how misaligned grains in coupled and
uncoupled granular systems along with grain twinning reduce the coercivity. For example, a 18% decrease in the
switching field of Nd2Fe14B grains is observed at a misalignment of 30° even with low values of exchange stiffness
energy (Aex=10-15 J.m-1).
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Calculating the magneto-elastic anisotropy across grain boundary interfaces
S C Westmoreland1, G Hrkac2, M Yano3, T Shoji3, A Manabe3, T Schrefl4, R W Chantrell1 and R F L Evans1
1

University of York, UK, 2University of Exeter, UK, 3Toyota Motor Corporation, Japan, 4Danube University Krems,
Austria

Currently there is much interest in developing Dy-free high performance NdFeB-based magnets for use in wind
turbines and motors for electric vehicles. In order to tune NdFeB-based materials able to operate at high
temperature (Hc > 0.8 T at 160°) it is necessary to have a detailed understanding of the important microstructural
features and reversal mechanisms. Combining Molecular Dynamics simulations of relaxed Nd2Fe14B/α-Fe interfaces
and atomistic spin dynamics calculations we have studied the origins of the localized magnetocrystalline anisotropy
energy (MAE) at the interface. The complexity and size of the interface prohibits ab-initio calculations of the MAE,
and so we use the Néel pair anisotropy model [1] to calculate the local magnetoelastic strain for each atom in the
system. We assume that the magneto-elastic contribution falls off exponentially with distance, thereby taking into
account the effects of local atomic order on the local MAE. The calculated site-dependent anisotropy as a function
of height is shown in Fig. 1. In the hard Nd2Fe14B phase we find a large oscillatory MAE arising from the Fe
sublattice, while in the α-Fe we find a low anisotropy with fluctuations around zero due to the cubic symmetry. At
the interface we find a highly localized transition region around 0.5 nm thick where the anisotropy energy becomes
negative, allowing domain walls to pass into the hard phase. We will also show atomistic spin dynamics simulations
of the nucleation process at the interface, investigating the effects of vacuum and a-Fe interfaces and elevated
temperature on the nucleation process. Understanding the local variation of the anisotropy is critical to fully
understand nucleation properties critical to the performance of permanent magnet materials.

Figure 1 Calculated magnetic anisotropy profile through a relaxed Nd2Fe14B/α-Fe interface, showing atomic
resolution information for the variation of the MAE.
Work supported by the future pioneering program MagHEM commissioned by NEDO.
[1]
[2]
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Plenary - Emerging applications of nanomagnetism and spintronics from microelectronics to biomedical
B Dieny
SPINTEC, University Grenoble Alpes, France
Magnetism research and development has been strongly stimulated since 1956 by the magnetic recording industry.
The emergence of spintronics following the discovery of Giant Magnetoresistance in 1988 and a subsequent series
of major breakthrough discoveries (Tunnel magnetoresistance at RT in 1995, spin-transfer-torque in 1996 and
2000, giant tunnel magnetoresistance in 2004, spin orbit torque 2010, etc) have opened new areas of applications
connected to microelectronics industry. This is particularly the case for STT-MRAM and more generally electronic
circuits relying on hybrid CMOS/magnetic technology. Other applications are also emerging in very different fields
such as biomedical. Functionalized magnetic nanoparticles combined with sensitive magnetic sensors can
constitute very powerful diagnosis tools. In therapeutics, magnetic particles can be used to exert forces or torques
on biological species allowing new approaches for tissue engineering or innovative cancer treatments. These
applications in microelectronics and biomedecine will be illustrated by ongoing studies carried out at SPINTEC.
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Wohlfarth Lecture - New magnetic materials exploiting chiral interactions
A Thiaville
University Paris-Sud, France
The magnetism of condensed matter differs from that of atoms by the so-called exchange interactions, which couple
spins of neighbouring atoms and produce collective phenomena. The exchange is typically ferromagnetic or
antiferromagnetic, giving rise to a variety of magnetic structures. It is expressed by a dot product of the spins. In
addition to this, the antisymmetric form of exchange, that involves a cross product of spins, has been studied for a
long time and is referred to as Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI) [1,2]. The DMI requires that inversion
symmetry is broken, this taking place in some classes of crystallographic structures.
At a surface or interface, inversion symmetry is broken. This obvious remark [3] has led to a new class of magnetic
materials where DMI, of the interfacial form, is sizable. After introducing the basics of (interfacial) DMI, I will review
its various consequences, as experimentally observed in the last few years: energy of domain walls, dynamics of
domain walls, drive mechanisms of domain walls, skyrmions, non-reciprocal spin waves, edge anisotropy and
switching field of nano-platelets.
[1]
[2]
[3]
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Spintronics
Towards standardisation of the Spin Seebeck effect for thin films: Fe3O4:Pt
K Morrison1 and A J Caruana1,2
1

Loughborough University, UK, 2STFC Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, UK

It was recently demonstrated that a thermal gradient applied across a magnetic material can result in the
generation of a spin polarised current: the spin Seebeck effect (SSE) [1]. This is observed indirectly by placing a
heavy metal such as Pt in direct contact with the magnetic material such that a voltage, VISHE, is generated by the
inverse spin Hall effect. One application of this effect is waste heat harvesting technologies [2].
Measurements of the SSE are typically conducted as a function of magnetic field, B, and temperature difference,
ΔT, across the device, as shown in Figure 1a. For thin films this results in a substrate dependant contribution to the
SSE due to a trade-off between the heat flow, q, and the temperature differences across the active material (ΔT2)
and the substrate itself (ΔT3) [3]. Here we will present results from measurement of VISHE for a series of Fe3O4:Pt
bilayers, where we modify ΔT2 by varying the thicknesses {d1,d2,d3}, as defined in Figure 1. We show that this has a
significant impact on the measured VISHE using conventional measurements (temperature difference across the
device) and demonstrate the importance of the heat flow for normalisation of SSE measurements.

Figure 1: (a) Example spin Seebeck measurement for 79nm Fe3O4: 2.5nm Pt, and (b) schematic showing the
measurement geometry for a thin film spin Seebeck device where layer 1 = Pt, layer 2 = Fe3O4 and layer 3 = the
substrate.
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
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Magnetic proximity in the Kondo effect: Fe impurities at the YIG/Pt interface and in Pt(δFe) systems
A L. Westerman, M Ali and B J Hickey
1

University of Leeds, UK

Previous studies have debated the existence of the magnetic proximity effect (MPE) in YIG/Pt systems [1-4]. We
show, by placing a discontinuous layer of Fe w ithin ultrathin Pt films, that the Kondo effect is enhanced by the MPE
for impurities in the centre of the film.We also show that the low temperature resistivity of YIG/Pt bilayers is strongly
affected by the YIG surface treatment. This suggests the presence of a dilute amount of impurities on the surface of
YIG, causing anomalous transport effects [4] at low temperatures. These effects are observed more strongly for
amorphous YIG with no magnetic order; they arise solely from the interface.

Figure 1:
Relative resistivity data as a function of temperature for 20 Å Pt on Al2O3 with a discontinuous layer of Fe at the
position indicated in the legend (0 Å indicating the layer is on the substrate). The unannealed YIG sample refers to
20 Å Pt grown on amorphous YIG. The temperature at which the minimum in resistivity occurs for the doped systems
ranges from 14.2-15.4 K with the highest temperature, and thus highest concentration, occurring for the central
impurity position. The YIG/Pt system shown here has a minimum at (17.7 ± 0.2) K.
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Investigation of interfacial spin dependent transport and magnetic proximity effect in CoFeTaB/Pt bilayers
O-O Inyang1, C Kinane2, M Tokac1, R Rowan-Robinson1, T Charlton2, L Bouchenoire3, D Atkinson1 and A Hindmarch1
1
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Potential application of spintronics is linked with the ability to generate and detect pure spin current, which further
depends on the spin transport across interfaces between dissimilar materials. At such an interface there is
interfacial spin mixing. Scattering of spin-polarized and pure spin currents can be significantly modified by magnetic
degradation due to inter-diffusion and alloying at the interface [1, 2], or proximity polarization of the heavy metal
[3]. The aim of this work is to clarify the role of the interfacial structure and the magnetism in transport phenomena
such as the spin Hall magnetoresistive (SMR) effect.
Structures consisting of Pt/CoFeTaB(CFTB), Pt/CFTB/Pt, or CFTB/Pt thin-films were sputter deposited onto Si/SiO2
substrates. Magnetoresistance (MR) measurement was undertaken with current in the plane at three angular sweep
geometries: xy(α), xz(γ) and yz(β) plane as shown in Fig 1 [(e), (f), (g)]. Room-temperature polarized neutron
reflectometry (PNR), and x-ray resonant magnetic reflectivity (XRMR) at the Pt L3 absorption edge, were used to
investigate the magnetization depth profile from the scattering length density profiles derived from fits to the data.
Interpretation of the complicated interplay of magnetoresistance phenomena – with contributions from anisotropic
magnetoresistance (AMR), proximity-induced-polarization, and SMR – observed in this material system and others
analogous to it [4, 5], reveals that the majority (95% of the total signal) of the in-plane MR is instigated by spinHall effect in Pt (SMR), with the remainder being an AMR contribution due to proximity polarisation in Pt (Fig 1).
PNR reveals a reduced magnetic moment at the upper CFTB interface within the sample. XRMR demonstrates
proximity-induced magnetization in Pt, explaining the AMR contribution. XRD measurement suggests that interfacial
moment formation in Pt due to proximity effect has a dependence on the microstructure [6]. Investigation of spinorbit torque switching undertaken using magneto optical Kerr effect and soft XRMR at the Co L3 absorption edge
provide information on how the proximity polarization at each interface modifies the efficiency of current-driven
magnetization reversal.

Fig 1: Magnetoresistance measurements

Fig 2: PNR and XRMR SLD profile of
Pt(30 Å)/CoFeTaB(60Å)/Pt(30Å).
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Anti-damping torque in spin valves incorporating a topological insulator
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Spintronics promises to bring about a new era of computing by utilising the spin of the electron to perform memory
and logic operations, and spin valves are one of the key building blocks of this new paradigm. Composed of two
ferromagnetic (FM) layers, and separated by a nonmagnetic (NM) spacer, they permit indirect communication
through either static exchange mechanisms. Using a topological insulator (TI) as a non-magnetic spacer is
particularly exiting, as electrons at the surface of the TI can occupy states not existent in the bulk crystal, which form
counter-propagating channels of oppositely spin-polarized electrons with the dispersion relation of massless Dirac
fermions.
We studied the suppression of spin pumping in topological insulator (TI) spin valves [1], by examining the antidamping torque that arises when the FM layers are simultaneously on resonance. Spin pumping leads to an
additional damping term in the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation, broadening the measured linewidth of the
resonance as spins are driven out of the precessing ferromagnet. However, if both layers in a spin-valve structure
are on resonance, the additional damping terms partially cancel, and the linewidth of the two resonances is
reduced [2]. We have used the layer-selective technique of x-ray detected ferromagnetic resonance (XFMR) to
investigate this effect since standard FMR does not give access to each individual mode around the crossing region.
Figure 1 shows the linewidth as a function of mode separation of two magnetic layers in a CoFe/Bi2Se3 (x)/NiFe
spin valve with x = 4, 8 and 20 nm. For samples with a TI thickness of 8 nm or below the linewidth of the CoFe mode
drops by more than 30% around the mode-crossing point, as the spin currents driven by each layer compensate
each other. This result is convincing evidence of spin-pumping through a TI of 8 nm or less in thickness.

Figure 1. Resonance linewidth measured by XFMR as a function of mode separation for both ferromagnetic layers in
the structure of CoFe/Bi2Se3/NiFe with a TI thickness of (a) 4 nm, (b) 8 nm, and (c) 20 nm. Error bars on the
points arise from uncertainty in the fits to the real and imaginary components of resonance.
[1]
[2]
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Thermal activated spin transfer torque switching dynamics in CoFeB/MgO/CoFeB magnetic tunnel junctions
A Meo1, P Chureemart2, S Wang3, R Chepulskyy3, D Apalkov3, R W Chantrell1 and R F L Evans1
1
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Spin transfer torque magnetic random access memory (STT-MRAM) is a high-density non-volatile data storage
device based on perpendicular magnetised magnetic tunnel junctions (pMTJs), magnetic structures composed of
two magnetic layers separated by a thin insulating layer. CoFeB/MgO-based MTJs represent a suitable candidate for
STT-MRAM due to the high perpendicular magnetic anisotropy, low Gilbert damping and high TMR, required to
obtain a high efficiency STT-MRAM device. Despite the use of STT-dynamics, properties such as the switching time
and the mechanism of the magnetisation reversal are still under investigation and a model able to provide a
complete description of this phenomenon has not yet emerged. Here we use an atomistic spin model, as
implemented in the VAMPIRE software package, to investigate the time-scale and nature of the magnetisation
reversal in STT-induced switching and their dependence on temperature, size and intrinsic properties such as
magnetisation. At room temperature for disc diameters larger than 40 nm the reversal is non-uniform with edge
nucleation of a domain and subsequent domain propagation through the media as shown in the insets in Figure 1.
The STT-dynamic switching is thermally activated and occurs on a sub-nanosecond time scale, see Figure 1. The
atomistic model yields a deeper understanding of the STT-incaduced reversal and provides a model able to predict
the properties of STT-dynamics accurately enough for a detailed comparison with experiments. A detailed
investigation of the effects of non-ideal structures including the effects of edge damage and the granular CoFeB
structure will be described.

Figure 1: Time evolution of magnetisation components describing the current induced spin transfer torque
dynamics. The insets show the spin configurations during the reversal, rhe colours describing the mz-component (red
= spin-down, green = in-plane, blue –spin-up).
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Controlled generation of odd-frequency superconductivity by spin-orbit coupling
N Banerjee1,2, J A Ouassou3, Y Zhu2, J Linder3 and M G Blamire2
1

Loughborough University, UK, 2University of Cambridge, UK, 3Norwegian University of Science and Technology,
Norway
The existence of equal-spin odd-frequency triplet superconductivity in artificial superconductor/ferromagnet
interfaces has been demonstrated recently in a number of experiments [1,2]. These equal-spin Cooper pairs are
immune to the pair breaking exchange field in a ferromagnet and can propagate over length scales which are
significantly longer than the singlet pair coherence lengths. These dissipationless triplet currents carry a net spin
which raises the intriguing possibility of ultra low-dissipation spintronics.
Recently [3], it has been proposed that these odd-frequency triplets can arise when spin-orbit coupled
ferromagnets are proximity coupled to conventional spin singlet superconductors. Here, we report on the nonmonotonic dependence of the superconducting transition temperature with applied magnetic fields in
heterostructures of Pt/Co/Pt proximity coupled to a conventional spin-singlet superconductor (niobium). We explain
our results based on the generation of odd-frequency triplets in these structures by spin-orbit coupling and show
that it is possible to reversibly control the triplets by small external magnetic fields. Our studies demonstrate the
generation and control of triplets by spin-orbit coupling and is an important step towards the realization of
superconducting spintronic devices.
[1]
[2]
[3]
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Computational and Theoretical Magnetism II
(Invited) Injection of sub-picosecond spin current pulses in semiconductors: the path to the future THz spintronics
M Battiato
Technische Universität Wien, Vienna
The origin of the ultrafast demagnetisation has been a mystery for a long time. Recently we have proposed an
approach based on spin dependent electron superdiffusion [1-3]. A number of experimental works have confirmed
the importance and the amplitude of the superdiffusive spin transport for ultrafast magnetisation dynamics [4-7]. In
particular the spin superdiffusion model predicted the transfer of magnetisation in the non-magnetic substrate and
the possibility of increasing the magnetisation: both phenomena were experimentally confirmed [4-5].
We predict the possibility of injecting ultrashort (sub-picosecond) spin current pulses from a ferromagnetic metallic
layer undergoing ultrafast demagnetisation into a semiconducting substrate [8]. After laser excitation, energetic
carriers can overcome the semiconductor bandgap. We address the complex interplay of spin diffusion, the
formation of high electric fields at the metal/semiconductor interface, and the concomitant thermalisation of the
laser excited carriers by state-of-the-art numerical techniques. We show that spin currents pulses hundreds of
femtoseconds long are injected in the semiconductor and present a record spin polarisation.
Such current pulses have the possibility to become the carriers of information in future spintronics running at
unprecedented frequencies above the THz regime.
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]
[8]
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Modern theory for the orbital magnetisation in a superconductor
J Robbins, J F Annett and M Gradhand
University of Bristol, UK
The compound Sr2RuO4 is widely believed to display chiral p-wave superconductivity below 1.5 K [1]. Such a state
intrinsically breaks time-reversal symmetry, leading to a variety of anomalous phenomena including the Kerr effect
[2] and orbital magnetisation. In the work presented here, the inﬂuence of spin-orbit coupling on the Kerr effect and
the orbital magnetisation in the chiral state is investigated. Calculation of the orbital magnetisation in a periodic
lattice presents a challenge as the circulation operator r × v is not well-deﬁned in the Bloch representation. This
difﬁculty has been overcome in the modern theory for the normal state orbital moment [3]. Here, we show the
extension of this theory to the superconducting state. Two distinct contributions to the orbital moment were
identiﬁed (see Figure) and calculated for Sr2RuO4. Results obtained using this novel formalism suggest that the
spin-orbit interaction reduces the on-site orbital moment in the unit cell. Itinerant contributions to the orbital magnetisation of a superconductor are calculated for the ﬁrst time. The results suggest that the magnitude of the elusive
edge current in Sr2RuO4 is below the experimental resolution.

Figure: Schematic representation of the separate contributions to the orbital magnetisation of a chiral p-wave
superconductor.
[1]
[2]
[3]
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Temperature dependence of magnetism in doped RCo5 compounds – an atomistic view
C E Patrick1, S Kumar1, L Petit2, E Mendive-Tapia1 and J B Staunton1
1

University of Warwick, UK, 2Daresbury Laboratory, UK

We present first-principles calculations of the temperature-dependent magnetic properties in the RCo5-xTx series of
permanent magnets [1], where R = (Y, Gd) and T = transition metal. We use a Green’s function formulation of
density-functional theory incorporating the coherent potential approximation [2,3], which provides the theoretical
framework necessary to treat the compositional and magnetic disorder arising from chemical substitution and the
thermal fluctuations of the local magnetic moments. Our calculated magnetisation vs temperature curves directly
compare to experimental measurements, for instance correctly capturing the non-monotonic behaviour of the
magnetisation of GdCo5. The fully-relativistic calculations further allow access also to the magnetocrystalline
anisotropy at different temperatures and doping conditions. Parameterisation of our first-principles results in terms
of simple models allows the identification of the different roles played by the crystallographically-distinct 2c and 3g
transition metal sublattices in the RCo5 structure (Fig 1).
The present work forms part of the PRETAMAG project, a joint theoretical/experimental investigation into the Physics
of Rare-Earth/TrAnsition metal MAGnets performed in collaboration with G. Balakrishnan, R. S. Edwards, M. R. Lees
(Warwick), M. Laver and A. Walton (Birmingham) and Z. Szotek and M. Lueders (STFC Daresbury). PRETAMAG is
funded by the UK Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council, Grant no. EP/M028941/1.
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Figure 1: The RCo5 structure, showing the rare earth atom surrounded by the 2c and 3g Co sublattices (light
grey/dark grey, respectively)
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Scaled relaxation curves in magnetic recording media
M Strungaru1, S Ruta1, A Stancu2 and R Chantrell1
1

University of York, UK, 2“Al.I.Cuza” University, Romania

The stability of the information stored in magnetic media is crucial, hence the necessity to develop methods for
analysing the lifetime of recording media. Experimentally, the magnetisation decay curves in zero field are
inaccessible due to the long time-scale of measurements (10 years[1]). However, based on relaxation curves
measured in increasing negative fields, we developed a scaling method that predicts the lifetime of magnetic
storage devices.
Due to thermal activation, the magnetisation decays inevitably towards its ground state (called after-effect), causing
the distortion or even loss of the information. The relaxation process of the magnetisation can be accelerated by
applying a reverse field called holding field (H). By knowing how much the process has been accelerated, one is
able to scale the decay curves onto a complete universal relaxation curve that overlaps on the zero field relaxation
curve. The scaling technique involves the calculation of the fluctuation field ( (Hf - introduced by Neel) from the
relaxation curves in different holding fields (Hf = ( ΔH ) ). To validate this method, we simulate a realistic 10 000
particle system of Stoner-Wohlfarth grains, having volume and anisotropy distributions. To calculate the
magnetisation of the system, a kinetic Monte Carlo algorithm is used. Based on the scaling approach we are able to
estimate the aging rate and lifetime of a magnetic material
[1]
[2]
[3]
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Electric Field and Strain Control of Magnetism
(Invited) Neutron scattering as a probe of interfacial order in magnetoelectric heterostructures
B Kirby
National Institute of Standards and Technology, NIST, USA
There is a devoted research effort aimed at development of materials with magnetic properties that can be
controlled directly and robustly with an applied electric field. Such magnetoelectric materials would provide
functionality and efficiency that could be utilized in a wide range of novel devices. In addition to materials that
naturally exhibit coupled charge and magnetic order parameters (e.g. multiferroics such as BiFeO3), artificial
magnetoelectric functionality can emerge at interfaces between dissimilar materials. Polarized neutron
reflectometry (PNR) is a technique sensitive to compositional and magnetic depth profiles in thin films and
multilayers, and as such it is a particularly powerful probe of electric field dependent effects in magnetoelectric
heterostructures. In this talk, I'll discuss recent PNR work on magnetoelectrics conducted by our group at the NIST
Center for Neutron Research. Examples include strain and exchange coupling in piezoelectric / magnetostrictive
heterostructures, magneto-ionic control of GdO /Co, and charge transfer at manganite / ruthenate interfaces.
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Electric field-driven magnetic domain-wall motion in perpendicularly magnetised Cu/Ni multilayers
D L González1, K J A Franke1,*, Y Shirahata2, B Van de Wiele3, R Shiina2, E Wada2, M Itoh2, N A Pertsev4, T Taniyama2
and S van Dijken1
Aalto University School of Science, Finland, 2Tokyo Institute of Technology, Japan, 3Ghent University, Belgium, 4Ioffe
Institute and Peter the Great St. Petersburg Polytechnic University, Russia and 5Durham University, UK
1

Control of magnetic domain-wall motion by electric fields has recently attracted scientific attention because of its
potential for magnetic logic and memory device applications. We previously reported on a new low-power driving
mechanism that allows for magnetic domain-wall motion in an applied electric field, without the concurrent use of a
magnetic field or spin-polarised electric current [1]. The mechanism is based on elastic coupling between magnetic
and ferroelectric domain walls in in-plane magnetised multiferroic heterostructures [1].
Here we extend these results to perpendicular magnetised layers, which are used widely for high-density information
storage in magnetic hard disk drives and nonvolatile magnetic random access memories. We demonstrate
reversible electric field-driven out-of-plane to in-plane magnetisation switching in Cu/Ni multilayers on ferroelectric
BaTiO3 at room temperature. Magnetisation control takes advantage of the high sensitivity of perpendicular
magnetic anisotropy in Cu/Ni to electric field-induced strain modulations. We show that switching proceeds by the
motion of 90° Néel walls that separate domains with in-plane and out-of-plane magnetisation. Domain-wall motion
is reversible (Fig. 1) and its velocity varies exponentially with applied electric field. Finally, micromagnetic
simulations show that the application of a magnetic field can be used to tune the type of domain wall (between
Néel and Bloch) and its chirality [2,3].

Figure 1: Kerr-microscopy images illustrating the reversible motion of a magnetic domain-wall in a Cu/Ni multilayer
during the application of positive (green circles) and negative (violet circles) voltage pulses across the BaTiO3
substrate.
[1]
[2]
[3]
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Probing magnetic heterogeneities in magnetostrictive Fe1−xGax Alloys
S Samothrakitis1, C B Larsen1, O Shebanova2 and M Laver1
1

University of Birmingham, UK, 2Diamond Light Source Ltd

Iron-gallium binary alloys (Fe1−xGax) and similar alloys have attracted great interest by exhibiting relatively large
magnetostriction. Due to their mechanical properties, Fe-Ga alloys are quite promising for future applications such
as transducers for microactuators. Here we present small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) and anomalous smallangle xray scattering (ASAXS) investigations of Fe1−xGax samples. With the ASAXS results we reveal structural and
compositional information of the specimens. By scanning the incident X-ray energy through the Fe K-edge at 7.1
KeV and then through the Ga K-edge at 10.4 KeV we separate the resonant contribution to the total small-angle
scattering from Fe atoms and Ga atoms respectively thus determining the relative numbers of Fe and Ga
contributing to the SAXS profile from the resonant invariant. Combining the ASAXS measurements with the SANS
results, showing a reorientation of the magnetic moments of the nanoscale magnetic heterogeneities with applied
magnetic field, a connection is made between the magnetic nano-features and the role they play in the mechanism
of magnetostriction in the material.
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A polarised soft X-ray study of Co-Ti substitutedM-type Magnetoelectric Hexaferrites
J E Beevers1, H Izadkhah2, C J Love1,3, S S Dhesi3, G Van der Laan3, C Vittoria2 and S A Cavill1,3
1

University of York, UK, 2Northeastern University, USA, 3Diamond Light Source, UK

The ability to control magnetism by an applied electric field is the “holy grail” in creating ultra-low power, high
density MRAM. As such magnetoelectrics are currently an intense topic of research. Among the few single-phase
magnetoelectrics reported, hexaferrites show potential for device applications as they exhibit low field
magnetoelectric effects at room temperature [1].
Doping Strontium Ferrite with Co and Ti weakens multiblock spin interactions, inducing a spin spiral cone
configuration [2]. It is postulated that changes in local strain alter the spin spiral cone angle and electric
polarization, since these hexaferrites are also electrostrictive [3]. Thus the application of a magnetic field modifies
the spin spiral cone angle leading to a change in electric polarization. Given the importance of multiblock spin
interactions, the positions at which Ti and Co enter the lattice should significantly affect the magnetoelectric
coupling. However, there are contradictions in the literature as to whether the Co2+cations prefer to occupy the
octahedral (Oh) [2] or tetrahedral (Td) [4] lattice sites initially. On the other hand, nonmagnetic Ti4+ cations
substituted to octahedral sites are thought to interrupt the magnetic interactions in a way that the two blocks RS
and R*S*, within the unit cell, become magnetically decoupled [2] leading to a spin spiral magnetic groundstate.
Consequently we have studied M-type hexaferrite thin films of composition SrFe8Co2Ti2O19, grown via an ATLAD
technique, from two targets of composition SrFe(4-x)Co0. x5xTi0.5O7 and Fe(1+0.25x)Co(1-0.25x)Ti(1-0.25x)O3. Controlling x
between 0 and 0.2 the substitution sites of the Co have been changed between tetrahedral and octahedral.
Dramatic effects in the magnetic properties and vibrational spectra (Raman) are observed on changing the Co
occupation site. XMCD analysis has been used in conjunction with atomic multiplet calculations to determine the
specific co-ordinations and valences of the Fe, Co and Ti ions that are present within each film. Understanding the
sites occupied by the Co and Ti is crucial in understanding the mechanisms responsible for the magnetoelectric
effect in M-type haxaferrites
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
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Figure 1: XAS and XMCD spectra for (a) x = 0.2 and (b) x = 0 at the Co L3,2 edges
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Correlated Electrons
X-ray magnetic resonant scattering on XMaS
O Bikondoa1,3, L Bouchenoire1,2, S D Brown1,2, J Kervin1,2, P Thompson1,2, D Wermeille1,2, M-J Cooper3, C A Lucas2
and T P A Hase3
1

XMaS, The UK-CRG, France, 2University of Liverpool, UK, 3University of Warwick, UK

The universities of Liverpool and Warwick operate the EPSRC funded XMaS beamline (BM28) located at the ESRF in
Grenoble, France. The project has been delivering a broad, inter-disciplinary research programme to UK and EU
users since 1997. Its research programme covers both fundamental blue skies and applied materials research in
emerging technologies. Although the beamline was originally designed for the exploration of magnetic materials
using scattering techniques. it tackles a broad range of scientific challenges including soft matter, surface
electrochemistry, modern magnetic materials, conservation of historical artefacts and even medical materials.
The different types of magnetic scattering techniques, which are available at XMaS in the energy range between 2.4
and 15 keV will be presented, namely resonant magnetic scattering [1-4], charge-magnetic interference scattering
[5-7] and resonant magnetic reflectivity [8-11]. Recent published work will illustrate each technique.
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Observation of a Griffiths-like phase in single-layered Iridate Sr2IrO4
A Rathi1, P K Rout1, S Perween1, R P Singh2, R P Pant1 and G A Basheed1
1
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The single-layered iridate Sr2IrO4 has been greatly acknowledged, after the prediction of high-TC superconductivity
(HTS) on doping, as in layered cuprates. However, the recent studies challenge the believed spin-orbital Mott state
and 2D quantum pseudospin-1/2 Heisenberg antiferromagnetic excitations in Sr2IrO4. Nevertheless, HTS
signatures in surface-doped Sr2IrO4 recommend reinvestigation of the system. Here, we investigated the magnetic
excitations in Sr2IrO4 and, first time, observed the presence of Griffiths-like phase (GP) above TC = 221 K. The
modified Arrott plot and magneto-caloric study give unrealistic critical exponent β = 0.77(1), indicating
ferromagnetic-Griffiths phase transition. The GP is well supported by power-law behavior of inverse magnetic
susceptibility, 1/χ (T) when TC < T ≤ TG ~ 285 K. More importantly, Bray analysis of GP yields a reliable value of β
= 0.201(7), belonging to the 2D XYh4 universality class. The study further explains the largely debated insulating
nature of Sr2IrO4 in context of possible GP along with Slater-type behavior.

Figure Caption: The temperature dependence of 1/χ at 100 Oe with Bray and Curie-Weiss fit in Griffiths and
paramagnetic phase regimes, respectively. The inset shows the Modified Arrott plot with β = 0.77 and γ = 1.59 for
temperatures around TC.
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Characterisation of powdered low-dimensional spin-1 antiferromagnets with single-ion anisotropy
W J A Blackmore, J Brambleby, P A Goddard, J Singleton, A Ozarowski, P Manuel, R D Johnson, S J Clark, J A
Schleuter, S H Lapidus, J A Villa, D Y Villa and J L Manson
University of Warwick, UK, Los Alamos National Laboratory, USA, Florida State University, USA, ISIS, University of
Oxford, UK, NSF, University of Durham, UK, Argonne National Laboratory, Eastern Washington University, USA
Low-dimensional spin-1 antiferromagnets (AFM) are of great interest in the condensed matter community [1].
However, it can be difficult to determine the parameters of a spin-1 AFM that has a Hamiltonian containing singleion anisotropy terms if it is in powdered form [2,3]. Currently, attempts to create crystalline metal-organic spin-1
AFMs have been met with limited success. As previous work has focused on nickel chains [4], we therefore present
a method of extracting the magnetic parameters of the spin-1 AFM Hamiltonian using the quasi-2D
[Ni(H2O)2(pyz)2](BF4)2 (pyz = pyrazine: C4H4N2). This involves magnetisation, heat capacity, ESR, neutron scattering
and DFT measurements and comparing results with the structurally similar molecular magnet [Ni(H2O)2(3,5lut)4](BF4)2 (lut = lutidine: C7H9N), which does not contain magnetic interactions. This enables a simpler extraction
of the single-ion anisotropy parameters and supplements the characterisation of the polymeric magnet. The
procedure used is a suitable method to obtain the magnetic parameters of spin-1 AFM powders. From this,
(Ni(H2O)2(pyz)2](BF4)2 and [Ni(H2O)2(3,5-lut)4](BF4)2 were found to contain easy-plane anisotropy, with D = +7.2 K,
J = 1.05 K for the former and D = +10 K, E = 1.6 K for the latter compound.

Figure 1: Field-temperature phase diagram for powdered [Ni(H2O)2(pyz)2](BF4)2. TN comes from heat capacity and
HC1 and HC2 were obtained from magnetisation measurements. The boundary lines are a guide to the eye.
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
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Structural and magnetic properties of the doped magnetocaloric compounds (La1−xAx)0.85Ag0.15MnO3, A = Pr, Dy
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Materials exhibiting a strong magnetocaloric effect (MCE) have been subject of numerous studies due to their role in
magnetic refrigeration. Compared to ordinary gas-based cooling, magnetic refrigeration is more energy efﬁcient and
cleaner due to the absence of ozone-depleting gases. Recent magnetization studies indicate that the polycrystalline
compounds (La1−xPrx)0.85Ag0.15 MnO3 with x = 0, 0.1, 0.2 are strong candidates for magnetic cooling. Here we present
neutron powder diffraction studies of (La1−xAx)0.85Ag0.15MnO3 doped with different levels of either A = Pr or A = Dy.
The powders have been measured at temperatures ranging from 4K to 300K in order to observe the structural
changes through the ferromagnetic phase transition. Analysis of the magnetic structure shows no indication of an
antiferromagnetic phase, which has previously been thought to exist at low temperatures. Our structural analysis is
centred around the phase fraction between the rhombohedral R3c and orthorhombic Pnma phases and how it
depends on the temperature, dopant type and dopant level. With our results we attempt to understand the
microscopic origin of changes in the macroscopic MCE effect.
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Controlling the magnetocaloric properties of La(Fe,Mn,Si)13 and its hydrides with pressure
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Materials which exhibit a significant temperature change in response to external magnetic field close to room
temperature, known as the magnetocaloric effect, have considerable promise for use in efficient and HFC-free
alternatives to conventional vapour-compression refrigeration technologies. La(Fe,Mn,Si)13Hz is one of the most
promising and industrially available magnetocaloric materials due to the large adiabatic temperature and entropy
changes resulting from its first-order magnetic transition, with a Curie temperature, TC, that is tunable by interstitial
atoms such as H and C, by adjusting the Fe/Mn/Si ratio or by the application of hydrostatic pressure. However, its
use in a magnetic cooling device still faces challenges, which include irreversible energy loss through hysteresis.
Several studies have examined the influence of hydrostatic pressure on La(Fe,Si)13 and its hydrides, although taken
together the results show inconsistencies. Here, we present a systematic study of the effect of applied hydrostatic
pressure on the magnetocaloric properties of La(Fe,Mn,Si)13 and its hydrides, specifically the isothermal entropy
change and the magnitude of the hysteresis. Different trends are observed in the MCE for dehydrogenated and
hydrogenated samples, although in both cases there is an increase in hysteresis with increasing pressure. We find
that the TC in the dehydrogenated sample is significantly more sensitive to application of hydrostatic pressure
compared to its hydrogenated counterpart, implying a different compressibility or a difference in the magnetoelastic coupling strength between the two samples. We show that a refrigeration cycle that includes magnetic field
and pressure steps may lead to a significant reduction in hysteretic loss.
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Thin Films and Nanomagnets
Skyrmion detection using electrical transport in Pt/Co/Ir multilayer disc
K Zeissler1, K Shahbazi1, J Massey1, S Finizio2, J Raabe2, M Rosamond3, E H Linfield3, T A Moore1, G Burnell1 and C H
Marrows1
1
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Magnetic quasi-particles such as skyrmions are of importance for novel magnetic information storage designs. In
ultrathin multilayer systems skyrmions are stabilised by the interfacial Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (1). This
interaction occurs due to broken inversion symmetry at the interface between a ferromagnet and a heavy metal. Due
to tunability and room temperature stability these multilayers have great scope for applications (2-5). Active focal
areas are electrical skyrmion detection and manipulation. In the experiment outlined here a single skyrmion in a Ta
(3.5 nm)/Pt (3.8 nm)/[Co (5.0 nm)/Ir (5.0 nm)/Pt (1.0 nm)]x10 Pt (3.2 nm) multilayer nanodisc was imaged
using the PolLux scanning transmission X-ray microscopy as a function of out-of-plane magnetic field. The Hall
resistance was measured in situ just before each image was taken. The circular polarized X-rays were tuned to L3
cobalt edge and were transmitted perpendicular to the sample plane. The Hall resistance shows a clear difference
between uniform magnetised states (A and B) and a single skyrmion state (C and D). A change of up to 12 % could
be observed. This shows that electrical transport measurements can be used to detect single skyrmions in

Electrical Hall resistance and normalised, out of plane magnetization of a single skyrmion in a [Pt/Co/Ir ]x10
multilayer and corresponding XMCD contrast. The insert shows a scanning electron microscopy image of the
disc measured.
[1]
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Topological lithography: Monopoles on demand and realisation of the kagome ASI spin-crystal ground state
J C Gartside1,, D M Burn2, A V Moskalenko1, L F Cohen1 and W R Branford1
1
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Networks of interacting magnetic nanostructures including artificial spin ice (ASI) have provided vast amounts of
physical insight in recent years [1,2,3,4,] in part due to their ability to model complex systems[5] and exhibit exotic
phenomena such as ‘magnetic monopole’-like states [6]. The power of these networks stems from the extraordinary
number of unique microstates, even in systems comprising relatively few nanostructures.
However, ASI and related architectures are yet to realise their full potential as the majority of microstates remain
inaccessible due to the rudimentary state-writing tools currently available. Researchers largely resort to global field
protocols to stochastically select spin-configurations from a vastly reduced microstate space. An experimental
means to prepare all potential microstates has huge implications, including realising ASI as a tunable-bandgap
magnonic crystal[7] or reconfigurable neural-network [8].
We present a novel MFM-tip based state writing technique, building on our previously demonstrated domain-wall
injection process [9]. It requires no global fields and is applicable to all nanostructure architectures, providing total
control over the spin-configuration and access to every possible microstate. We demonstrate the efficacy of our
method via the realisation of several exotic and thus-far unobserved states, unachievable via global field-protocols:
‘magnetic monopole-defect’ chains and the spin-crystal ground state [10] of kagome ASI.

Figure 1:
i) Micromagnetic simulation and accompanying schematic of writing process dynamics showing positions of
magnetic charges (±Q).
ii) MFM image of ‘ladder’ and ‘zigzag’ monopole-defect chain states written at RT on a NiFe ASI lattice.
iii) MFM image of the spin-crystal chiral ground state of kagome ASI written at RT on a NiFe ASI rosette.
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Effect of the composition of an FePd alloy on the dynamics of artificial spin ice
S A Morley1, S Riley 2, M C Rosamond2 and C H Marrows1
1

University of Leeds, UK, 2University of Leeds, UK

Artificial spin ices (ASI) are arrays of nanomagnetic islands which are single domain and are arranged in such a way
that they are geometrically frustrated. There are many different geometries that have been studied although here we
focus on that of the square; where each vertex has four nanomagnets whose moments can point either in or out of
the vertex. The lowest energy, or ground state, arrangement consists of two-in and two-out and obeys the so-called
‘ice-rule’. It is possible to reach the ground state in the square ASI via thermal annealing [1,2], amongst other
methods [3, 4]. We have examined this anneal process by analysing the vertex populations of our arrays for
different compositions of FePd, as a function of temperature. The composition of FePd can be tuned in order to
control the magnetisation and Curie temperature of the material [4]. We have co-sputtered Pd and Fe, to produce a
low and high Pd content alloy, having 1:1.9 and 1:3.5 (Fe:Pd) ratios respectively. We have always started from an
initially polarised state and then incrementally heated the sample using a rapid thermal annealer. After each
temperature step we have cooled back down to room temperature to image the new state. For the low Pd content
sample, we observed the onset of dynamics at T = 493 K, with a rapid collapse into almost entirely ground state
vertices (> 90%) over a very narrow temperature window, ΔT = 20 K. In contrast, the higher Pd content sample, with
weaker magnetic interactions, displayed dynamics over a much wider temperature range. This sample started to
fluctuate at lower temperatures, T = 413 K, but only reached a maximum of 25% of its vertices in the ground state
at the highest temperature. These results indicate that the interaction strength and the dynamic temperature range
can be finely tuned using a simple co-sputtering process. It also highlights, and quantifies, how the strength of
interaction can result in faster switching and relaxation processes.
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
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Investigation of dissipative magnetic solitons using x-ray holography with extended references
E O Burgos Parra1, N Bukin1, M Dupraz2, G Beutier2, S Sani3, S A Cavil4, J Åkerman5, R J Hicken1, G van der Laan6
and F Y Ogrin1
1

University of Exeter, UK, 2University Grenoble Alpes, France, 3MIT, USA, 4University of York, UK, 5University of
Gothenburg, Sweden, 6Diamond Light Source, UK

Dissipative magnetic droplet solitons are localized excitations that can be created and maintained within a nanocontact spin-torque oscillator (NC-STO) [1, 2, 3]. We explore the dynamics produced in a NC-STO with orthogonal
pseudo-spin valve structure Co(8)Ta(4)Cu(10)Ta(4)[Co/Ni]4(3.6) (thicknesses in nm), for different values of the DC
current and external magnetic field, using a soft x-ray imaging technique, HERALDO [4, 5, 6]. For a current of -10 to
-35 mA and zero field, a domain structure is observed (Figure 1(a)), which we infer to be in the vicinity of the NC
and induced by the Oersted field. Alternatively, the current was kept fixed (- 25 and -33 mA) and external fields of
20, 25, 30, 40 and 50 mT were applied. As the magnetic field is increased, the magnetic domain collapses to a
small region that can be observed for all the field steps (Figure 1(b). However, when an external magnetic field of
0.3 T is applied (Figure 1 (c), a well-defined “dot” appears under the NC. Based upon the transport measurements
and previous reports [7, 8] we suggest that this structure is correlated with the formation of a dissipative magnetic
soliton underneath the NC.

Figure 1: (a) Magnetic contrast of the Ni layer close to the nano contact region for samples with a NC of 90 and 110
nm diameter when an electrical current is passing through the NC, at zero external field. (b) Magnetic contrast of the
sample with a NC of 110 nm diameter at -25 and -33 mA, when the external field was swept between 20 and 50
mT. (c) Magnetic state recovered from the hologram reconstruction for a current of -35mA and an external magnetic
field of 0.3T.
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X-ray detected current-driven magnetisation reversal in CoFeTaB/Pt
D Burn1, O-O Inyang2, R Fan1, A Hindmarch2 and P Steadman1
1

Diamond Light Source, UK, 2Durham University, UK

The interactions between a magnetic material and an electrical current within it are governed by fundamental
physical principles based on the spin-orbit interaction. As well as being a popular area for scientific study, the
potential for the development of novel technological devices is also important. So far resistance changes as a
function of magnetisation, known as magnetoresistance, has been most extensively explored. Now electrical control
of the magnetisation is becoming a more popular avenue to explore [1]. In particular, systems with a magnetic layer
and a layer with high spin-orbit coupling give rise to interesting interfacial effects. An electrical charge current in the
high spin-orbit layer generates a transverse spin current. This spin current exerts a `spin-orbit torque’ on magnetic
moments in an adjacent magnetic layer and can manipulate the magnetisation [2,3].
We have performed soft x-ray reflectivity measurements on CoFeTaB/Pt bilayers which probe the depth dependence
to both the structural and magnetic properties within the system. Additionally, tuning energy to an absorption edge
provides elemental selectivity and even allows the relative spin and orbital contributions to the moments to be
investigated.
Both field- and current-driven magnetisation reversal hysteresis loops have been measured, which reveal a depthdependence to the field-driven coercive field, and current-driven critical switching current density, for the system
when changing the x-ray penetration depth into the sample. By applying additional static magnetic field or DC
current, modifications to the hysteresis loop shape show that the current driven reversal is complex and cannot
simply be described as a purely field-like effect. These modifications may be attributed to changes in the anisotropy
with strong links to the spin-orbit interaction. Furthermore, circular dichroism in the x-ray absorption is only
observed for the field-driven magnetisation reversal loops suggesting fundamental physical differences between the
current- and field-driven magnetisation reversal processes.

Figure 1: Current-driven magnetization reversal in CoFeTaB/Pt detected by X-ray reflectivity
[1]
[2]
[3]
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Nanoparticles
(Invited) Functionalized hybrid nanomagnets: New materials for innovations in energy storage and medical
theranostics
M Farle1,2
1

University of Duisburg-Essen, Germany, 2Immanuel Kant Baltic Federal University, Russia

Imagine a future in which food is used to activate specific immune reactions in a human body based on an external
noninvasive magnetic stimulus. Dream of a material that stores and releases energy reversibly by temperature
changes between day and night. These visions may be realized by using magnetic nanoparticles that are
functionalized to be biocompatible, environmentally stable and recyclable, self-healing, and low cost.
In this presentation, I will discuss the basic concepts of magnetic nanomaterials and their magnetic properties with
a focus on how to tune specific parameters in a controlled fashion to achieve the dreams of the future. I will
highlight the state-of-the-art experimental technologies that allow us to understand microscopic properties and
interactions in relation to electronic structure changes caused by changes in size, shape, and composition of
nanomaterials. Then, I will discuss how this understanding is used when nanomagnets are functionalized for
targeted drug delivery or composed to form macroscopic materials for new energetic applications like magnetic
refrigeration. I will demonstrate that the seemingly complex behavior of hybrid metal/metal, metal/oxide, or
oxide/oxide interface materials can be understood from the three fundamental interactions in magnetism: magnetic
exchange interaction due to orbital overlap, spin–orbit interaction due to inner- and intra-atomic relativistic
corrections (e.g., crystal field effects) and the long-range magnetic dipolar interaction. Several examples will be
presented, including the formation of above-room-temperature ferromagnetic interface layers between lowtemperature antiferromagnetic layers and the evolution of lattices of magnetic textures (skyrmions) in confined
dimensions.
The talk will end with an episode in the life of an imaginary golf-playing couple in the year 2040 who use their
“Smart Magnet” phone to energize and heal their bodies on the green.
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How to estimate local heat dissipation of interacting magnetic nanoparticles subjected to an applied magnetic
field?
C Munoz-Menendez1, D Serantes1,2, S Ruta2, O Hovorka3, K Livesey4, O Chubykalo-Fesenko5, R W Chantrell2 and D
Baldomir1
1
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de Madrid, Spain
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Controlling the heat dissipated by magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) subjected to an alternating magnetic field HAC is
crucial for the effectiveness of several applications such as heat-mediated drug delivery, which uses the heat
generated by MNPs attached to some thermo-sensible cargo to activate the release of the drug; or magnetic fluid
hyperthermia (MFH), a promising technique for cancer treatment which uses the heat released by MNPs under AC
fields to damage the cancer cells. Some experiments[1,2,3] reported that during the exposure of MNPs to an AC
field, the temperature may increase several tens of K at the particle surface and then rapidly decay to zero only a
few nanometers away. Therefore, addressing the local (at particle level) heat dissipation becomes very relevant.
In MFH, global (whole system) heat dissipation is usually obtained from the area of the magnetization vs. applied
field M(H) hysteresis loops. However, using the same approach for local hysteresis cycles is not adequate for
strong-interacting systems because coupled particles may have inverted hysteresis loops. The aim of this work is to
find an alternative way to evaluate local released energy. Our premise is that the hysteresis area of the entire
system stands for the total dissipated energy. We developed an approach where we analyze the different types of
jumps of the energies of individual particles and from there we are able recover the area of the entire system.
[1]
[2]
[3]
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Ferromagnetic resonance and dielectric relaxation properties of core shell particles
S Hussain
QinetiQ, UK
This research explores the magnetic and dielectric properties of core-shell particles (micron-scale hollow glass
bubbles with nanometre conductive/magnetic coatings) by examining the effect of different coating thickness and
composition, over frequencies ranging from 1MHz to 18GHz. The use of core shell particles can lead to a number of
advantageous properties not achievable from solid particles. For example, solid particles are inefficient in that the
core of the particle is screened beyond the skin depth. The ability to use core shell particles means that the coatings
could be applied to the optimum thickness and composition and potentially could be multi-layered to further
improve the properties.
The research demonstrates the use of iron nano-coatings on lightweight hollow glass bubbles. The magnetic
permeability is examined both experimentally and through the use of the Sihvola et al model [1]. The results show
the presence of a significant ferromagnetic resonance peak that can potentially be optimised through coating
thickness and composition. The particles also show the possibility of enhanced dielectric losses related to the
interfacial relaxation loss mechanism, associated with the charge interface created by the conductive coating and
insulating core particle. With further development, such dual magnetic and dielectric loss mechanisms could prove
useful in electromagnetic absorption and control applications.
[1]
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(P.1) Atomistic modelling of laser induced ultrafast reversal of inhomogeneous ferrimagnetic GdFeCo
Z Fu1,2, S Ruta2, T A Ostler3, T M Liu4, T H Rasing5, H Durr4, R F L Evans2 and R W Chantrell2
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Thermally Induced Magnetization Switching (TIMS) was theoretically discovered and experimentally verified in the
amorphous rare earth/transition metal ferrimagnet GdFeCo[1]. After that the experiments reveal that
inhomogeneous GdFeCo ferrimagnet shows non-local transfer of angular momentum from Ferich nanoregions to the
Gd-rich nanoregions[2]. To understand the underlying physics of the mechanism we have developed a atomistic
model system of 200 nm x 200 nm x 10 nm film with GdFeCo, similar to the distribution seen experimentally[2],
performed numerical simulations of the dynamics after ultrashort laser excitation using the open-source VAMPIRE
software package[3].
In figure below the upper curve shows the dynamics of the total Fe and Gd sublattices, which in this case shows no
overall switching. The lower curve shows the behaviour of spins of the Fe-rich (15-20% Gd) regions and Gdrich(30% to 35% Gd) regions separately. We can see that the spins in the Gd-rich region initially reverse while the
spins in the Fe-rich region have not, which give a clear illustration of different reversal behaviour with composition.
This adds a new degree of complexity to
ultrafast magnetisation dynamics in GdFeCo
thin films compared with smaller scale singledomain simulations.

Fig.1 Switching process with different composition. (a) Spin dynamics of the total Fe(blue line) and Gd(red line)
sublattices. (b) Spin dynamics of the Fe-rich (15-20% Gd) regions (plotted in solid lines) and Gd-rich(30% to 35%
Gd) regions (plotted in dashed lines) separately.

[1]
[2]
[3]
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(P.2) Atomistic simulations of magnetic vortex structure in permalloy
D Meilak and R F L Evans
University of York, UK
Magnetic vortices readily form in magnetic nanodots made of soft magnetic materials such as permalloy due to the
weak magnetic anisotropy and magnetostatic interactions. Vortices are typically studied using micromagnetics
where the magnetisation is assumed to vary slowly in space[1]. However a fundamental limitation of
micromagnetics is the ability to correctly resolve Bloch points and tightly wound spin structures as found in vortices
where the magnetisation can vary significantly from atom to atom. Here we have developed an atomistic spin model
of permalloy nanodots to investigate their formation and temperature dependent properties. Using the VAMPIRE
software package [2] we have modelled a 70nm diameter permalloy nanodot. Figure 1 shows the time evolution of
the magnetisation configuration by quenching the system through the Curie temperature. Initially multiple vortices
form due to the random nature of the spins. Over time these annihilate to form a complex domain pattern and
eventually a single vortex in the centre of the dot. The Gilbert damping parameter in the simulations has a significant
effect on the evolution of the spin structure. For critical damping the vortex forms within a few hundred picoseconds,
while for more realistic damping the precessional nature of the dynamics allows the initial multi-vortex state to
persist for much longer, requiring several nanoseconds to form a ground state structure. We find that the vortex
structure is not unconditionally stable for the same sizes predicted by the micromagnetic approximation[1] which
suggests that correctly resolving the magnetic structure of the vortex core at the atomistic scale is essential for
correctly predicting the phase diagram. Finally we will present calculations of laser induced magnetisation
dynamics[3] in the permalloy nanodots in order to investigate whether it is possible to modify the nature of ultrafast
magnetisation dynamics in topological structures, owing to a higher degree of magnetic frustration in the vortex.

Fig 1: Various stages of vortex formation showing the time evolution of the magnetisation configuration. The colours
represent different orientations of the in-plane magnetisation direction, and white and black represent
perpendicular components. Initially small domains appear due to quenching of the magnetisation from a random
state. A single vortex then forms which relaxes to the centre of the nanodot.
[1]
[2]
[3]
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(P.3) Demagnetisation energy and magnetisation variation effects on the isolated skyrmion dynamics
M Beg1, M Albert1, M A Bisotti1, D I Cortés-Ortuño1, W Wang1,2, R Carey1, M Vousden1, O Hovorka1, and H Fangohr1
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Usually for simplicity, in the simulations of skyrmionic states in helimagnetic samples, the demagnetisation energy
is neglected and/or thin film samples are modelled using two-dimensionalmeshes. In this work, we investigate how
these two assumptions affect the dynamics of an isolatedskyrmion state in a 150 nm diameter FeGe disk. Firstly,
we simulate the isolated skyrmion statedynamics using a full three-dimensional model. Secondly, we repeat the
simulation under the sameconditions, but this time we set the demagnetisation energy artificially to zero. Finally, we
use a 2Dmesh to model a thin film sample. We compare the power spectral densities and observe that althoughthe
magnetisation dynamics associated to the identified eigenmodes do not change significantly, theirfrequencies
change substantially. We conclude that neglecting the demagnetisation energycontribution or modelling 3D
samples using two-dimensional meshes in skyrmionic state dynamicssimulations is not always justified [1]. This
work was supported by the EPSRC’s EP/G03690X/1 andEP/N032128/1 grants and the Horizon 2020 European
Research Infrastructure project (676541)

Figure 1: The comparison of power spectral densities computed using three-dimensional and two-dimensional
models in absence of demagnetisation energy contribution with the PSD obtained using a full simulation model for
an isolated skyrmion state in the case of (a) in-plane and (b) out-of-plane excitation. Simulated sample is a 150
nm diameter disk with 10 nm thickness at zero external magnetic field.
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(P.4) First order reversal curves and intrinsic parameter determination for magnetic materials: limitations of
hysteron-based approaches in correlated systems
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The intrinsic switching field distribution (SFD) is a fundamental characteristic of granular magnetic materials and it
determines the quality of recording media used in hard disk drives. Being able to evaluate the thermal SFD of a
system of coupled grains dominated by thermally activated hysteresis behaviour remains a challenge and is an
essential practical step for developing and optimising the present-day and future magnetic recording technology.
In this work we have investigated the first order reversal curves (FORC) technique, as is widely used for the
applications mentioned above. As a benchmark for validating the methods we consider a kinetic Monte-Carlo (kMC)
model of exchange and magnetostatic interacting StonerWohlfarth grains, including self-consistently the volume
and anisotropy distributions, and thermal activation. Using kinetic Monte-Carlo framework we developed a model of
increasing layers of complexity to describe realistic devices, from non-interacting system, to mean-field
approximation and to grain-grain interaction, where intercalation are calculated taking into account the grain
geometry (shape, size, position).
Our results show that the reliability of the FORC technique is critically affected by the presence of interaction
(magnetostatic and exchange), when there is correlated behaviour of magnetic entities. The nature of correlations
are irrelevant, as we show with a 'toy model' in which the correlations are artificially induced. This is a fundamental
limitation of the FORC method, independent of the benchmark model. We quantify the limiting model parameter
range of the FORC methods and the refined mean-field ∆H(M, ∆M) method. We demonstrate that FORC methods
can be applied only when interaction induced correlations are negligible (Fig. 1).

Figure 1: Validity diagram: Diagram showing the deviation of σSFD from the FORC method in comparison with the
expected value (b). The contour line are indicate the correlations for the same interactions (a). Example of FORC
diagram for exchange (i,ii) and magnetostatic ( iv, v ) interactions.
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(P.5) Frustrated magnetism and caloric effects in Mn-antiperovskite nitrides: Ab initio theory
E M Tapia1, J Zemen2,3, G Zsolt3,4, R Banerjee5, C E Patrick1, J B Staunton1, K G Sandeman6,7
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Magnetic refrigeration based on the magnetocaloric effect (MCE) has become a widely investigated technology and
promises to be an alternative to gas-compression based devices [1]. However a large portion of potential MCE
devices rely on expensive elements such as rare earth based- permanent magnets. The elastocaloric effect (eCE),
where the thermal response is induced by a mechanical stress[3], offers a solution to this problem [2,3,4], but
suffers from material fatigue associated with the structural phase transition that is normally necessary to promote
large caloric responses[4]. Here we propose an alternative route and show how magnetic frustration hosted in Mnantiperovskite Nitrides[5] enables the generation of large caloric responses associated with pure magnetic
transitions driven by mechanical stimuli. We present an ab-initio Disordered Local Moment (DLM) theory[6,7]
investigation of the temperature effects in Mn3GaN and its frustrated magnetism under application of biaxial strain.
We have discovered a rich temperature-strain phase diagram (Fig.1) with two previously unreported collinear
magnetic phases. Both a large isothermal entropy change and an adiabatic temperature change can be obtained
simultaneously by combining second and first- order transitions between these magnetic structures. Our predictions
are linked fundamentally to the magnetic frustration and its rapid release with biaxial strain.

Figure 1: Temperature-strain phase diagram for Mn3GaN. Thick black lines correspond to first-order transitions while
dashed lines denote second-order transitions. The color scheme encodes the size and orientation of the induced net
moment. Positive and negative values of εxx correspond to tensile and compressive biaxial strains, respectively.
[1]
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[3]
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(P.6) Influence of defects on the thermal stability of solitonic spin textures under chiral couplings in magnetic thin
films with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy
L Desplat1 and R Stamps1
1
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We are interested in the stability of solitonic spin textures in magnetic thin films with perpendicular anisotropy under
chiral Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interactions (DMI). For most sets of parameters, solitons such as domain walls or
magnetic skyrmions are metastable states, separated from the uniform magnetization state by an energy barrier. To
annihilate a soliton, the system needs to overcome that energy barrier under the action of thermal fluctuations. This
is hence a stochastic process, whose probability is closely linked to the height of the barrier and the geometry of the
energy landscape of the assembly of spins. In order to estimate escape rates, we propose to use a nudged bands
numerical scheme adapted for magnetic systems, namely the Geodesic Nudged Elastic Bands (GNEB) [1] scheme
along with Langer’s theory for the decay of a metastable state in the intermediate-to-high damping (IHD) limit [2]
[3]. We then examine the influence of DMI and defects on the transition rates.
[1]
[2]
[3]
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(P.7) Investigation on electronic and magnetic structures of the NdCo5 and Nd2Co17 systems by first principle
calculations
K Bakkari1, E K Hlil2, R Fersi1 and N Thabet-Mliki1
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Intermetallics based on rare-earth and metal transition elements are extensively studied theoretically and
experimentally in order to synthesize new materials or to improve their magnetic properties. In the present work, first
principle calculations based on the Density Functional Theory (DFT) are performed in order to investigate the
electronic and magnetic properties of both NdCo5 and Nd2Co17 compounds. Calculations are carried out using the
Full Potential Linear Augmented Plane Wave (FP-LAPW) method. These calculations achieved in framework of a
ferromagnetic state, include the polarized potential. The CaCu5 and Th2Zn17 type crystal structures are considered
respectively for NdCo5 and Nd2Co17 compounds. Based on the GGA+U approximations, total energies, local and
total magnetic moments are self-consistently computed. As main results, large total magnetic moment of 10.1
μB/f.u and 31.9 μB/f.u are found for NdCo5 and Nd2Co17, respectively. These results are in accordance with the
previousely reported experimental values of 10.5 μB/f.u and 32.1 μB/f.u . Such high ferromagnetic state is
discussed in terms of their strong spin polarization observed in the total DOS. Finally, all computed magnetic
quantities would be also discussed in the light of the efficiency in technological applications.
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(P.8) Magnetic properties of Ferrihydrite, a nanocrystalline material
C Rana and S D Tiwari
Thapar University, India
Ferrihydrite is found everywhere in nature and near surface environments. This material can also be synthesized by
suitable chemical methods in laboratories. This is known as less crystalline Iron (III) Oxyhydroxide. Due to its poor
crystallinity, there are very broad peaks in x-ray diffraction. Depending on the number of peaks in x-ray diffraction
pattern, it is classified as two lines and six lines ferrihydrite. Out of these two forms, a considerable attention is
given to the chemical, physical and magnetic properties of two lines ferrihydrite. But the studies on magnetic
properties of the six lines ferrihydrite are still found to be very rare. Magnetic properties are of much interest due to
their different types of applications in different fields. This motivated us to work on the magnetic properties of six
lines ferrihydrite nanoparticles. In this work we present synthesis, structural characterization and magnetic behavior
of 5 nm six lines ferrihydrite nanoparticles.
Six lines ferrihydrite nanoparticles are synthesized by a chemical method [1]. Structural characterization of the
sample is done by x-ray diffraction and transmission electron microscope. Magnetization of the system is measured
as function of temperature and applied magnetic field. In this work we also studied the effect of magnetic moment
distribution on the magnetic behavior of the nanoparticles system by fitting the data in Langevin function as shown
in figure 1. All these observations are discussed in detail.
Figure 1. Magnetization as a function of applied magnetic field for the 5nm ferrihydrite particles at different
temperatures.

Figure 1: Magnetization as a function of applied magnetic field for the 5nm ferrihydrite particles at different
temperatures.
[1]
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(P.9) Parallel performance optimization of the VAMPIRE code for billion atom simulations of magnetic materials
R Pond and R F L Evans
University of York, UK
Atomistic spin dynamics is a helpful tool to understand the role of temperature fluctuations, interfaces and defects
on the magnetic properties of magnetic materials and devices. The VAMPIRE software package uses parallel
processing to accelerate the simulations, enabling practical large scale simulations of systems consisting of 10M
atoms and more. Enabling macro-atomistic simulations of 100M atoms or more requires extensive modifications to
the code to enable optimal parallel performance and efficient handling of data input and output. Here we will
present the recent technical improvements to the code for running on ARCHER, the UK national supercomputing
service. This enables previously impossible macro-atomistic simulations enabling the modelling of complex
magnetic materials and devices with unprecedented accuracy.
The first part of the project required porting the code to the ARCHER supercomputer and optimizing the serial and
parallel performance for different compilers and options. The second part of the project involved modifying the data
input and output routines to enable them to scale efficiently to tens of thousands of CPU cores. We will present data
showing the improvements in performance and scalability for larger core counts and some sample calculations
highlighting the new capabilities now available to the magnetism community.
This work was funded under the embedded CSE programme of the ARCHER UK National Supercomputing Service
(http://www.archer.ac.uk).
[1]
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(P.10) Spin dynamics of magnetic nanoparticles bound in a fluid medium for applications in magnetic
hyperthermia
E Rannala1, S Ruta1 and R Chantrell1
1

University of York, UK

The application of magnetic hyperthermia as a cancer therapy has shown great promise. The current project looks to
investigate the effect of Brownian rotation on the heat produced via magnetic hyperthermia. To do this a novel
model is being developed which accounts for the coupling of the particle to the surrounding fluid and also the
coupling of the magnetisation to the internal degrees of freedom. This results in two coupled equations of motion,
one for the magnetisation and the other for the easy axis. These equations describe the effects of Néel and
Brownian rotation (figure 1). Investigations into the effect of Brownian rotation on the relaxation time of the system
and how this affects heat generated via magnetic hyperthermia are being conducted. This may result in refinements
to the specific absorption rate data which would be directly applicable to the cancer therapy procedure.

Figure 1: Diagram A shows Néel relaxation. In this process the particle remains static whilst the magnetisation
rotates. Diagram B shows Brownian motion, here the particle rotates causing the magnetisation to rotate also.
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(P.11) Study of higher-order exchange interactions in magnetic systems
M Strungaru, R W Chantrell and R F L Evans
University of York, UK
Higher-order exchange interactions such as four-spin interaction or ring-exchange arises from four consecutive hops
of electrons from one spin configuration to the spin-flipped one. In FeRh compounds, the four-spin exchange term is
responsible for the phase transition of the material from an antiferromagnetic (AFM) to ferromagnetic (FM) state
while heating above a specific temperature[1].
The ultrafast generation of ferromagnetic order can be done under an optical pulse and leads to multiple
technological applications in spintronics and magnetic recording [2]. For thermally assisted magnetic recording, the
FM phase helps writing the media, while the low-temperature AFM phase assures long-term stability [3].
In this work, magnetic atomistic simulations were performed taking into account the bilinear Heisenberg exchange
and the four-spin interaction. The competition between the two types of interactions leads to a phase transition at a
temperature of 450 K (Fig.1). The four spin interaction was analysed for simple cubic crystal structure (FeRh) and
also for other crystal structures, such as face centered cubic and hexagonal close packed lattice (Dy), where it is
used to investigated the FM/AFM phase transition.We will present calculations of the finite size dependence and
surface properties of the phase transition temperature in FeRh and initial simulations of heat assisted magnetic
recording in FePt/FeRh bilayers.

Fig. 1: Temperature dependence of the
magnetisation in a 16x16x16 atoms
simple cubic system with bilinear
exchange and four-spin interaction. The
phase transition AFM/FM is visible at
approximative 450 K;

[1]
[2]
[3]
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(P.12) The Impacts of magnetic strength on a variable--viscosity channel flow with non—uniform wall temperature
A Hassan
University of South Africa, South Africa
This paper investigates the influence of magnetic intensity on the inherent irreversibility of a variable—viscosity
channel flow with a non--uniform wall temperature. The flow is considered to be steady, incompressible and fluid
viscosity varies linearly with temperature under the influence magnetic intensity. The approximate solutions are
obtained seeking asymptotic solutions for the fluid velocity and temperature. The entropy generation rate, the rate
of heat transfer, skin friction and other thermos-physical aspects of the flow regime with respect to the magnetic
influence are presented and discussed.
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(P.13) Evolution of structure and magnetic behavior by Pr doping in SrRuO3
R Gupta and A K Pramanik
Jawaharlal Nehru University, India
We report the evolution of structure and magnetic properties in perovskite ruthenates Sr1-xPrxRuO3 (x = 0.0 and
0.1). Our main expectations, to induce the structural modification and change the Ru charge state by Pr doping
at Sr site. By the Pr doping on Sr site retains orthorhombic structure while we find minor change in structural
parameters. The SrRuO3 have itinerant type of ferromagnetism with ordering temperature ~ 160 K. By Pr doping,
the magnetic moment decrease and ZFC shows three distinct peaks (three transition temperature; TM1, TM2 and
TM3). Further analysis of magnetization of both samples, at high temperature follow modified CWL and Pr doping
gives Curie temperature ~ 129 K which is close to TM2. Above TM2 to TM3, the inverse susceptibility shows upward
deviation from CW behavior, indicating the existence AFM like clustered in this regime. The low temperature
isothermal magnetization M (H) shows moment is decreases by Pr doping. The Arrott plot gives spontaneous
magnetization (Ms) which is also decreases by Pr doping. The evolution of Rhodes-Wohlfarth ratio increases
which suggests the FM in this system evolves toward the itinerant type by Pr doping.
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(P.14) X-ray magnetic resonant scattering on XMaS
O Bikondoa1,3, L Bouchenoire1,2, S D Brown1,2, J Kervin1,2, P Thompson1,2, D Wermeille1,2, M J Cooper3, C A Lucas2
and T P A Hase3
1

XMaS, France, 2University of Liverpool, UK, 3University of Warwick, UK

The universities of Liverpool and Warwick operate the EPSRC funded XMaS beamline (BM28) located at the ESRF in
Grenoble, France. The project has been delivering a broad, inter-disciplinary research programme to UK and EU
users since 1997. Its research programme covers both fundamental blue skies and applied materials research in
emerging technologies. Although the beamline was originally designed for the exploration of magnetic materials
using scattering techniques. it tackles a broad range of scientific challenges including soft matter, surface
electrochemistry, modern magnetic materials, conservation of historical artefacts and even medical materials.
The different types of magnetic scattering techniques, which are available at XMaS in the energy range between 2.4
and 15 keV will be presented, namely resonant magnetic scattering [1-4], charge-magnetic interference scattering
[5-7] and resonant magnetic reflectivity [8-11]. Recent published work will illustrate each technique.
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]
[8]
[9]
[10]
[11]
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(P.15) Application of AFM nanomachining for magnetic domain wall pinning
J Jones1, E Brousseau2, D Read2 and K Esien2
1

Cardiff University, UK

Due to the considerable rise in digital data production in recent decades, there has been an increased importance
to develop and improve current data storage and logic devices. A number of new systems have been proposed, one
of which is the Racetrack Memory technology, first suggested by Parkin and co-workers[1]. This system uses
magnetic nanowires and reads/writes sequences of magnetic domains that can be propagated through the
nanowires. In order to develop such a system, reliable control of magnetic domain wall (DW) movement is required.
Previously, nanofabrication methods such as electron beam lithography have been used to modify the shape or
geometry of nanowires producing vertical notches on the side of nanowires to controllably pin DWs[2].
An alternative approach to conventional high vacuum-based nanofabrication methods for the modification of
permalloy nanowires has been reported recently by Tseng et al [3,4]. In this case, the tip of an Atomic Force
Microscope (AFM) probe is used as a nanoscale cutting tool. As well as benefits of cost-efficiency and process
simplicity, the use of an AFM for this purpose also leads the creation of a nanotrench across the top of a nanowire,
altering the thickness of the wire instead of its width, which is a less conventional approach. Narayanapillai and
Yang[6] investigated this form of nanowire modification mainly using theoretical predictions via computational
simulations. The conducted simulations indicate that the size of the depinning field increases with both length and
depth of the nanotrench.
In this study, we have created a number of permalloy nanowires with various widths comprised between 396 nm
and 795 nm and thicknesses of either 10 nm or 20 nm. These have then been characterised and modified using an
AFM to create a nanotrench across the top of these wires. Once modified, these nanowires were then measured
using anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR) to detect the presence of a DW and the magnetic field required to
overcome the pinning at the nanotrench. Results obtained so far indicate that the depinning field generally tends to
increase with the nanotrench depth. Further experimental and simulation work is currently being conducted to
confirm the viability of this technique.

Figure 1: Coercive field against notch depth for a 10
nm thick nanowire with a width of 720 nm with
images of the nanotrenches
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Figure 2: Coercive field against notch depth for four
different 20 nm thick nanowires

[1]
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[3]
[4]
[5]
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(P.16) Changing the metamagnetic transition in NiAl-buffered FeRh(Pd,Ir) heterostructures using thickness
dependent dopant profiles
J Massey, R C Temple and C H Marrows
University of Leeds, UK
B2-ordered FeRh undergoes a first order phase transition from an antiferromagnet to a ferromagnet upon heating
through the transition temperature ~ 380 K [1]. The metamagnetic transition is known to be highly sensitive to a
number of things, including the use of dopants, strain and external magnetic fields [2]. The effect of dopants is
particularly interesting, as it is possible to increase or decrease the transition temperature, depending on which
dopants are used [3]. Two dopants common in FeRh are: Pd, which is known to reduce the transition temperature;
and Ir which increases the transition temperature. Combining the two dopants in varying concentrations along the
height of the film is known to create thickness dependent transition temperature profiles [4]. Here we report an
investigation into the properties of these thickness dependent dopant profiles in NiAl/FeRh(Pd,Ir)/NiAl
heterostructures grown by DC Magnetron sputtering and characterised via transport measurements. NiAl is known to
stabilize the FeRh films and is used as a buffer layer here [5]. The transport results show that thickness dependent
doping profiles are very sensitive to the dopant concentrations used, which can be used to manipulate the transition
into configurations favourable for a variety of possible memristor style devices.

A.

B.

Part A showing the structure of the samples. Part B shows the temperature dependant resistance profiles
of varying transition temperature gradient structures. Gradient 1 is has a higher Ir concentration, with
gradient 2 being favourably doped with Pd.
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(P.17) Effect of growth parameters on Magnetostrictive Amorphous FeGaSiB thin films
Q A Abbas.1, 2, N A Morley1, A Johansson3 and T Thomson3
1

University of Sheffield, UK, 2University of Anbar, Iraq, 3The University of Manchester, UK

The manufacture of new magnetostrictive amorphous thin films is being investigated to develop Micro-ElectroMechanical systems (MEMS) such as magnetostrictive sensors which work at low magnetic field [1]. The work
presented here studies the effect of growth parameters on the magnetic properties of magnetostrictive amorphous
FeGaSiB films. The films were grown on silicon substrates using the co-sputtering–evaporation deposition technique
[2]. The structure, magnetic properties and magnetostriction constants have been studied by changing the growth
parameters (Ar pressure, sputtering power, Ga rate). The structural properties for all films were determined from xray diffraction (XRD) to check the films were fully amorphous or if they had nanocrystalline clusters within the
amorphous matrix. While the magnetic properties (coercive and anisotropy fields) were measured using a Magnetooptical Kerr effect (MOKE) magnetometer. The magnetostriction constants have been determined by using bending
tools with different bend radii, which strain the films via the Villari Effect [3]. The results for changing the Ga rate
(fig. 1a), show that the coercive field increased with increasing Ga rate, and that the anisotropy field also increased
to a value of 6kA/m. While the magnetostriction constants (fig 1b) were in the range 10 – 18 ppm for all the Ga
rates. Thus introducing Ga into the FeSiB films has maintained the amorphous structure, along with the soft
magnetic properties, while increasing the magnetostriction constant from 4ppm for the FeSiB film to ~15ppm for
the FeGaSiB films.
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Figure 1a. Coercive and Anisotropy fields, and 1b Magnetostriction constant as a function of Ga rate for 50nm
FeGaSiB thin films.
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(P.18) Effect of varying dimensions of thin film gadolinium elements: proposing a new artificial spin ice material.
S Felton and M McMullan
Queens University Belfast, UK
Gadolinium is notable for its room-temperature Curie temperature (TC=293 K) and significant saturation
magnetisation value in the hexagonal close packed (hcp) form. Gadolinium thin films typically assume the
face centred cubic crystal structure, which is paramagnetic.[1] However, through tailored growth conditions
the thin films of ferromagnetic hcp Gd can be grown.[2]
The lack of experimental realization of single-domain Gd thin film elements prompted calls for a better
understanding of the magnetic properties of nanopatterned gadolinium, amongst other 4f-elements.[1]
Micromagnetic studies of ground state domain and magnetisation pattern in thin film elements exist for
permalloy and cobalt[3,4], but this is the first such investigation for gadolinium. The results can elucidate
upon the domain structure of the island, and extracted geometries can be fabricated for applications such
as artificial spin ice (ASI).[5, 6] It has been noted that an ideal material for thermally active ASI would
exhibit a high magnetic moment per atom and a TC near room-temperature.[7]
We address the possibility of using gadolinium in artificial spin ice systems. Micromagnetic simulations examined
the ground state magnetisation patterns of gadolinium thin film elements, and the results illustrate a range of
geometries suitable for fabrication of single domain gadolinium; a feat not yet achieved experimentally in literature
and a critical first step in creating a new artificial spin ice system.
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(P.19) Exchange bias effects in BFO/Fe type heterostructures
S G Greculeasa1, G Schinteie1, L Hrib1, I Pasuk1 and V Kuncser1
1

National Institute for Materials Physics, Romania

BFO/Fe heterostructures were prepared by PLD and sputtering, respectively, on the STO(0 0 1) substrate with SRO
buffer layer, and further covered with a thin Fe0.2Ni0.8 capping layer. The effects of annealing in 0.2 kOe at 200°C on
the magnetic properties of the multilayers were investigated. Complex characterizations with X-ray diffraction,
atomic force microscopy, Mössbauer spectroscopy, magneto-optic Kerr effect and SQUID magnetometry were
performed. Two magnetic phases of different switching mechanisms, assigned to the Fe and Fe0.2Ni0.8 films, are
evidenced in the as-deposited samples. After the magnetic field annealing treatment, the two phases are no longer
distinctly observed, and the coercivity increases considerably. Exchange bias up to > 70 Oe is evidenced at low
temperatures after the annealing treatment.
This work was supported by the Romanian Ministry of Education and Research via the Core Program 2016–2017
(PN16-480101-2), PN-II-PT-PCCA-2013-4-0971 (contract 275/2014), POC P_37_697 REBMAT (contract
28/01.09.2016), and IDEI COMPLEXE C2-006.
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(P.20) Influence of surface coating (CoO, Cr2O3, ZrO2, SiO2) on magnetic properties of MnFe2O4 nanoparticles
K Nadeem1, F Zeb1, H Krenn2, D V Szabo3, U Brossmann4, R Würschum4
1

International Islamic University, Pakistan, 2Karl-Franzens University Graz, Austria, 3Karlsruhe Institute of Technology,
Germany, 4University of Technology Graz, Austria
We studied the effects of different surface coating materials (CoO, Cr2O3, ZrO2, SiO2) on magnetic properties of
MnFe2O4 nanoparticles prepared by microwave plasma synthesis. In nanoparticles, it is most important to control
their surface functionalization for different applications. The magnetic core anisotropy get different preferential
direction as it approaches to the nanoparticle’s surface. Therefore surface spins experience different exchange
interactions as compared to core spins. This surface disorder and frustration can lead to the formation of surface
spin-glass behavior nanoparticles. Surface spin-glass also shows interface interactions with the core spins
measured as exchange bias in nanoparticles. The magnetic measurements includes ZFC/FC, temperature
dependent M-H loops, AC susceptibility, magnetic relaxation etc. ZFC/FC curves were compared with numerical
simulation to get the information about surface anisotropy. The frequency dependent AC susceptibility was analyzed
by using Neel-Arrhenius law, Vogel-Fulcher law and dynamic scaling law to study the dynamics of nanoparticles.
Exchange bias phenomena was also observed for particular type of coating. The strength of surface spins disorder
strongly depends upon the type of coating material. All these analysis signify the presence of large effective
anisotropy and surface disorder effects in MnFe2O4 nanoparticles which greatly depends upon the type of coating
materials.
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(P.21) Investigation of the phase transition in FeRh on the local scale
C Barton, R Griffiths, T Ostler, G Hrkac, and T Thomson
The University of Manchester, UK, University of Exeter, UK, University of Liege, Belgium
FeRh is not only an extremely interesting material to study not only at the fundamental level but also because of the
potential to be included in future technologies. An ordered B2 CsCl type structure, FeRh, is unique in that it exhibits
a first order metamagnetic phase transition from an anti-ferromagnetic (AFM) state to a ferromagnetic (FM) state.
The coupled ordered parameters of FeRh can controlled through various external stimuli such as temperature optical
pulses or magnetic field [1]. Recent demonstration of electric field control of the phase transition presents potential
routes to low power electronic devices [2].
It has been shown that on mesoscale length scales the phase transition can exhibit interesting discreet like steps
due to almost complete suppression of phase separated states [3]. In this work we hope to build on these
observations using a combination of transport measurements and in situ magnetic force microscopy (MFM).
Presented in Figure 1 are a series of phase contrast images taken at increasing temperatures of an FeRh thin film
(10nm). We observe that above the transition flux closure type structures form which could be related to the coexistence of phase separated states in FeRh [3].

Fig 1: MFM(T) 5μm micrographs displaying phase contrast in interleave mode and in the temperature range 30165C.
[1]
[2]
[3]
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(P.22) Magnetic and Magneto-optical properties of films of multiferroic GdMnO3 grown on LSAT (100) and (111)
H Albargi, G Gehring, A Fox, H Blythe, M Alqahtani, N Andreev and V Chichkov
University of Sheffield, UK
The magnetic properties of multiferroic GdMnO3 depend on strain which is produced in a thin film by growing an
epitaxial film on a suitable substrate. We report an investigation of magnetic and optical properties of GdMnO3 as a
function of strain provided by growing epitaxial films on the substrates on LSAT (100) and (111). The magnetic
measurements have shown that at 5K the easy direction of the film is in-plane for LSAT (100) and the canted
moment is 0.26 (µB/f.u.) which is significantly smaller than that found in bulk but larger than that found for
GdMnO3/SrTiO3 (100), 0.19 (µB/f.u.). The coercive field of the GdMnO3/LSAT (100) has also been found to be
smaller than for bulk single crystal samples but comparable to a thinner film of GdMnO3 grown by PLD on SrTiO3.
The magnetic properties of the film grown on LSAT (111) are very different. The transition to the canted phase is
less pronounced and there is no magnetic hysteresis at low temperatures. The susceptibility data are fitted with the
Curie’s law and the measured magnetic moments, peff, were similar to bulk values for the film on LSAT (100) but
significantly different for films on LSAT (111) and STO (100). The MCD spectroscopy showed two features; the
charge transfer transition between Mn d states at ~ 2eV and the band edge transition from the oxygen p band to
the d states at ~ 3eV. The MCD also shows that the transition at around 2 eV is stronger in LSAT (100) than in LSAT
(111) implying that the structure of the film of GdMnO3 is closer to that of LaMnO3 when grown on LSAT (100).
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(P.23) Magnetic circular dichroism study of point defects in ZnO
F M Gerriu, A Saeedi, M Fox and G Gehring
University of Sheffield, UK
An equation describing magnetic circular Dichroism (MCD) in ZnO was derived including the effects of spin-orbit
coupling and the Zeeman interaction on the defect states. The equation shows that the magnitude of the signal per
single paramagnet defect is proportional to the deviation of the Lande g-factor from the free spin value for small
values of applied magnetic field such as the values used in our experiments. Using the measured ∆g values for the
most common defects in ZnO, we find that the strongest signal is expected for the zinc interstitial shallow donor level
followed by the oxygen vacancy deep donor, and finally the signal caused by zinc vacancy deep acceptors. More
interestingly, the signal is predicted to be negative for the first two types of donors, while positive for zinc vacancy
states.
Our experimental MCD measurements on Co-doped ZnO samples grown at gradually increasing oxygen pressure
showed that there is a positive signal at about 2.7 eV and the magnitude of the signal increases with increasing the
oxygen pressure. The position of the peak indicates that the signal is expected from the blue-PL centers which are
recently reported to be due to a transition from the conduction band or shallow donor levels to deep acceptor states
[1, 2]. Moreover, the sign of the signal was positive for all peaks which further confirms our predictions. The increase
of the magnitude of the signal with increasing values of the oxygen pressure also supports our identification of this
signal with excitations involving zinc vacancies [3].
[1]
[2]
[3]
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(P.24) Magnetic properties of substitutional Fe-doped In2O3
M S Alshammari1, D A Almutairi1, K Y Museery1, A Z Al-Anzi1, S S Alssahally1 and M A Alkhunayfir1
1
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Introducing transition metals (TM) into a conventional semiconductor leads to a new generation of semiconductor
called Diluted Magnetic Semiconductor (DMS). DMS have attracted a great deal of attention due to their potential
applications in spin based electronics (Spintronics). Indium Oxide (In2O3) doped with a transition metal (Co, Fe, Mn
and Cr) is nominated to be a promising material in this field. In2O3 is a transparent wide band gap, n-type
semiconductors with direct optical transitions from about 3.75eV1,2 and indirect transitions from about 2.62 eV3.
In2O3 crystallizes in a complex cubic bixbyite structure with 80 atoms in a unit cell and a lattice parameter of
10.118Å 4. Therefore, compared to other host matrices, it would be a big challenge to achieve ferromagnetism in
this matrix1. In this research, The Magnetic properties of In2O3 powder doped with different impurity concentration of
Iron were investigated. These powders were prepared using solid state reaction method and their magnetic moment
was measured in a SQUID magnetometer. Room temperature ferromagnetism has been observed, and the
saturation magnetization and the magnetic remanence depend sensitively on Fe concentration. The zero field cooled
and the field cooled magnetization measurements (Zfc/Fc) show substitutional behaviors for all the samples and
there is no sign for a formation of magnetic nanoparticles.
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(P.25) Magnetism in polar ZnO due to crystalline damage caused by the implantation of Kr and Ar
A Saeedi1, M Ying2, T Duan2, M Yuan2, A M Fox1 and G A Gehring1
1

University of Sheffield, UK, 2Beijing Normal University, China

There are a very large number of ways that magnetism may be induced in ZnO. Some involve a local moment on an
incorporated magnetic ion and others depend on magnetic states induced by various crystalline inhomogeneities
such as surfaces, grain boundaries and point defects [1].
We report on a series of experiments of ZnO films which have been implanted with ions of an inert gas. This means
that the dopant will not combine electronically with the ZnO and the observed magnetism is due to the crystalline
damage caused as the implanted ions lose energy and also by strain after the ion comes to rest in the lattice. The
implantation dose gave a concentrations of 5×1020 per cm3 ,1×1020 per cm3 and 5×1019 per cm3 in a range 0<x
<300nm from the surface of the sample. Two types of ions have been used Kr (A=83.8) and Ar (A=39) which
compare with Zn (A=65.4) and O (A=16). Kr and Ar were implanted at sequences of four implantation energies
(200KeV, 150KeV, 80KeV, and 30KeV) to produce similar nearly even distributions of Kr and Ar ions throughout the
films.
ZnO is a polar material and so may be grown with an O-polar or a Zn–polar surface. The magnetisation due to ion
implantation of As ions depended on the polarity of the surface [2,3] hence samples with both polarities were
prepared by MBE. Two types of sample were used: a film of ZnO that was 300nm thick and had been deposited on
a sapphire substrate (0.5mm thick) by MBE and a single crystal of ZnO with thickness 0.5mm which was also
prepared with O-polar and Zn-polar surfaces. This enabled us to monitor the effect of a small number of the rare
gas atoms from the implantation that finally reside in the sapphire.
We find a very large magnetisation temperature independent magnetisation, ~40emu/cm3 is obtained for Kr ions
implanted into O-polar surfaces as shown in Figure 1. The magnetisation decreased as the concentration of
implanted Kr ions was reduced. This magnetisation is of the order of 4 times larger than that obtained for Kr ions
implanted into a Zn-polar surface. The magnetization was smaller when the ions were implanted into a polar single
crystal instead of a thin film. This was due to the reduction in the number of defects produced during implantation.
In contrast the magnetisation the magnetisation is very much smaller for implanted Ar ions. This is due to the lower
energy used for the implantation and the fact that the Ar ions are much lighter than Kr. We conclude that the
dominant cause of the magnetism is due to Zn ions being knocked into interstitial sites leaving Zn vacancies. This is
investigated by MCD studies.
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Figure 1: Hysteresis loops for the O-polar ZnO film that had been implanted with 5×1020 Kr ions
per cm3.
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(P.26) Magneto-thermal properties of Zn-doped cobalt-ferrite nanoparticles for hyperthermia applications
A Ahmad1, H Bae1, S Hong2 and I Rhee1,*
1

Kyungpook National University, Korea, 2Daegu University, Korea

Co1-xZnxFe2O4 nanoparticles with zinc concentrations of 0.4 and 0.6 have been synthesized by using a hydrothermal
technique. The X-ray diffraction (XRD) results of the particles exhibited the characteristic cubic spinel structure with
an average particle size of 10 nm obtained from the transmission electron microscope (TEM) measurements. The
chemical compositions of particles were studied by means of the inductively coupled plasma spectroscopy (ICP),
which confirmed the stoichiometric composition of the particle. Magneto-thermal properties of aqueous
suspensions of particles in the presence of radio frequency (RF) alternating magnetic field of 4.4 kA/m at frequency
of 260 kHz were carried out using an induction heating system. An infrared thermometer was used to measure the
temperature increase of the aqueous suspension. The specific absorption rate (SAR) of the particles was
determined to be 47 W/g showing the possible applicability of the particles to the magnetic hyperthermia.

Figure: (a) XRD patterns of the powder sample of Zn-doped cobalt-ferrite nanoparticles, and (b) the heating effect of
particles in the aqueous dispersion.
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(P.27) Magnetoresistance and anomalous Hall effect measurements in B20 Fe1-xCoxGe epilayers with changing
Helix wavelength
C Spencer1, J Gayles2,3, N Porter1, F Freimuth4, S Blügel4, J Sinova2,4,5, Y Mokrousov4 and C Marrows1
1

University of Leeds, UK, 2Johannes Gutenberg Universität Mainz, Germany, 3Texas A&M University, USA, 4Peter
Grünberg Institut and Institute for Advanced Simulation, Germany, 5Institute of Physics ASCR, Czech Republic
Magnetic skyrmions can form in materials that possess a Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI) [1,1]. In Mn1xFexGe, the skyrmion size was found to diverge at a critical composition, corresponding to an inversion of the DMI
chirality [1]. This sign change of the DMI has been reproduced with ab initio calculations [1].
We have used polarised neutron reflectometry (capable of revealing the helical structure in epitaxial FeGe films [1])
to find another divergence of the helical wavelength at x ~ 0.6 in Fe1-xCoxGe epilayers, indicating an oscillating DMI
strength as the Fermi level is scanned.
The theoretically calculated anomalous and topological Hall effect [4] (a possible marker of skyrmions) were found
to have good agreement with recent experimental values from our FeGe films [1].
Figure 1 shows the measured anomalous Hall conductivity σAH at 5 K and the calculated DFT values. A good
correlation can be seen for values up to x = 0.5 however the large values for σAH that are found theoretically for x =
0.6 and above are not seen experimentally perhaps due to disorder in real epilayers. Nevertheless, the convergence
between theory and experiment shows that a complete description of the B20 germanide system within ab initio
theories is within reach.

Figure 1: Anomalous Hall conductivity for Fe1-xCoxGe epilayers at 5 K with x = 0 to 1 and DFT ab-initio calculations
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(P.28) Manipulating the magnetic properties of 3d tTransition Metals (TM) with amorphous carbon thin films
S Alghamdi, O Céspedes, F Al Ma'Mari, B-J Hickey and M Ali
University of Leeds, UK
Organic semiconductors (OSCs) is a fascinating topic for essential scientific research and for future applications.
Recent theoretical and experiment developments in the interaction between carbon-based materials (molecules)
and ferromagnetic metals have led to novel studies focusing on hybridisation between ferromagnetic metals and
molecular materials. This hybridisation can lead to interfacial spin polarisation and change in the magnetic moment
of the metal and molecule that is significant for carbon-based spintronics [1] [2]. We have made progress to
manipulate the interfacial coupling in order to obtain a change in coercivity (Hc). This may lead to hybrid metallo
carbon structures of high and low coercivity suitable for different applications. RF sputtered amorphous carbon (a-C)
thin films were used and XRD was utilised to characterise sputtering growth parameters. Raman spectroscopy
measurements indicate a highly sp2 bonds that is corresponding to an amorphous carbon stage or highly
nanocrystalline. This may morph into a more crystalline stage when annealed at temperature above 400 °C. The
SQUID magnetometer was used in order to study the magnetic properties of a-C coupling with Fe before and after
annealing. We have observed increasing and reducing in samples’ magnetisation with the structure of Si / SiO2/ Ta
(3 nm) / Fe (t) / a-C (5 nm) /Al (5 nm) where (t) is varied from 2 to 20 nm. Magnetisation is dependent on Fe
thicknesses where charge transfer and hybridization effects take place. Figure 1 shows a change in the magnetic
ordering and Hc when the Fe thicknesses is varied between (3 nm) and (11 nm). The change in Fe magnetisation
starts to drop when thickness of Fe exceeds (12 nm). This gives evidence that changes in the magnetisation at this
thickness are not possible due to dominant bulk properties of Fe. We have also been studying the impact of
annealing on Fe/a-C structure. The effect of annealing temperature on Fe/a-C shows massive increasing in HC
above 400º C. The finding highlight the interfacial effect between ferromagnetic materials and a-C due to
hybridisation and charge transfer at Fe/a-C interfaces that can alter the magnetic properties.

Figure 1: (a) The difference in magnetisation between Fe and Fe/a-C as a function of Fe thickness at 300 K. (b)
Changing in the coercivity as a function of Fe thicknesses measured at room temperature. The magnetisation and Hc
here is the average values of several samples taken at specific thickness. (c) HC results as a function of annealing
temperature for Fe/a-C structure. Sample structure from bottom to top: Ta (3)/ Fe (t)/a-C (5)/Al (5), the
thicknesses in nm.
[1]
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(P.29) Manipulation of magnetic vortex cores in planar magnetic materials using a voltage induced strain
I Azaceta1 and S A Cavill1,2
1

University of York, UK, 2Diamond Light Source, UK

The high stability of magnetic vortices makes them very interesting for applications in magnetic resonators and
magnetic recording media. Such textures can be found in magnetic planar microstructures of Galfenol, exhibiting an
in-plane flux-closure state, due to the lateral confinement. It is already known that the polarization of a magnetic
vortex can be switched by means of a dynamic field [1], leading to the possibility of using vortices for data storage
applications. Moreover, the magnetic vortex adds a gyrotropic mode to these planar structures, which can also be
used as a source of microwave signals in spin-torque vortex oscillators (STVOs) [2].
Manipulation of the core using external magnetic fields has the drawback of high power dissipation and as an
alternative, voltage induced strain has been shown to modify the magnetic domain pattern in structures containing
vortex cores [3]. However the core position remains fixed due to the symmetry of the strain induced anisotropy. Here
we present an investigation on the effects of inducing a strain gradient on micron-sized Galfenol structures
containing vortex cores. Unlike previous studies [3] we demonstrate the ability to displace the vortex core itself
without the need of magnetic fields, see Fig.1.
FIG.1. z component of the magnetization in a simulated 2 µm square Galfenol structure for a) ΔKs/Δy=0 and b)
ΔKs/Δy=30∙106 (kJ/m4), showing the displacement of the vortex core when a strain induced anisotropy gradient is

applied along the [100] direction.
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[2]
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(P.30) Preparation of YIG and Ca:YIG thin films by PLD
A M Zaki1, S M Heald2, H J Blythe1, A M Fox1 and G A Gehring1
1

University of Sheffield, UK, 2Argonne National Laboratory, USA

We have prepared magnetic thin films of Yttrium iron garnet (YIG) using pulsed laser deposition (PLD) using a target
made from mixed Fe2O3 and Y2O3 powders. The films were grown on 5x5 mm (100) Gadolinium gallium garnet GGG
substrates. We adjusted the oxygen pressure in the deposition chamber and the films were annealed at different
temperatures. The base pressure was 3x10-5 Torr for all films.
The samples were studied using XRD, magnetic measurement, magneto-optics and X-ray absorption fine structure
(EXAFS). The films were found to have a thickness between 100-200 nm depending on the deposition time and
oxygen pressure. The measurements revealed that films annealed below 850ºC contained no YIG. However, good
YIG films were found for films annealed at 1000 ̊C. The (H-M) hysteresis loops measured at 300K revealed that the
films deposited with oxygen pressure below 500 mTorr contain a small amount of metallic Fe metal, whereas the
films grown with oxygen pressure of 500 mTorr are pure YIG with saturation magnetization Ms= 143 emu/cm3. These
insights will be used to prepare Ca doped thin films of YIG using PLD. Ca:YIG has magnetic-semiconductor
properties with good conductivity [1].
[1]
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(P.31) Resistive heating induced switching field modification imaged in FeRh
R C Temple, J Massey and C H Marrows
University of Leeds, UK
Equiatomic FeRh in the B2 order undergoes an unusual phase transition from an antiferromagnetic (AF) to a
ferromagnetic (FM) state at the technologically relevant temperature of 350K. Both AF and FM magnetic orders
underpin many current applied devices, the ability to switch between them under the influence of temperature, field
or pressure is therefore of interest for investigation. Here we study electrical switching behaviour in microwires whilst
simultaneously imaging the magnetic state. Due to the first order nature of the transition both states can coexist
close to the transition point and form phase domain structure on the micron scale. Imaging while applying current
pulses enables us to examine the effect of resistive heating induced switching on a local scale. We have developed
a technique for mapping the transition based on a proxy measure of the local magnetic coercive field, this is an
advantage over PEEM based studies which must be done under zero applied field. Imaging cross wires we show that
while the switching can be contained in a 5μm wire the influence of the current pulses is seen to spread in a far
larger radius about a constriction point. We plan further to present on an on-going investigation in to the transition
influence of spin polarised currents.

Transition mapping: a Kerr image of a partially switched state after a 1 second 1.2x1010 Am-2 current pulse. The
central bar width is 20 μm. b Statistical mapping of the local coercive field (a proxy for the transition state) showing
the broader influence of the current pulse on the surrounding wires.
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(P.32) Room temperature magnetoelectric coupling in multiferroic ErFeO3 nanoparticles
M Alam and K Mandal
S. N. Bose National Centre for Basic Sciences, India
Multifunctional multiferroic materials such as ErFeO3 nanoparticles, where ferroelectric and antiferromagnetic order
coexist, are found to be of great interest from basic as well as applied research points of view. In the present work,
we report ferroelectric and magnetic order and their coupling in ErFeO3 nanoparticles. The magnetoelectric (ME)
coefficient is measured by a dynamic method as a function of DC magnetic field and the maximum magnetoelectric
coefficient (αME) is found to be 9.2 mV/cmOe at a frequency of 1494 Hz and at the room temperature. As the ME
coefficient reaches its maximum at around 1 kOe DC magnetic field, this sample is suitable in responding to
relatively weak magnetic field.
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(P.33) Shift of the blocking temperature in ferrimagnetic and antiferromagnetic Nanomaterials
M Testa Anta, 1Beatriz Rivas Murias, 1F Rivadulla and 2V Salgueirino1
1

Universidade de Vigo, Spain, 2Universidade de Santiago de Compostela, Spain

Dipolar interactions between magnetic nanoparticles can be controlled and tuned considering a silica spacer
between them. Coating individually nanoparticles with a silica shell (of different average thickness in different
samples) gives therefore a very convenient tool to address the intrinsic relationship existing between the blocking
temperature of the nanoparticles and the magnetic dipolar interactions in between.
Different types of silica-coated magnetic nanoparticles have been studied in detail, with most work to date centred
on ferromagnetic and ferrimagnetic materials. In this regard, increasing the silica shell thickness implies larger
interparticle separation, leading to a reduction of the magnetic dipolar interactions and therefore a decrease in the
blocking temperature (see figure below). However, less emphasis has been put on nanoparticles of
antiferromagnetic materials, where precisely the opposed effect has been theoretically postulated to happen.[1]
One possible explanation accounts for the reduction of the spindisorder present at the surface of the nanoparticles,
with the silica coating causing frustration of these magnetic moments.
Herein, we report about the shift of the blocking temperature when considering nanoparticles of a ferrimagnetic
material (Fe3O4,) and of antiferromagnetic materials (α-FeOOH, CoO@Co3O4, and Cr2O3) which additional display
different shape anisotropy (either spherical, octahedral or elongated).[2]

Figure 1. ZFC/FC measurements showing the blocking temperature dependence on the silica shell thickness in 10
nm sized Fe3O4 nanoparticles.
[1]
[2]
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(P.34) Solvothermally driven Mn doping and clustering of Iron Oxide nanoparticles for heat delivery applications
V Salgueiriño
Universidade de Vigo, Spain
Direct interactions between nanoparticles of Mn-doped magnetite or maghemite (clearly differentiated by Raman
spectroscopy) grouped in spherical clusters minimize the effect related to their characteristic magnetic dead layer at
the surface. Hence, the clustering process jointly with the manganese doping render these ferrite nanostructures
very attractive as displaying increased saturation magnetization and effective magnetic anisotropy, offering,
consequently, outstanding values of specific absorption rate (SAR) for heat delivery.
Thus, different samples of magnetite, Mn-doped maghemite and mixed manganese iron ferrite clusters of
nanoparticles with optimal size distributions were obtained by a solvothermal method using an autoclave system.
By changing the metal precursor ratio, the size of primary units and secondary structures can be modified, which in
turn, also tunes the cation distribution in the spinel lattice and consequently the final magnetic properties,
rendering these clusters of nanoparticles very promising for heat delivery applications. These results support the
hypothesis that magnetic nanocrystals are indeed potential candidates for heat delivery applications through
precise control of size, granular assembly and chemical composition with the best performance at the particular
operating conditions of field frequency and amplitude.

Selected temperature kinetics of water dispersions of the different samples, during the application of an alternating
magnetic field (17 kA/m, 183 kHz, 5 min).
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(P.35) Structural and magnetic properties of MnAI thin films on MgO substrates
D Huskisson, E Hill, S Haigh and T Thomson
The University of Manchester, UK
Materials with perpendicular magneto-crystalline anisotropy offer improved magnetic properties over conventional
in-plane materials. They give potential benefits to many applications, including spintronic devices such as magnetic
tunnel junctions and spin torque oscillators. For these applications in particular, high anisotropy and strong spin
polarisation are desirable. L10 ordered alloys have high magneto-crystalline anisotropy, but most contain heavy
metals, giving strong spin-orbit coupling and low spin polarisation efficiency. However, MnAl only contains light
elements, and so has weak spin-orbit coupling, with a Gilbert damping constant of just 0.006 [1]. L10 MnAl also
has a high anisotropy of 1x107 erg/cm3 and moderate saturation magnetisation of 600 emu/cm3, making it the
ideal ferromagnetic material for efficient spintronics.
However, the desired ferromagnetic crystal phase is metastable at room temperature, with a narrow range of
acceptable atomic compositions from 49 – 59 Mn at%. Deposition temperature and annealing temperature are
crucial factors, as the metastable phase may not form at temperatures below 300°C, but may decompose at high
temperatures beyond approximately 500°C [2]. This work thoroughly explores the fabrication parameter space
using conventional magnetometry, ICP mass spectrometry and TEM imaging with electron diffraction. This poster
presents the latest results in this ongoing study.
[1]
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(P.36) Structural and Magnetostriction properties of FeCo films with different thicknesses
S Baco, Q A Al-dulaim, T J Hayward and N A Morley,
University of Sheffield, UK
The magnetostrictive films used in application such as microelectromechanical system (MEMs) depend strongly on
films’ composition. This is because the variation in composition leads to the change in the structural, magnetic and
magnetostrictive properties [1]. This work presents the structural, magnetic and magnetostriction properties of FeCo
thin films grown onto Si (100) substrates, with the aims to investigate how these properties vary with Co
composition and film thickness. In this study, two sets of films (Fe50Co50 and Fe30Co70) were deposited by RF
Sputtering in the thickness range 50 nm to 150 nm. The structural properties (grain size and lattice constant) were
determined by X-Ray Diffraction (XRD), magnetic properties (anisotropy, saturation and coercive field) and the
magnetostriction constants, λs were determined by Villari effect [2]. From XRD all Fe50Co50 films had BCC (110)
phase at 2θ ∼45° While for the Fe30Co70 films, the FCC (111) phase was observed at 2θ∼44° and the BCC(110)
phase at 2θ ∼45°, with the BCC(110) phase dominating at thicknesses greater than 70nm. For the
magnetostriction it was found that the thickest films (150nm) for both Fe50Co50 and Fe30Co70 had the maximum
value: λs = 56± 5ppm and λs = 47±7ppm, respectively (Fig. 1). In conclusion, the magnetostriction and magnetic
properties obtained in this study have shown the different trends over film thickness between Fe50Co50 and Fe30Co70
films due to the different composition and texture.

Figure 1: Magnetostriction constant of FeCo at different compositions and thicknesses.
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(P.37) Studies of MgO thin films for seedlayers and tunnel barriers
C Bull, P Nutter and T Thomson
The University of Manchester, UK
Thin layers (<2nm) of MgO became a key component of the complex layer structures needed to create magnetic
tunnel junctions (MTJ) after their potential was realised by Butler [1]. This enabled the commercial development of
magnetoresistive random access memory (MRAM), and more recently, spin-transfer-torque MRAM [2]. Single
crystal MgO (001) has also been used as a substrate for ordered magnetic materials, notably L10 thin films with
perpendicular magnetic anisotropy [3]. However, since only the first interface of layered structures can be matched
to single crystal substrates, a more economical approach is to deposit MgO onto Si substrates. It is therefore
essential to understand the properties of thin MgO layers created by physical vapour deposition; a complex process
due to specific growth conditions required for MgO [4]. We have investigated the properties of MgO thin films grown,
using an AJA magnetron sputtering system, onto Si substrates. The quality of the MgO layers were investigated using
Atomic Force Microscopy, and the growth of FePt onto MgO seedlayers enabled the electrical conductivity of MgO to
be measured using Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy. These studies will help optimise the sputtering conditions for
MgO in order to fabricate high quality MgO based MTJs for future applications.
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(P.38) The investigation of the coercive field and saturation magnetisation of microscopic CoNiP elements produced
by electrodeposition
E L Martin, D Osuna Ruiz, M-T Bryan, C Peter Winlove, A D Gilbert, P G Petrov and F Y Ogrin
University of Exeter, UK
The interest to highly anisotropic magnetic materials has been never decreasing not only because of their intriguing
electronic properties, but also because of their direct technological relevance. Over the years significant advances
have been achieved to fabricate high-coercivity thin film and multilayer structures, which successfully been applied
in the areas of magnetic recording and storage media. However making high-anisotropy magnets at microscale is
still a challenge. In this project we applied electrodeposition for fabrication of structured anisotropic elements in the
range of scales between 1 and 10 micrometers. Such elements are in great demand for a number of technological
areas, including bio-physical applications, medical diagnostics and lab-on-a-chip technology. Here we have used a
compound of CoNiP to grow 5 micron thick structures with induced in-plane anisotropy. We have studied the
coercive field and remanent magnetisation of continuous films and microscopic elements as functions of the
parameters of deposition. In particular, the dependence on the potential, temperature and the dilution of the
solution were systematically investigated. It was found that coercivity fields up to 1.2 kG could be obtained in thick
films, but lower values (~700 G) in structured elements, with remanence in the range of 50-60% of saturation.

Figure 1: Hysteresis loop for a 1 μm CoNiP film deposited at 1.6 V at 35⁰C, Insert shows the dependence of
coercivity on potential. (Solid line=40⁰ C, dashed line=45⁰C, dotted line=30⁰C.)
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(P.39) The role of the NM/FM interface in poly-crystalline FeOx/Pt spin Seebeck devices
A J Caruana*1,2, C J Kinane1, T R Charlton1,3, M D Cropper2 and K Morrison2
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The spin Seebeck effect (SSE) has attracted a large amount of interest due to its potential use in thermoelectric
generators (TEGs). When a thermal gradient is applied to a magnetised ferromagnet (FM) it can induce a spin
current, JS [1]. By placing a heavy metal (NM) in contact with a FM material, JS can be converted to a charge
current, JC, via the ISHE. The magnitude of the ISHE voltage is known to be dependent on the quality of the NM/FM
interface, as parametrised by the spin mixing conductance term, gr [2]. Although some studies have indicated that
a clean, atomically smooth interface improves the signal in epitaxial Pt/YIG systems [2-5], it is not clear if this
extends to other systems including poly-crystalline (PC) devices.
In this work, we will present an investigation on the NM/FM interface quality of PC Pt/Fe3O4:Glass devices analysed
using XRR, PNR, TEM and off-specular x-ray scattering. The results will be compared with the SSE response
(previously investigated here [6]) and discussed with respect to previous epitaxial studies.
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(P.40) Thermal magnetic relaxation in sub-100nm square artificial spin ice systems measured by SQUID
magnetometry
J M Porro1, S A Morley2, C H Marrows2 and S Langridge1
1
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Artificial spin-ice systems (ASI) are lithographically fabricated patterns of ensembles of interacting ferromagnetic
nanomagnets with bistable single-domain behaviour of the magnetization [1]. They can be arranged in geometries
that mimic the magnetic frustration present in spin-ice materials. In the square ASI geometry, each vertex has four
nanomagnets whose magnetic moment can point either in or out. The lowest energy arrangement consists of two-in
and two-out and obeys the so-called ‘ice-rule’. In this work we have studied the magnetic relaxation of thermally
active square ASI systems [2] made of Permalloy (NiFe), formed by individual nanomagnets with dimensions
70x22x6nm3 and covering 2mm2 , by means of SQUID magnetometry. We have investigated the effect of the
interaction strength, by varying the lattice spacings; and of the oxidation of the Permalloy. We observed that for
higher interaction strength the relaxation times decrease to lower temperatures, and that the oxidation does not
affect the reversal mechanism other than decreasing the interaction strength due to a reduction of the volume of the
nanomagnets. This gives us a way to quantify the effective lowering of the reversal barrier of the individual islands
due to the field it experiences from its neighbours. This is compared to the interaction energy as calculated from a
simple dipole model and micromagnetic simulations.
[1]
[2]
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(P.41) Towards Chirality-encoded domain wall logic devices
K A Omari1, R-C Bradley1, T J Broomhall1, R W S Dawidek1, M P P Hodges1, M C Rosamond2, E-H Linfield2, M Y Im3,5,
P Fischer5,5 and T J Hayward1
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As CMOS reaches the limits of its scaling potential, there is a need to develop new technologies that will allow
continued growth in the power and functionality of computer hardware. While the maturity of CMOS makes it
unlikely that, in the short term, a single technology will out-perform it in all areas, new approaches are likely to offer
distinct advantages for specific applications. For example, the non-volatility of nanomagnetic systems will offer
substantial advantages in terms of power consumption if they can be harnessed to perform logical operations. Most
proposals for nanomagnetic logic devices have focused on using simple, uniformly magnetised states, of either
individual nano-islands [1,2] or domains in nanowires [3], to represent data. However, nanomagnetic features with
more complex spin configurations, such as geometrically confined domain walls (DWs), also contain internals
degrees in freedom that can also be used to directly encode information. Here, we present progress towards
creating a fully-functioning logic architecture where data is encoded using the internal chirality of vortex DWs in
Ni80Fe20 nanowires. Initially, we will present micromagnetic simulations demonstrating how carefully designed
nanowire segments can perform a full range of logic operations, including NOT, NAND, AND, NOR and OR on the
chirality of vortex DWs (Figure 1(a)). We will then present Magnetic soft X-ray Transmission Microscopy (MTXM)
measurements that demonstrate how the chiralities of DWs can be rectified by sharp nanowire corners, and thus the
basic feasibility of using geometrical features to reliably manipulate DW chirality (Figure 1(b)). Finally, we will
present further MTXM measurements that demonstrate the critical functions of each of the logic gates designs
described above. Together our results experimentally indicate the feasibility of a fully functioning chirality-based DW
logic architecture.

Figure 1: (a) Micromagnetic simulation showing the operation of a chirality-encoded NOT gate. (b) MTXM images
showing how an ACW DW is rectified to CW chirality by a sharp corner in a nanowire.
[1]
[2]
[3]
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(P.42) Voltage control of magnetisation in magnetostrictive Galfenol bilayer thin films
D P Pattnaik, A W Rushforth, and K W Edmonds
University of Nottingham, UK
The ability to control and manipulate the magnetisation by the application of an electric field is a crucial stage for
the development of energy efficient information storage devices and logical processing units. This effect can be
realised by the voltage induced strain in ferromagnetic/piezoelectric hybrid structures. Such structures have been
used to investigate the inverse magnetostriction and magnetic switching for single layer epitaxial films. [1].
We have investigated voltage controlled; strain induced modification of magnetization reversal in magnetostrictive
bilayer films of Fe89Ga19 (Galfenol). This ferromagnetic alloy has been found to possess a favourable combination
of a cubic magnetic anisotropy and a large magnetostriction, sufficient to overcome the anisotropy energy for
achievable levels of strain. [2]. A potential application of these properties would be in a voltage controlled magnetic
information storage device. The extension to more than one layer would increase the possible storage density by
utilising the third spatial dimension to stack storage elements.
We have used longitudinal MOKE (Fig 1) and magnetotransport measurements to characterise the switching fields
for the upper and lower layers of the structure at different values of voltage induced tensile and compressive strain
(Fig. 1).

Fig. 1: Longitudinal MOKE showing the different switching fields at different values of voltage across the piezoelectric
transducer
Fig. 2: Transverse resistance showing the different switching fields at different values of voltage across the
transducer.
[1]
[2]
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(P.43) Ferromagnetic swimmer: A microfluidic pump prototype
J K Hamilton, P G Petrov, C Peter Winlove, A-D Gilbert, M T Bryan and F Y Ogrin
University of Exeter, UK
This work demonstrates the first experimental realisation of our ferromagnetic swimmer[1–3] as a macroscopic
prototype of a microfluidic pump. The macroscopic swimmer (3.6 mm) comprised a hard NdFeB particle and a soft
Fe cylinder, connected with silicone rubber and actuated by an external AC field[4]. The prototype comprises of a
tethered swimmer fixed within a channel (figure 1). By tethering the swimmer is restricted in translational motion
however is still free for any rotation, which is essential to produce the necessary geometric deformations. As result,
instead of swimming, the swimmer generates a directional flow of liquid around itself according to its orientation
relative to the external AC field.
We investigated the dynamic performance of the prototype in fluids of varying kinematic viscosity as well as
different parameters of the magnetic field. In particular, different frequencies and amplitudes were examined, as
well as its orientation with respect to the channel. In summary, we have experimentally demonstrated that the
ferromagnetic swimmers can not only generating self-propulsion, but have potential as microfluidic pumps. Tailoring
of channel geometry and field parameters enable robust control over different regimes within the pump including
directional pumping and valve regimes.

Figure 1: Schematic diagram showing a tethered swimmer within a channel
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
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(P.44) Nonmagnetic interlayer in core/shell magnetic nanoparticles to tune the magnetic and hyperthermia
properties
D Serantes1,2, C M Boubeta3, K Simeonidis4, S Ruta1, O Chubykalo-Fesenko5, M Angelakeris4 and R Chantrell1
1
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Core/shell magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) offer a rich research scenario based on the possibility to obtain tuned
responses by combining materials with different properties, being the paradigmatic example the combination of
soft/hard materials for energy product optimization. In this particular aspect, core/shell MNPs have received
increasing attention in the last years for their use as heat mediators for magnetic fluid hyperthermia, the promising
cancer treatment technique that uses the heat released under AC fields to damage the cancer cells [1]. This
increasing attention was boosted after the work by J-H Lee et al. [2] demonstrating unprecedented heating power
with core/shell MNPs by combining different core/shell materials. The objective of the current work is to go one
further step and add one extra degree of freedom to the magnetic (and thus hyperthermic too) properties of
core/shell MNPs, by tuning to strength (and type) of the coupling between core and shell. This is achieved by
adding a nonmagnetic interlayer which, depending on its thickness and on the relative ratio between the core and
shell phases, completely modifies the overall magnetic response.
[1]
[2]
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(P.45) The magnetism of lanthanide single-ion magnets studied by µSR
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A series of sandwich structured molecules 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 ∗ −𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 − 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 (where RE represents Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, and Tm), known
as organometallic single-ion magnets (SIMs) are particularly investigated, which exhibit a bending angle between
the 𝐶𝐶8 𝐻𝐻82− (𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶) ring, rare-earth ion and the 𝐶𝐶5 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀5− (𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶∗ ) layer. Of interest is the low dimensionality of the
magnetic properties, with only one large spin carrier brought by the rare-earth metal. The magnetic anisotropy is
introduced by the off-centre bending, but also significantly by the strong spin-orbit coupling in the lanthanide atom.
The different spin states are then splited by the crystal field, which makes it a rather complicated but very
interesting problem. Therefore, it is of great importance to investigate the magnetism of such a SIMs system, which
are expected to possess a high relaxation energy barrier and therefore a potentially improved blocking temperature
compared with cluster-based single molecular magnets (𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆). Thermally activated magnetisation has been
revealed, and the absence of slow relaxation is explained by the fast quantum tunnelling of magnetisation (QTM).
With different energy states, different lanthanide containing SIMs can present varying magnetic dynamics. As a
sensitive technique, which can probe the localised properties of the sample, muon spin relaxation (𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇)
measurements have been performed to study the temperature and field dependence of the complex magnetisation
behaviour. Interestingly the relaxation rates examined under applied field of all the materials studied show a
significant peak at around 1000 Oe, which needs further investigation.

Figure 1: (a) The Structure of 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 ∗ −𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 − 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶, where bending angle represents the centroid-lanthanide-centroid
angle; (b) Representation of the COT ring disorder; (c) Two sorts of stacking interactions throughout the ac plane [2].

Figure 2: The relaxation rates with applied field increasing, where a significant peak is show at around 1000 Oe.
[1]
[2]
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(P.46) A cryogenic polar Kerr effect microscope for imaging spin polarisation at 1.7 Kelvin
J Liu, J Llandro, R Mansell, R Cowburn, R Phillips and C Barnes
University of Cambridge, UK, Tokoku Univesity, Japan, Aalto University, Finland
A Cryogenic Polar Kerr Effect Microscope for Imaging Spin Polarisation at 1.7 Kelvin Magneto-optic Kerr effect
(MOKE) describes the changes of reflected light from a spin-polarised surface. Our cryogenic polar Kerr effect
microscope detects rotation and ellipticity changes of a linearly polarised light when it is reflected from an out-ofplane spin-polarised sample surface bathed in Helium exchanged gas, and the change is proportional to sample’s
spin intensity or surface magnetisation. The temperature can be controlled between 1.4 and 300 Kelvin with 0.1 K
precision, and a perpendicular magnetic field up to ± 9 Tesla can be applied. The sample is mounted on a
piezoelectric stage that provides XY scanning with 10 nm step size at 4 K (0.3 μm step at 300 K). A continuous laser
at 850 nm (changeable upon request) is focused onto sample surface with a few micron spot size which defines the
spatial resolution of spin detection. 20 electric contacts are available if the sample is mounted on a standard 20pin leadless chip carrier. An optical imaging system is also occupied with 10μm spatial resolution to help observe
and locate fine structures on the sample.

Figure 1: Hysteresis loop of a CoFeB/Pt film measured by the MOKE microscope
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(P.47) Adatom-decorated graphene for spintronic applications
P D Bentley, S P Tear, A Ferreira and A Pratt
University of York, UK
Graphene is a 2D monolayer of carbon atoms arranged in what can be described as a honeycomb lattice. Due to
high electrical and thermal conductivity as well as its strong electron mobility, graphene is considered a very
desirable material in the field of electronics. The properties of graphene can change even more drastically upon
absorption of certain atomic species [1]. In particular, there is interest in inducing spin-orbit coupling which is
achieved by the raising the sp2 hybridization to sp3 hybridization. This has been observed in the Rashba splitting
induced in a graphene/Ni(111) system with intercalated gold and giant local spin-orbit coupling enhancement in
weakly hydrogenated graphene [1]. By utilising this spin-orbit coupling, robust spin-polarized currents [1] can be
generated through the spin Hall effect as a result of two-dimensional (2D) Dirac fermions travelling in a clean
sample endowed with a spin-orbit coupling potential [1].
However, the fabrication of graphene of suitable quality is problematic, particularly when it comes to producing a
monolayer and not bilayer or multi-layered graphene. Here we report the epitaxial growth of graphene on 6HSiC(0001) substrates using resistive heating. LEED, LEED I/V, RHEED and STM were all used to determine if
graphene had been grown and if so how many layers had been produced. It was found that a single layer of
graphene was best produced by heating for 2-3 minutes at 1250 oC, and that exceeding this temperature or
annealing for longer durations would produce bilayer/multilayer-d graphene as a result of greater Si desorption (see
Fig. 1). This was verified primarily using LEED I/V and source data from [2]. It was also confirmed that by using
atomic hydrogen, a free-standing layer of graphene could be formed. Additionally, one can probe the electrons at
the Fermi level via surface sensitive techniques such as UPS and spin-polarized metastable de-excitation
spectroscopy (SPMDS) [3]. In particular, SPMDS probes the outermost layer only which, for a 2D-material such as
graphene, is invaluable as it enables the surface electronic and magnetic structures to be determined.

Figure 1 – LEED I/V for different number of layers of graphene epitaxial on 6H-SiC.
[1]
[2]
[3]
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(P.48) Anomalous behaviour of the Peltier effect in lateral spin valves
G K Stefanou, K Moran, M Ali, M C Rosamond, G Burnell and B J Hickey
1

University of Leeds, UK,

We study the spin and thermal effects presented in lateral spin valves and focus on the unexpected anomalous
behaviour of the Peltier effect at cryogenic temperatures, related to the current sign.
We record and analyse full non-local IVs to measure the non-local resistance of Py / Ag / Py lateral spin valves
using the DC reversal technique1, from 275 K to 2K. Fitting the IVs using a second order polynomial, one can reveal
information related to the spin current and thermal effects such as Joule heating and Peltier heating/cooling in the
injector junction2.
To explore the current dependency of these phenomena in the non-local geometry, we modify the analysis of the
non-local IVs based on the applied charge current sign. We discover a so far unknown behaviour of the non-local
resistance for the parallel and antiparallel state, where below 30 K and depending on the current sign, the two
branches split leading to a splitting in the baseline resistance in the same temperature range. There is no diversion
in the magnitude of the spin signal though, as shown in figure 1b.

Figure 1: a) Non-local resistance of the parallel and antiparallel state as a function of temperature and current sign.
For temperatures above 30 K, the signal is independent to the current sign, but below that the two current
counterparts produce a signal that can be averaged to what is extracted by fitting the full IV. b) The baseline
resistance has a linear dependence to the non-local resistance states and the trend it presents is similar to that of
its components. The spin signal, on the other hand, remains unaffected.
[1]
[2]
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(P.49) Control of superconductivity with a single ferromagnetic layer in niobium/erbium bilayers
N Satchell,1,2 J D S Witt,1M G Flokstra,3S L Lee, 3J F K Cooper,2 C J Kinane,2S Langridge,2 and G Burnell,1
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In this work we describe the proximity effect between superconducting niobium and magnetic erbium in a bilayer
sample. Rare-earth ferromagnetic erbium has a large number of metastable magnetic states accessible with
temperature or applied field [1]. We demonstrate potential memory application for superconducting computation -controlling the superconducting critical temperature by modifying the magnetic state of the erbium (at remanence).
We have also seen modification to the shape of the resistivity transition, a phenomenon yet to be described
theoretically. Of particular interest is the simplicity of our approach, which should be compared to the more
complicated multilayers in previous works (e.g. [2]). Finally, our findings show that the superconducting proximity
effect in erbium structures is large compared to those based on transition metal ferromagnets.

The normalised Er remanent magnetisation, Mr, (circles) and the shift in Nb superconducting critical temperature
from the as cooled state, ΔTc, (triangles) as a function of initial applied magnetic field
[1]
[2]
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(P.50) Electrical and optical characterisation of Fe/n-GaAs non-local spin valve
J-Y Kim1, M Samiepour1, J Ryu2, D Iizasa2, T Saito2, M Kohda2, J Nitta2, H E Beere3, Ian Farrer3,4 D A Ritchie3 and A
Hirohata1
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The spin field-effect transistor (FET) [1] is a critical vehicle to study injection, manipulation and detection of spinpolarised electrons in a semiconductor. In this study, we characterised Fe/n-GaAs(001) non-local spin valves and
studied spin transport using electrical and optical methods.
The device consists of a 2 μm-thick n-GaAs (n = 2 x 1016 cm-3) layer with Fe contacts on top as spin injectors and
detectors. Figure 1(a) shows three- and four-terminal (3T and 4T) Hanle measurements at 4 K. Large non-local
resistance changes of 10 Ω and 0.28 Ω were obtained for the 3T and 4T measurements, respectively. By using the
half-width at half-maximum values of 440 mT, the spin dephasing time was calculated to be ~ 60 ps.

Figure 1(b) shows the time-resolved Kerr rotation (TRKR) measurements of the same device at 30 K. Employing a fit
function to the decay of the TRKR signal, a spin dephasing time of 2.9 ns was obtained. This was similar to the value
previously reported [2]. The large discrepancy between the spin dephasing times from our electrical and optical
measurements suggested that the 3T/4T signals were likely to arise from magnetisation rotation of the Fe contacts
rather than the precession of the injected spins in the n-GaAs.
This work is partially funded by the EPSRC (EP/M02458X/1).

Fig. 1 (a) Three- and four-terminal non-local resistance at 4 K with a perpendicular magnetic field at -100 μA
injection current. (b) Wavelength dependence of the time-resolved Kerr rotation results on the n-GaAs channel at 30
K with an applied in-plane field of 0.65 T.
[1]
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(P.51) Electrical manipulation of magnetism at fullerene MnOx interfaces as measured by LE-μSR
M Rogers, T Moorsom, S Lee, M G Flokstra, R Stewart, M Ali, B J Hickey, T Prokscha, H Luetkens and O Cespedes
University of Leeds, UK, University of St Andrews, UK, Paul Scherrer Institute, Switzerland
C60 can be used as an organic semiconducting layer in spintronic applications. The spin polarized charge transfer it
supports at a magnetic interface leads to an interfacial spin ordered state in the molecule.[1]Charge transfer at
metallic interfaces can lead to significant changes in the density of states of both the metal and molecule. Such
interfacial coupling has been shown to be drastic enough to turn non-magnetic transition metals, such as copper,
magnetic.[2] Charge doping of fullerenes can lead to phenomena such as low temperature ferromagnetism and
superconductivity. Here, we explore the use of low energy spin rotation (LE-μSR) to measure magnetic interface
states at fullerene/manganese oxide interfaces in molecular junctions and gate biased stacks. LE-μSR allows the
sensitive measurement of spin textures in magnetic structures by creating a depth profile of stray magnetic fields.
However, it requires large sample sizes due to long count times. Wide area molecular junctions with active junction
areas of ~200 mm2 were fabricated using optical lithography techniques allowing the study of muon precession as
a function of implantation depth at 250 K. Changes in the depolarization rate and muon precession frequency were
observed after applying a small voltage to the device. These changes can be mostly correlated to a muon
implantation depth corresponding to the C60/Manganese oxide interface and are characteristic of localised
inhomogeneous magnetic fields. These observations infer the creation of interfacial spin-ordered charged states,
generated by the voltage across the device.

Figure: The muon stopping profile with implantation energy is shown with the device schematic (A). In zero field, a
sizeable change in muon precession frequency (B) and depolarisation rate (C) is observed after the application of a
voltage across the device. In 150 G transverse field, a similar effect is seen in the oscillatory field, localised to 12
keV implantation energy. At such implantation energy, a majority of muons stop in proximity to the C60/Mn oxide
interface.
[1]
[2]
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(P.52) Exciton dynamics in organic materials probed by muon spin relaxation
J Miao
Queen Mary University of London
Organic electronics has emerged as a vibrant field of research and development, spanning chemistry, physics,
materials science, engineering, and technology. Organic semiconductors promise fully flexible devices for large-area
displays, solid-state lighting and solar cells. These devices mentioned above share a common trait: their
performance critically depends on exciton dynamics, which are not fully understood. Muon spin spectroscopy (μSR)
has shown itself to be a powerful probe in material properties, so it is worth proving that it is possilble for uSR to
detect the exciton spin dynamics in organic molecules. We have carried out a Low Energy Muon (LEM) experiment
at the Paul Scherrer Institut on a thin film of an organic semiconductor, and have measured a significant light
induced effect that varies depending on the depth of the muons. At a depth of approximately 25 nm, we observe
two ALC "avoided level crossings”, which can be seen as dips in the measured “asymmetry" at roughly 200G and
3000G. There is a significant light induced shift of the low-field ALC, and an increase in amplitude and width of the
high field ALC. Deeper into the film, the light-induced effect is different, perhaps related to a lower exciton density. I
will present this data and a preliminary interpretation, along the lines of exciton intersystem crossing via electron
spin relaxation.
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(P.53) Highly efficient spin-current operation in a Cu nano-ring
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In 1996, Slonzewski [1] and Berger [2] predicted that spin-polarised current can induce spin-transfer torque on a
ferromagnetic material. The spin-transfer torque is a result of interactions between a spin-polarised current and
magnetisation. It can lead to precess the magnetisation of the ferromagnet in a multilayer structure by applying a
large enough current [3]. Such current-induced magnetisation switching (CIMS) has great applications in the
spintronics, such as a writing method on high-density magnetoresistive random access memory (MRAM). The CIMS
precession can also be integrated with semiconductor electronics [4]. A key figure of merit in determining the
performance of such a device is the non-local behaviour in lateral spin-valve (LSV) devices in which charge and spin
currents are separated.
In this study, we have demonstrated significant modulation of the non-local signal by the application of a magnetic
field gradient across a spin operator, in which the middle non-magnetic wire in a LSV has been modified into a
nano-ring. The LSV devices were fabricated by conventional electron-beam lithography and lift-off processes on a
thermally oxidised Si substrate. As Figure 1 shows, two Ni0.8Fe0.2 nanowires were designed to be 30 nm thick and
200 nm wide with different shapes at their ends (square and sharp) to induce a difference in their magnetisationreversal fields. They were patterned using electron-beam lithography (JEOL, JBX-6300FS) with a BEAMER
attachment from GenISys GmbH and were deposited using electron-beam evaporation. After their lift-off, these
wires were bridged by a Cu nanowire (70 nm thick and 200 nm wide) made by the same manner. Before the Cu
deposition, the surfaces of the Ni0.8 Fe0.2 wires were cleaned by Ar-ion milling (10 s) to remove surface oxides and
contamination. Electrical contacts to these wires were finally made by photolithography (EGV, Mask Aligner) and liftoff processes after the deposition of Cr (10 nm)/Au (120 nm) layers using an electron-beam evaporator. The spin
operator is found to be 30% more efficient than the conventional Hanle configuration at room temperature. We have
shown that in this manner a LSV gains an additional functionality in the form of three-terminal gate operation for

future spintronic logic.
Fig. 1: (a) The variance of the Ampère field across the ring for various currents along with (b) a colour map of the
perpendicular field within the ring structure for a current of 40 mA applied to the current carrying bar. (c) Scanning
electron micrographs of a spin operator showing the current-carrying bar used to induce the Ampère field and the
LSV with a medial ring.
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(P.54) Imaging magnetization dynamics in nano-contact spin-torque vortex oscillators that exhibit gyrotropic mode
splitting
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Synchronisation of multiple nano-contact spin-torque vortex oscillators (NC-STVOs) that share common magnetic
layers is anticipated to yield microwave emission that is competitive with existing oscillator technologies. For
synchronisation to be successful it is essential to understand and control device-to-device variations, such as mode
splitting of the microwave emission. Here a combination of electrical measurements and time-resolved scanning
Kerr microscopy (TRSKM) was used to understand how mode splitting in the microwave emission of individual 250nm diameter NC-STVOs was related to their magnetization dynamics outside the NC perimeter. The free-running
STVO response, to only a DC current, was used to identify devices and bias magnetic field configurations exhibiting
single and multiple modes of microwave emission, Figure 1. Kerr images, acquired by injecting a small amplitude RF
current to phase lock the free-running response, suggest that such an RF current can supress moderate splitting by
comparison with images of a single mode device. In contrast significant splitting was related to a complicated
equilibrium magnetic state observed as localised dynamics far from the NC that cannot be detected in electrical
measurements. The successful synchronisation of multiple STVOs may depend on such dynamics, and TRSKM
provides a means by which to explore their character.

Figure 1. Free-running STVO power spectra as a function of DC current showing multimode microwave emission of
(a) Device 1 and (b) Device 2, where white to full shading corresponds to 0 nV/Hz1/2 to 4 nV/Hz1/2 in (a), 0
nV/Hz1/2 to 2 nV/Hz1/2 in (b).
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(P.55) Injection of highly polarized pure spin current
K A Moran, J T Batley, G K Stefanou, M C Rosamond, M Ali, G Burnell and B J Hickey
University of Leeds, UK
One goal to be achieved if spin based technology is to be realised is to increase the injection efficiency and
magnitude of spin signals. A convenient method of doing so is the use of injecting ferromagnetic materials with an
inherently high spin polarization. Co Fe alloys have been indicated to have a considerable spin polarization, much
higher than materials such as Permalloy, which are often used in spin injection and detection. In this study,
Co70Fe30/Cu/ Co70Fe30 lateral spin valves with varying electrode separations were fabricated using electron beam
lithography and a shadow deposition technique. Performing non-local IV measurements as a function of magnetic
field and temperature allowed for the extraction of the spin signal. From analysis based on the 1D Valet-Fert spin
diffusion equation, the temperature dependence of the spin diffusion length of Cu and injected spin polarization
were determined. Comparison with previous Ni80Fe20/Cu/ Ni80Fe20 devices show a considerable enhancement of the
spin signal attributed to the higher spin polarization of Co70Fe30.
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Figure 1: Comparison between injected spin current polarization (a) as a function of temperature for Py and
Co70Fe30 electrodes. a is approximately 1.5 times larger than that of Py at all temperatures and exhibits a different
temperature dependence.
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(P.56) Manipulating magnetic textures with ultra-low energy
A W Rushforth, R Rowan-Robinson and J Zemen
University of Nottingham, UK
Magnetic textures such as domain walls and skyrmions continue to be of interest for their fundamental properties as
well as for potential applications in devices such as Racetrack memory [1,2], 3-terminal MRAM [3] and logical
processing architectures[4]. Practical implementations of domain walls and skyrmions in such technologies will
require low power methods to control magnetic textures on the local scale.
A promising route to low energy control of magnetisation is to use electric fields to alter magnetic anisotropy energy
either by direct electric field gating [5], or via voltage-induced mechanical strain in hybrid piezoelectric/ferromagnet
devices [6-8]. We have investigated the deterministic manipulation of magnetic domain walls and skyrmions by a
time-varying magnetic anisotropy energy (Figure 1). Controlling magnetic textures by electric fields in the absence of
magnetic fields or electrical currents could lead to ultra-low energy information storage and processing
technologies.

Figure 1: Micromagnetic calculations of magnetic domain walls in a wire with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy
before and inducing an in-plane magnetic anisotropy energy.
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(P.57) Novel spin injection into graphene
J L Warren, G Auton, E W Hill and T Thomson
The University of Manchester, UK
When assessing the suitability of a material for spintronic applications its spin lifetime and diffusion length are
important considerations, as they directly impact the performance and efficiency of spintronic devices. Theory
predicts exceptional spin-transport in graphene, with expected values of spin lifetime and diffusion length far
exceeding those observed in conventional metals. As a result, there has been significant interest in the development
of graphene as a spintronic material [1]. Despite observations of record breaking spin transport [2], experimental
results are often orders of magnitude below those predicted by theory. A potential cause for the discrepancy is the
dwelling of spins underneath contacts. In order to explore this problem, we propose an investigation of spin
injection into graphene, specifically the utilisation of a novel method of electrically contacting graphene, onedimensional (1D) contacts [3], with the aim of minimising dwell time. Devices have been fabricated with a novel
non-local geometry, required to combat the specific challenges faced when using 1D contacts. Initial measurements
indicate the successful injection of spin and the detection of spin signals over distances greater than 3 microns.

Figure 1: Non-local spin valve signal for a novel graphene spintronic device. The arrows and line colours indicate the
sweep direction of the externally applied magnetic field
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(P.58) Observation of hybrid interfaces states at organic/ferromagnetic interfaces
J Zhang, C Woffinden and A Pratt
University of York, UK
Organic semiconductors (OSC) have been shown to possess desirable properties for spintronic devices. A major
feature that defines the characteristics of such devices is the OSC-ferromagnetic interface, where spin injection
takes place [1] [2]. It has been theorised that at this “spinterface”, a hybridisation-induced spin-polarised state is
formed from the interaction between the 3d band of the metal and the molecular LUMO when the molecule is
adsorbed onto the ferromagnetic surface. To study the intricacies behind these mechanisms, we utilised spinpolarised metastable de-excitation spectroscopy (SPMDS) to investigate a range of OSC systems [3]. Our chosen
molecule of interest is carbon-60, which, as well as having high compatibility with common substrates, also holds
many desirable properties such as low spin-orbit coupling and high charge carrier mobility [4].
Preliminary data to demonstrate the strengths of MDS and probe the electronic structure of C60 was obtained
through deposition on Si(111). A systematic study to examine the organic/semiconductor interface at various
annealing temperatures was carried out using MDS and ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS). The MDS
spectra were found to mostly match the conventional UPS spectra, with the exception of a peak which is also not
found in bulk C60 spectra. It is hypothesised that the extra feature is due to a surface bonding state arising from the
hybridisation of the occupied Si dangling bond state and the unoccupied C60 LUMO. The detection of this surface
bonding state is contrary to previous suggestions that no charge transfer occurs across the interface.
The helium beam can also be spin-polarised to probe the magnetic properties of the interface between C60
molecules and epitaxial Fe(001) and Fe3O4(001). The results from this compact molecule will be compared to spin
polarised data from Alq3 deposited on LSMO, a larger 3D molecule on a ferromagnetic oxide surface. These showed
that spin polarisation in the first monolayer of molecules is coupled antiparallel to the surface and the coupling
reverses upon further deposition. The results show a possible avenue of interface engineering as a means to
improve device performance in organic spintronic applications.

Figure 1: MDS and UPS spectra of the C60/Si(111) interface. An extra peak is observed in the MDS spectrum,
attributed to the interaction between Si dangling bonds and the unoccupied molecular LUMO. This highlights the
ability of MDS to detect hybrid interface states that exist at OSC/ferromagnetic spinterfaces.
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(P.59) Optimisation of Heusler alloy (Co2MnSi) thin films and multilayers for spin Seebeck devices.
C Cox1, A Caruana1,2, C Kinane2, T Charlton2,3, M D Cropper1 and K Morrison1
1

Loughborough University, UK, 2ISIS Neutron and Muon Source, STFC Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, UK, 3Oak
Ridge National Lab, USA
The spin Seebeck effect[1] is defined as the generation of a pure spin current (Js) when a magnetised material (such
as Co2MnSi2) is subjected to a temperature gradient (ΔT). To detect it, a thin non-magnetic layer [NM] such as Pt, is
deposited on top of the material of interest. This converts Js into an observable thermoelectric voltage (VSSE) by way
of the Inverse Spin Hall Effect (ISHE).
Our work initially encompasses the thin film deposition of Co2MnSi on amorphous glass substrates using Pulsed
Laser Deposition (PLD) and the deposition parameterisation with the aim of producing L21 ordered films, which
exhibit larger VSSE than disordered B2 films[3].
Additionally, we will present initial results on exploring the potential Giant Spin Seebeck Effect (GSSE) [4] in
multilayers. The GSSE is an enhancement of VSSE due to the increase in the volume of the spin injector. Multilayers
of [Co2MnSi /Pt]n/SiO2 were fabricated with the aim of observing the GSSE for multilayer samples. The ordering
within the Co2MnSi increases with annealing treatment (just as in single layer films). The effect of annealing upon
the VSSE can be seen in Figure 1, where the signal is enhanced in annealed multilayer samples when compared with
as-deposited GSSE multilayers.

Figure 1 Spin Seebeck voltage of an annealed and as deposited sample, an increase in the observed voltage is
seen for the more ordered (annealed) sample.
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(P.60) Towards the iIntegration of topological insulators with spintronic devices
D Backes
Loughborough University, UK
The Nobel prize in physics has recently been awarded for the discovery of topological phases of matter, with
topological insulators one of their representatives. These insulating (or semiconducting) materials harbour
conducting surface states, behaving in a remarkable way: the spins of the charge carriers are locked to their
momentum, and transport is topologically protected, i.e. backscattering is suppressed [1]. Such properties are
highly sought after for storing and processing information, explaining the excitement topological insulators have
generated, particularly in the spintronics community. To path the way for a new generation of spintronic devices,
topological insulators need to be integrated with magnetic thin film layer stacks, while maintaining the integrity of
both topological states and magnetic materials. A possible path to reach this goal is outlined in this contribution.
Firstly, the core competencies and requirements, necessary to carry out such research are discussed. Secondly, the
main obstacles and challenges topological insulators impose are presented. Finally, the research activities of
Loughborough University in this field are reported.
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(P.61) Structural health monitoring using magnetostrictive sensors
Z Leung1, A Al-Taher1, L Chan1, N Walters1, M McGahan1, S Hayes1, N Lupu2, I Murgulescu2 and N Morley1
1

University of Sheffield, UK, 2National Institute of R&D in Technical Physics, Romania

Structural Health Monitoring of aircraft composite is required to detect the barely visible impact damage (BVID) that
occurs during flight. If left too long, this damage will become irreparable, thus causing whole aircraft components
needing to be replaced. If caught early the damage can be repaired in-situ, so saving money and time. The BVID
causes a strain within the composite, which can be measured, using surface mounted techniques such as fibre
optics and piezoelectric sensors [1].
Investigations involved using magnetostrictive wires to measure the BVID within the carbon composite. Both
experimental and modelling has been carried out to determine the best material and grid design for the sensor. Two
different magnetostictive wires and ribbons (Fe77.5Si7.5B15 (FeSiB) and Co72.5Si12.5B15 (CoSiB)) were epoxied to a 0O,
90O woven pre-impregnated carbon fibre epoxy system (VTC401®) from SHD Composites in different grid
arrangements (Fig. 1a). Structural measurements determined the ultimate tensile stress and interlaminar shear
strength [2]. Passive induction and active fluxgate measurements were used to detect uniform and non-uniform
strain in the composite.
The COMSOL modelling determined that the FeSiB wires had a higher minimum induction across the composite
(0.0128T) compared to the CoSiB wires (0.0052T). For the FeSiB and CoSiB wires under uniform strain (Fig. 1b),
the change in induction had a linear dependence with strain, with FeSiB having the higher change, while the ribbons
showed no change in inductance at low strain, but an increase at higher strain.
In conclusion, magnetostrictive grid sensors for structural health monitoring are a real alternative to existing
methods. From both the modelling and experimental results, the material of choice is FeSiB, as it has a higher
sensitivity so allows for greater coverage across the composite to detect the BVID.

Fig. 1a. Model of 6mm x 6mm grid design. 1b Change in Inductance as a function of applied strain for
magnetostrictive wires and ribbons attached to the composite surface.
This research was funded under the Cleansky2 scheme, for the project SHERLOC JTI-CS-2009-01-GRA-01-005
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(P.62) Search for magnetic polarons in europium hexaboride, using neutrons
R Arnold1, M Laver1, S Samothrakitis1, A Bianchi2, G Beaudin2, S Gerber3, J Gavilano3 and Michel Kenzelmann3
1

University of Birmingham, UK, 2Université de Montréal, 3PSI

The separation of electronic and magnetic phases within materials can give rise to phenomena such as colossal
magnetoresistance (CMR). Europium hexaboride (EuB6) is one such material. Given that material strain and
magnetism are expected to play a part in CMR, EuB6 is desirable as the structural changes in the material are
minute at the temperatures of interest, allowing for a focus on the magnetism component. Previous work suggests a
magnetic polaron transport mechanism, therefore here we present a small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) study of
EuB6, with an investigative focus on analysing changes to TM, the polaron start temperature, as a function of applied
field, H. Results indicate that TM is affected by H and show evidence for magnetic polarons within EuB6.
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(P.63) Investigation of the magnetic properties of some rare earth-transition metal permanent magnets
S Kumar, C E Patrick, A L Walton, R S Edwards, M R Lees, G Balakrishnan and J B Staunton
University of Warwick, UK
Over the past few decades, the binary intermetallic permanent magnets RCo5 (R = rare earth) have drawn a great
deal of attention owing to their interesting magnetic properties, such as their high Curie temperature (TC), large
magnetocrystalline anisotropy field (HA) and high saturation magnetization (Ms) [1-2]. We have grown single
crystals of two important compounds of this series, YCo5 and GdCo5, using the optical floating zone technique.
Magnetization measurements carried out on these materials have given an estimate of the anisotropy field at
various temperatures, with an example shown in Fig. 1. We have further investigated the effects of doping in these
materials, using the transition metals, Fe and Ni, in polycrystalline YCo5 and GdCo5, and studied the magnetic
properties of these compounds. The temperature variations of the magnetization response of the doped and
undoped compounds can be compared with the theoretical calculations carried out in parallel with this work.
The current work is a part of the PRETAMAG project carried out in collaboration with Eduardo Mendive Tapia and
George Marchant (Warwick), Mark Laver and Allan Walton (Birmingham). This project is funded by the UK
Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council, Grant no. EP/M028941/1.

Figure 1. Magnetization vs. applied magnetic field at T = 5 K for a GdCo5 single crystal in two orientations (H // c
and H ⊥ c). These data were extrapolated to estimate HA.
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(P.64) Influence of structural disorder on incommensurate magnetic structure of Cr1/3NbS2 helical magnet
V V Ogloblichev1, Y V Piskunov1 and F B Mushenok2,3
1

M N Miheev Institute of Metal Physics UB RAS, Russia, 2University of Exeter, UK, 3Institute of Problems of Chemical
Physics, Russia
Magneto-ordered materials with modulated magnetic structure are intensely studied in solid state physics. Great
opportunities for discovering of novel magnetic phenomena and revealing of fundamental laws of magnetic ordering
are provided by competition of symmetric and antisymmetric (Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya) exchange interactions and
uniaxial magetocrystalline anisotropy. The most prominent objects are intercalated dichalcogenides of transition
metals Cr1/3NbS2 and Mn1/3NbS2 [1, 2].
Peculiarities of magnetic ordering of helical magnet Cr1/3NbS2 has been investigated by nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) method at zero magnetic field in a broad temperature range T = 77 - 4.4 K. NMR signal was observed in two
different frequency ranges ν1 = 64 - 68 MHz and ν2 = 49 - 51 MHz. Components of electric field gradients,
hyperfine fields and magnetic moments of chromium ions were estimated and analyzed. It was concluded that
structural disorder induces two (at least) valence states of chromium ions - Cr4+ and Cr3+. Magnetic moments of Cr3+
ions lie in basal ab plane due to magnetocrystalline “easy-plane” anisotropy and form two different types of
magnetic structure: commensurate ferromagnetic structure and incommensurate magnetic soliton lattice. In
contrast, magnetocrystalline “easy-plane” anisotropy does not affect on Cr4+ ions, therefore their magnetic moments
are aligned along с axis.

Figure 1. 53Cr NMR spectra in Cr1/3NbS2 at a temperature T = 4.2 K in zero external magnetic field. The dotted line
shows the result of simulation of the experimental spectrum five quadrupole split lines.
The research was carried out within the state assignment of FASO of Russia (theme “Spin” No. 01201463330),
supported in part by RFBR (project No. 15-02-02000).
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(P.65) Growth of ferromagnetic MnSb on Graphene
N Ab Rahman, G R Bell and T P A Hase
University of Warwick, UK
Integration of ferromagnetic and 2-dimensional material is of interest for potential spin transport applications.
Graphene on polycrystalline copper foils was fabricated with chemical vapour deposition (CVD) and then used as a
substrate to grow epitaxial layers of MnSb by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). The thin films of MnSb have been
characterized with scanning electron microscopy, Raman spectroscopy, x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and
magnetometry.. Monolayer graphene was confirmed by Raman with 2D/G peak ratio 2.49. The magnetic hysteresis
loop was detected with the coercive field (667 ± 5) Oe and (900 ± 20) Oe at 300 K and 10 K respectively. The
shallow core XPS region for Mn 3p was fitted carefully showed a metallic state consistent with MnSb and two oxides.

Figure 1: Magnetometry acquired at 10K and 300K between -3000 and 3000 Oe. Panel (a) shows hysteresis loop
for MnSb. The shape of the curve is indicative of hard axis behaviour with the coercive field is (667 ± 5) Oe at 300 K
and (900 ± 20) Oe at 10 K. Panel (b) shows a M-T plot for the MnSb taken at a fixed applied field of 3000 Oe, the
inset shows a Brillouin function plot for Tc = 590 K.
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(P.66) Directly Probing Femtosecond Spin Dynamics in a Molecular Magnet
J O Johansson1, J-W Kim2, L Hedley1, F Liedy1, E Allwright1, D M Rogers1, N Robertson1, J-Y Bigot2
1

University of Edinburgh, UK, 2Université de Strasbourg, France

Developments in femtosecond magneto-optical (MO) techniques [1,2] have made it possible to study spin
dynamics on unprecedented timescales in various magnetic metals [3], dielectrics [4] and nanoparticles [5].
However, molecular materials have so far been under-explored using these techniques. We report the first ultrafast
MO study of a molecule-based magnet [6].
Femtosecond pump-probe spectroscopy was used to measure the MO and transient transmission dynamics of thin
films of the V-Cr Prussian blue analogue (PBA), which is a room-temperature molecule-based magnet. The MO
measurements could detect a change in the super-exchange interaction taking place as a result of a spin flip
occurring in less than 250 fs after the absorption of a pump photon. These measurements open up new possibilities
to study spin dynamics in novel magnetic molecular materials.

Figure 1: (a) The probe pulse is sensitive to the metal-to-metal charge transfer (MM’CT) transition, which is affected
by the change in spin-configuration on the Cr ion after pumping at the ligand-to-metal charge-transfer transition. (b)
Change in Faraday rotation ΔθF at 660 nm as a function of pump-probe delay for two different temperatures and
external magnetic field directions.
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(P.67) A platform for time-resolved scanning Kerr microscopy at the near-field
P S Keatley1, T H J Loughran1, E Hendry1, W L Barnes1, R J Hicken1, J R Childress2 and J Katine2
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Time-resolved scanning Kerr microscopy (TRSKM) is a powerful tool for investigating magnetization dynamics at submicrometer length scales with picosecond temporal resolution. The nanoscale character is lost because the spatial
resolution of Kerr microscopy is determined by the optical diffraction limit. However, the resolution may be
enhanced by using the optical near-field of a plasmonic resonance of a metallic nanostructure or antenna. Here a
Kerr microscope equipped with an atomic force microscope (AFM) is used for near-field magneto-optical
measurements using a modified AFM tip. A 400 nm Au aperture was fabricated onto a flat section of an optically
transparent AFM tip (Figure 1), brought into close proximity to the sample surface, and scanned at a constant height
above the surface. To demonstrate the capability of this platform near-field TRSKM images of magnetization
dynamics within flux closure domains of a 5×2.5 mm2 NiFe(40 nm) rectangle were acquired, Figure 1(b-c). The
magneto-optical sensitivity was more than half that of conventional TRSKM, while the spatial resolution determined
from magneto-optical contrast was enhanced by comparison with conventional TRSKM. This work provides proof of
concept for near-field TRSKM. Further development of the near-field AFM probe for measurements deep into the
nanoscale will be discussed.

Figure 1. (a) The modified AFM probe tip with a Au coated plateau and a ~400 nm diameter aperture. (b) and (c)
Conventional (b) and near-field (c) time-resolved polar Kerr images of the initial response (𝜏𝜏1 ) to a magnetic field
impulse and ripples observed during relaxation (𝜏𝜏2 ). The arrow in (c) points to the possible signal of domain wall
dynamics at τ2, while the uniform response at τ1 clearly reveals the flux closure domain structure.
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